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From the Chair
by Gail C. Calderwood
gcalderwood@rrblaw.com
The holidays quickly
approach, and for family lawyers,
it is a busy and hectic time; but
I try each year to take time to
reflect on those who are close
and important to me, and on
people and events for which I am
thankful. In recent days, it has
been harder to contemplate the
positives, as both my city and
a neighborhood, Squirrel Hill,
that I considered a second home
while growing up, were rocked
by the violent and hateful actions
of one person. The peacefulness
of a service in a synagogue was
invaded and lives shattered,
making it difficult to reflect
on what is good; however, this
is exactly the time to do so. I
am buoyed by the community
coming together to support their
own, by the voices raised in
opposition to anti-Semitism, and
by learning the amazing stories
of the victim’s lives. In the days
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following, I learned of new ties
that I had to the victims, as did
so many others within my circle
of friends and acquaintances;
indirect connections but ones that
reinforce that Pittsburgh—and
indeed Pennsylvania—are part
of a web of personal connections
each impacting others. We must
not lose sight of the positives
continued on page 200
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that occur each day within these interpersonal
connections.
As chair of the Family Law Section, I am
thankful for the impact of David Pollock, our editor
of the PA Family Lawyer, fondly referred to by many
as the “Quarterly,” as he has devoted 23 years and
thousands of hours to ensuring the high-quality
informative content and timeliness of the PA Family
Lawyer. David is phasing out of his role as editor.
The Family Law Section is immeasurably grateful
for his efforts. David has been involved with the
quarterly publication far longer than his 23 years
as editor, and his contributions and passion have
been endless. In light of the fact that the PA Family
Lawyer is the most widely disseminated service we
offer to our members, we cannot thank him enough
for his contributions. Knowing David on a personal
level, having met him in the earliest days of my
career, I am thankful for his belief in the value of
the PBA Family Law Section and his passion for
the practice of family law. David has expressed a
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willingness to continue assisting, as needed, with
work involved, and we appreciate his willingness to
assist with the transition we are implementing for
the editing and publication of the PA Family Lawyer.
I am also so appreciative of our Council and
the Committees that operate within the Family Law
Section. For those who do not know, the members
of Council and the various Committees are kept
busy with projects and last-minute issues, and
they always rise to the occasion. I have appointed
Julie R. Colton to be the chair of the Surrogacy
Committee, which will be seeking to work with
the Legislature to consider and adopt legislation in
continued on page 201
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the arena of alternative reproductive technology
and its intersection with family law. Lise A. Fisher
is chair of the Public Access Committee, which is
working to provide feedback to the AOPC on the
Public Access policy and its implementation to date.
Our Committees and Council have been hopping
to deal with change to the law, new Rules, projects
to provide services for our Members, maintaining
and growing membership, offering scholarships
to aid those who qualify to attend our Meetings,
and addressing requests for input from our state
legislators. I am thankful for the team efforts that
bolster our busy Section.
Our Section was recently successful in
obtaining approval to submit two Reports to the
Supreme Court Domestic Relations Committee, an
undertaking that required scheduling a call with
the Board of Governors, acting in lieu of the House,
since there was a short deadline to provide formal
comments to the Rules in question. The Board of
Governors graciously sacrificed their time to join
the conference call, voting in favor of both acting
in lieu of the House of Delegates and for approval
of the two Reports. I am grateful to the Board for
their time and consideration of these matters. Most
importantly, I thank Carolyn Zack and Anthony
Hoover, who co-chair our FLS Rules Committee,
for drafting the Reports, their time in overseeing the
Committee and for Carolyn’s assistance in our joint
presentation to the Board of Governors.
This past month was a difficult one for many
reasons, including the loss of Lynne Z. Gold-Bikin,
a trailblazer in family law and for women lawyers.
Lynne’s accomplishments are too numerous to
list here, but I have presented an In-Memoriam
Resolution to the House of Delegates this month
to recognize her contributions. Lynne was an
involved and longstanding contributor as a family
lawyer and Section member; moreover, she prized
her children and their children above all—two
wonderful attributes for any Section member—to
be devoted to family and to the practice of family
law. She is mourned by her husband, children,
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and many
Section members. I am grateful to have known her
and for her contributions.
I hope everyone reading this finds things to be
grateful for as the holidays approach, even during the
tough times that can be part of a practicing family
lawyer’s existence. I hope all of our Members can
find something to be thankful for as a result of their
Membership, and if you have any suggestions for how
the Section can serve you better or even more, please
do not hesitate to reach out to me or the other officers.
Enjoy the holidays and don’t forget to register for
the upcoming Winter Meeting in Pittsburgh! We have
great programs and fun events planned, including an
opening party with a photo booth, DJ, and a planned
theme—keep your eyes out for the coming brochure!
The Winter Meeting in Pittsburgh will be held from
January 18, 2019 through January 20, 2019 at the
Omni William Penn Hotel.
Gail Calderwood is a partner in the Pittsburgh firm of Raphael,
Ramsden & Behers and chair, PBA Family Law Section, previously
served as a council member, is a former chair of the Domestic Rules
Committee, and was previously co-chair of the Program Committee
of the Family Law Section. Ms. Calderwood is also a member of the
ACBA Family Law Section, serving on committees and previously
a member of council. Additionally, she was the president of the
Pittsburgh Matrimonial Inn of Court for the 2007-2009 term. Attorney
Calderwood was awarded the 2007 Outstanding Young Lawyer Award
from the Young Lawyers Division of the ACBA. gcalderwood@rrblaw.
com 412-471-8822

Upcoming Family Law
Section Meetings
2019 Winter Meeting • Jan. 18-20, 2019
The Omni William Penn, Pittsburgh
2019 Summer Meeting • July 11-14, 2019
Loews Portofino Bay Hotel, Orlando, Fla.
2020 Winter Meeting • Jan. 16-19, 2020
The Hotel Hershey, Hershey
2020 Summer Meeting • July 9-12, 2020
The Sagamore Resort, Bolton Landing, N.Y.
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From the Editor
by David S. Pollock, Esquire
dpollock@pollockbegg.com
With this issue
the Editorial Board
and I finish our 23rd
year of the PA Family
Lawyer. Jack Rounick
conceived and wrote the
PA Family Lawyer for
its first seven years and
Judge Emanuel Bertin
David S. Pollock
nurtured and wrote it for
the next 10 years. When Jack Howett was chair of the
Family Law Section, Judge Bertin was elected to the
Montgomery County Court of Common Pleas. Judge
Bertin concluded that his writing and commentary
would interfere and conflict with his judicial duties.
Jack introduced the idea of an editorial panel and
expanded offerings since one person should not do
it all. In the early years, Jack Rounick was assisted
by Gary Friedlander. During Judge Bertin’s tenure,
he was assisted by Caryn Graff. Jack and I created
an Editorial Board comprised of the undersigned,
David Ladov, Harry Byrne, Bill Steiner, Jay
Blechman, and Peggy Lynn Ferber. Over the years
the Editorial Board has included Bob Raver, Amy J.
Phillips, Mark Ashton, Gerry Shoemaker, and Lori
Shemtob. Sections have been edited and authored by
Alicia Slade (PlummerSlade), Joel Bernbaum, Mark
Sullivan, Joel Fishman, PhD, Yvonne Hursh, Steve
Rehrer, and Karen Haley. Case notes, articles, and
comments have been authored by numerous Section
members, PBA Family Law Section presenters,
sponsors, accountants, suppliers, and vendors who
remain loyal to our membership.
I worked with 24 Section Chairs and numerous
PBA publications staff. Our law firm staff, my
friends, and my mentors have been most helpful to
make the PA Family Lawyer a marketing piece and
reward for Section membership.
For me, tending to our membership and the
PA Family Lawyer has been a labor of love, fun,
learning, friendship, and pride. I love the Family
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Law Section and the PA Family Lawyer. The PBA
has great mentorship with Pam Kance and Janell
Klein, who have continued the excellence we received
from Michael Shatto and Maryanne Delaney. Our
Executive Board is strong. Council is providing our
future leadership. For this, Rita and I are proud and
happy. I have concluded being editor-in-chief with this
issue. I will remain available to the new editors with
this work and for whatever I can do for the Chair, the
Executive Committee, Council, Section and PA Family
Lawyer, since I remain passionate about the Family
Law Section and the PA Family Lawyer.
My thanks are given to Barry Simpson, the
PBA Executive Director, who has always attended
the PBA Family Law Section Annual Winter and
Summer Meetings (except when he was on injured
reserve); Marcy Mallory, the retired PBA Director
of Communications who always provide wise
counsel and excellent publications staff; Michael
Shatto, Maryanne Delaney, Pam Kance, and Janell
Klein, upon whose wisdom I have relied, each of
the chairs, my friends and mentors, our “adopted”
family (in whom we take great pride), Rita, our sons
Adam and Josh and their families, my law partners
Todd Begg, Candice Komar, Dan Glasser, Brian
Vertz, and Joe Williams (our Dream Team), the
lawyers and staff of the law firm, Jean Dreistadt
(whose inexplicable loyalty now exceeds 30 years),
my two Karens (Karen Friscia, succeeded by
Karen Leacock) and of course Theresa Jennings,
MindSqueezeCreative (who stepped in to be our
editorial assistant without missing a beat).
Rita and I are not leaving the Family Law Section
behind. We will continue to attend the Annual
Winter and Summer Meetings, and I will have my
ubiquitous camera at the Annual Section Meetings to
take photographs to be posted to the Section website.
I feel especially good about the Officers of the
Section, who are very capable and well-intentioned:
Gail Calderwood, Michael Bertin, Dave

continued on page 203
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Schanbacher, Helen Casale, Darren Holst, and
Hillary Moonay. Council has years of strength and
future leadership. The committees and special task
forces are focused and relevant. Many past chairs
continue to provide sage counsel, effective work, and
legislative and Rules input. I am looking forward to
the continuation of a strong Family Law Section, the
future PA Family Lawyer and its editors, and a future
easy-to-access, interesting Section website.
Stay tuned for 41 PA Family Lawyer Issue No.
1 (March 2019), and most importantly, enjoy the
holidays, your time with family and friends and
good health, happiness, and fulfillment through
appreciation of our lives and our professions. The
tragedy of the killings in our neighborhood of

Squirrel Hill on October 27, 2018 confirm our
commitment to our family, friends, communities,
and the importance of doing good things that make
us strong and optimistic. We will continue to always
look for good things to do for others, as we have
learned and reaffirmed throughout our lives.
David S. Pollock is a founding member of Pollock Begg Komar Glasser
& Vertz LLC in Pittsburgh. He was previously a partner and head of the
Matrimonial Law Group at Reed Smith LLP. Mr. Pollock is a member of
the PA Supreme Court Domestic Relations Procedural Rules Committee,
Fellow of American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers (past member,
national finance committee and current Treasurer of PA Chapter),
Fellow of International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers (past member
of the Board of Managers of USA Chapter and its finance committee),
Editor-in-Chief of Pennsylvania Family Lawyer (official publication of
the PBA Family Law Section), past chair of PBA Family Law Section,
recipient of PBA Family Law Section Eric Turner Memorial Award,
past chair of ACBA Family Law Section, past treasurer of Pittsburgh
JCC, and co-editor of PBI’s award-winning Drafting Marital Settlement
Agreements. dpollock@pollockbegg.com 412-471-9000

ARTICLES/COMMENTS
Mark R. Ashton, Esquire
mashton@foxrothschild.com

The Guideline Changes Prompted by Tax Reform Have Come
and They Are Big (or Complicated, at least)—Redux
by Mark R. Ashton, Esquire and edited by Carolyn Moran Zack, Esquire
mashton@foxrothschild.com and czack@momjiananderer.com
The Republicans promised tax reform in 2016
and as we know, the Republicans scored a big victory
as voters clamored to support them. In the last hours
of 2017 they “delivered” a tax reform package that
was both big and bizarre. One of the least-expected
“reforms” was the elimination of any deduction for
payment of spousal support and alimony.
That deduction, allowing payors of alimony to
deduct the payments and shift the tax burden to the
recipient spouse, had been around for generations.
The last tinkering with this deduction was in 1984,
and the changes were intended simply to end certain
abuses of the deduction. No one in the matrimonial
community knew anything about a change in the
fundamental law until days before it was passed. But
pass, it did, and effective with any agreement or court
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

order entered in 2019 that does not arise out of an
order/agreement before 2019, alimony and spousal
support are tax neutral. No deduction for the payor
and no duty to report the income by the payee. See
IRS repeal on p. 288.
So today we live in a two-tiered world. If your
arrangement is already in effect or formed before
December 31, 2018, you have one tax consequence.
That’s the old regime. Payor deducts the payment
and Payee reports it. After December 31, 2018, you
can’t deduct alimony unless you have an agreement
or order from before December 31, 2018.
The guidelines in effect today and since guidelines
were first issued in the 1980s “assume” that spousal
support or alimony is deductible. In olden days, which
continued on page 204
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is to say pre-state guidelines, the dependent spouse
got no more than 1/3 of the superior earning spouse’s
income. The source for that rule was the Bible.
When guidelines were issued, the 33% rule gave
way to a 40% rule. There is no written explanation
for this, but the common assumption was that the
difference accounted for the fact that in Biblical
times, alimony was not deductible. At least as far
as we know. So the alimony was boosted to 40%
because the income was subject to income tax due
from the recipient.
Now that tax advantage is gone; except for the
folks who get their deals done in the next three
months. It should be a busy season, because if I am
a top tax bracket person and I am paying $10,000
a month in alimony, it really only costs me $6,000.
And if I am a $10,000-a-month recipient of alimony
under the ancient regime, all things being equal, I’ll
pay about $1,900 a month in taxes. The tax gurus
saw that the Treasury department was leaving
$2,100 a month in tax receipts on the table and they
decided that money was too easy to pass up.
Problem is, we now have a two-tax world. There
are pre-2019 deals and there are post-2018 deals.
Each has a different tax arrangement. This is the
problem visited on the rule-making committee and
the guideline writers for the state supreme court.
How does one neutralize the fact that some parties
have tax advantages and some do not?
A proposed solution came during the second
week of September, with proposed changes to
the PA Support Rules Guidelines. They were up
for comment, but the comment period closed on
November 9, 2018 because a new regime needs to
be in effect when the tax law changes on January 1,
2019.
The first and most dramatic change is the order
in which support is calculated. Since the guidelines
were first created 30 years ago, the formula required
the parties to “solve” for child support and then use
the resulting integer to calculate spousal support.
Thus, if husband earned $5,000 a month net and wife
with primary custody made $2,000 net, you found
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

out what support was required for two children,
with $7,000 a month in combined net income and
husband paying 71% of the support. To account for
the fact that wife was getting $1,180 in child support,
her spousal support amount was calculated as:
Husband’s net........................................................$5000
Less her net...........................................................(2000)
Less child support.................................................(1180)
Result................................................. 2,820 x 0.3= $846
If no children, the formula was husband’s net, less
wife’s net x 0.4, or $1,200 a month. That award was
fully taxable to the recipient. We had what can best
be described as a Susquehanna River rift for many
years. In the West the total of $1,180 child and $846
spousal were fully taxable. In the East, the courts
viewed the $846 spousal as taxable, but not the child
support—$1,180.
Under the proposed rules, the order of
calculation is reversed. In support of that change,
the Committee notes that Pennsylvania is the only
state that did child support first and spousal support
second. Now we join the other income shares model
states and do spousal support first. Then, because
the old guidelines assumed a different tax scheme
(i.e., some or all of the support was taxable), we need
to apply different percentages. So let’s try driving the
car with the steering wheel on the right side. First,
we will try driving with our two children:
Step 1
Father’s net............................................................$5,000
Mother’s net..........................................................$2,000
% of Father’s net available for support of spouse
—25% (olden days 30%)
Father’s spousal support obligation
$5,000-2,000(x.25)= $1,250
If no dependent children, the net available for spousal
support is 33% or $1650 (and not 25% as above).
Step 2
Mother’s net income ............................................$2,000
Amount of that income available for spousal
support—0.3 if there are kids; 0.4, if not
continued on page 205
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Mother’s share of spousal support $2,000 x 0.3 = $600
If no kids 2,000 x 0.4 = $800
Step 3
Preliminary spousal support is
Result of step 1............................ $1,250 with kids (.25)
................................................ $1650 without kids (.33)
Minus result of step 2............................. $600 with kids
............................................................ $800 without kid
Result...................................................... $650 with kids
...........................................................$850 without kids
Thus the dependent spouse (mother here) gets
$650 in spousal support with kids, $850 without.
Now We Do Basic Child Support:
Father has a $5,000 net but has to peel off $650
in spousal support without any deductions.
Mother has $2,000 net, but supplemented with a
tax-free $650.
So when we do child support, the combined
nets remain $7000 but instead of a 70/30% income
allocation we revised that to include the spousal
support or APL:
Father......................$5,000-650 = $4,350................62%
Mother................... $2,000+650 =$2,650................38%
The $7,000 guideline amount of $1,660 remains
the same, but Father now pays only 62% of that
amount, or $1,032. His combined payment is that
$1,032 + $650 in spousal, or $1,682.
Complicated enough? Well, what about the order
that has a provision that permits the spousal support or
APL to be deducted? Let’s try driving on the right side of
the road but with the order of the calculation reversed.
Net Income
Father....................................................................$5,000
Mother..................................................................$2,000
Basic obligation per guidelines, $1660........ 71%......29%
Support amount $1,660 x....................... $1,186.......474
Next, check if there is a substantial or share
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custody adjustment.
Next adjust for health insurance premiums,
child care costs and “other expenses.”
Now you have a child support amount. For
simplicity, no adjustments means $1,186 due.
Spousal Support with Dependents
Obligor’s net..........................................................$5,000
Less child support........ $1,186 (without adjustment for
shared or substantial custody)
Result....................................................................$3,814
Multiply by 0.3....... $1,144 This is spousal support,
which is added to $1,186 child support.
If no dependents, the world is just as it was.
Husband’s net income minus wife’s net income x 0.4.
That part is easy because the pre-2019 arrangement
is still deductible by husband and taxable to wife.
No fun driving on the wrong side until you get the
hang of it. But we need a new regime in place when the
tax law changes at midnight on December 31, 2018. So
be prepared to drive the new way in your calculations,
since chances are strong that these rules will be placed
into effect very shortly after the comment period closes.
Mark R. Ashton is a partner in the Exton office of Fox Rothschild LLP,
past chair of the PBA Family Law Section, co-editor, Pennsylvania
Family Lawyer, member, Chester County Bar Association (former chair,
Domestic Relations Section), Montgomery Bar Association (former
director) and member, Board of Directors, Historic Yellow Springs
(president, 2009-11), mashton@foxrothschild.com, 610-458-4942
Carolyn Moran Zack is a partner with the Philadelphia firm of Momjian
Anderer LLC. She is trained as an arbitrator by the American Academy
of Matrimonial Lawyers and certified mediator. After 15 years under the
mentorship of Albert Momjian, Esquire, first at the firm of Abrahams
and Lowenstein and later at Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis, LLP, she
was Chief Law Clerk for the Honorable Berle M. Schiller when he was
a judge of the Superior Court of Pennsylvania in 1998 and 1999, then
Lamb McErlane, PC, Special Master for the Chester County Family Court
and a Custody Conciliator for Chester County, Family Court Master.
Ms. Zack has served on the Board of the West Chester Area Child Access
Center and as an active member of the Chester County Bar Association
Pro Bono Committee. She has co-authored, with the Honorable Katherine
B. L. Platt, the chapter on “Alternative Dispute Resolution: Co-Parenting
Counseling and Parenting Coordination” in PBI’s Custody Law & Practice
in Pennsylvania. Ms. Zack is a member of the Doris Jonas Freed Inn of
Court, the PBA Family Law Section Rules Committee, and past chair
of the Family Law Section of the Philadelphia Bar Association. czack@
momjiananderer.com 267.546.3712
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Pennsylvania Bar Association
Family Law Section
Recommendation 171
by Gail C. Calderwood
gcalderwood@rrblaw.com
The Family Law Section recommends that the
Pennsylvania Bar Association oppose the adoption
of Recommendation 171 issued by the Domestic
Relations Procedural Rules Committee (DRPRC).
Recommendation 171 proposes a revised formula
in proposed Rules 1910.16-4 and 1910.16-6 for
determining the parents’ respective obligations for
their children’s additional expenses, in an effort
to reflect the economic realities of each party in a
support matter. While the Family Law Section is
generally in favor of changes to the calculation of
the parties’ liability for a child’s additional expenses
that will more accurately relate to their ability to
pay for these expenses, the Family Law Section
does not believe that the proposed changes achieve
that objective or can be applied, as drafted, without
placing an undue burden on the recipient of the
child and spousal support. The Family Law Section
therefore recommends that the Pennsylvania
Bar Association adopt a Resolution opposing the
Recommendation.
REPORT
Recommendation 171 proposes changes
to the allocation of additional expenses for a
spouse and child under Rule 1910.16-6(a)-(d),
including child care expenses, health insurance
premiums, unreimbursed medical expenses,
private school tuition, summer camp and other
needs.1 Recommendation 174 (see following article)
subsequently proposed changes to the support
guidelines, including the percentages of net incomes
to determine spousal support and a change in
the methodology to determine child and spousal
support. Since Recommendation 174 leaves intact
the current methodology for support orders and
agreements entered prior to January 1, 2019 and
modified after January 1, 2019 (unless these orders
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

and agreements provide for the new tax laws to
apply), Recommendation 171 must be viewed in
the context of both the existing rules for calculating
net incomes and support and the proposed new
rules for calculating net incomes and support. The
premise stated by the DRPRC in the Publication
Report to Recommendation 171 is that the current
support guideline methodology for calculating
additional expenses “ignores the economic realities
of the parties’ circumstances.” Under the current
guideline calculation, the parties’ net incomes,
without consideration of child and spousal
support paid or received, is used to determine the
apportionment of “Additional Expenses” in child
support cases.
Recommendation 171 would adjust the obligor’s
income by the payments made for child and spousal
support before determining his or her obligation
for the child’s Additional Expenses. However, as
currently drafted, proposed Rule 1910.16-6 does
not make clear that an obligor’s income should be
adjusted only by his or her share of the basic child
support and spousal support paid (and not by his or
her share of the child’s Additional Expenses, which
would require a circular calculation), and further,
would require the obligee to use the payments he or
she receives from the obligor for the child’s “basic
needs” (food, housing, transportation, clothing
and other miscellaneous items) and the obligee’s
own basic needs to pay for the child’s Additional
Expenses. The burden for these Additional Expenses
is therefore unfairly shifted to the obligee.
A. Support Intended for Basic Needs
In an effort to make the burden of paying
the Additional Expenses shared more equitably,
proposed rule 1910.16-6 provides as follows:
continued on page 207
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[W]hen allocating the expenses in this
rule, the court shall calculate the party’s
proportionate share of the expenses after
adjusting the party’s monthly net income
by the monthly support amount received or
paid and then dividing each party’s adjusted
monthly net income by the parties’ combined
monthly net income.
This proposed allocation would apply to child
care expenses, health insurance premiums paid by
the parties, unreimbursed medical expenses, private
school tuition, summer camp, and other needs.
Proposed Rule 1910.16-6 (a)-(d). These expenses
are the “Additional Expenses” currently allocated
between the parties in the ratio of their net incomes.
The principle of this proposed rule is simple—
before calculating the allocation percentage,
subtract what the obligor pays the obligee in child
and any spousal support or alimony pendente lite
(APL) from the obligor’s income, and add these
payments to the obligee’s income. This formula
would reflect the parties’ respective incomes after
paying and receiving support, thus decreasing the
obligor’s obligation and increasing the obligee’s
obligation for the Additional Expenses. If this
were simply an income-shifting formula, with no
underlying obligation attached, the result might
achieve its intended result to more accurately reflect
the “economic realities” of the parties involved.
However, the income that is being deducted
from the obligor and attributed to the obligee for
purposes of this adjusted allocation is support
money that the obligee needs to use to pay for the
child’s basic support needs (e.g., shelter, clothing and
food), as well as the obligee’s own support needs. By
attributing this money to the obligee as additional
income available to pay for the Additional Expenses
of the child, the formula creates a “double-dip” of
monies already designated for an important and
necessary purpose. Further, the proposed formula
fails to deduct the obligee’s own share of the
child support obligation—money that is already
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

earmarked for the child’s basic needs. The economic
reality is that the obligor pays less and the obligee
pays more of the child’s Additional Expenses and, in
effect, the proposed rule imposes an unfair burden
on the obligee by causing him or her to use income
already dedicated to pay basic child support to pay
these Additional Expenses.
The unfair shift in burden is clearly demonstrated
in the Example provided in the Recommendation.
In the Example, Mother has primary care of two
children, and Father has partial custody. Mother
has net monthly income of $2,000, and Father has
net income of $3,500. The basic amount of child
support for two children in the guideline table
is $1,463. Father’s income is 64% of the parties’
combined income; thus, his share of the basic support
obligation is $936, and Mother’s share is $527. After
each party expends the guideline amount for basic
support, Father has $2,564 remaining ($3,500 –
$936) (64% of the combined adjusted income), and
Mother has $1,473 remaining ($2,000 – $527) (36%
of the combined adjusted income). Yet, under the
Recommendation, Father would only be responsible
for 47% of the daycare expense. The proposed
Recommendation therefore ignores Mother’s own
contribution toward the child’s basic support and,
considering that Father has in excess of $1,000
more than Mother after the children’s basic needs
are met, the percentage allocation provided by the
Recommendation is inequitable.
Even if, arguendo, the amount of basic child
support is statistically related to the child’s actual
needs, whereas the amount of spousal support/
APL amount is strictly a percentage of the parties’
net incomes without a statistical correlation to the
obligee’s basic needs, the proposed Rule makes
no distinction between child support and spousal
support/APL in proposing that both amounts be
reduced from the obligor’s income to determine his
or her responsibility for the additional expenses.
Further, in reviewing various scenarios applying
these calculations, the Family Law Section noted
that this attribution of an increased obligation to the
obligee could unfairly burden those obligees on the
continued on page 208
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lower end of the income scale with already limited
resources, while at the same time could incentivize
obligees on the higher end of this scale to be more
reasonable when identifying Additional Expenses
to be shared by the parties, for example, summer
camp or private school. On the other hand, even in
the higher-income cases, where the incomes of the
parties are disparate, the result of the adjustment on
the allocation may cause an unfair or unintended
result. Thus, there are competing arguments and
concerns with this proposed method, and there is no
easy solution.
The Family Law Section believes that a possible
compromise in achieving a more equitable allocation
of Additional Expenses would be to analogize from
the existing rules regarding the inclusion/deduction
of alimony in income available for support to
determine the incomes for apportionment. Rule
1910.16-2(c)(1)(e) requires that the court deduct
alimony paid to the other party in arriving at the
obligor’s net income; Rule 1910.16-2(a)(7) allows
the court to include alimony payments received
in arriving at the obligee’s net income if, in the
discretion of the trier of fact, inclusion of all or
part of it is appropriate. If this rule were carried
over to require the deduction of spousal support/
APL from the obligor’s income and to allow for
the inclusion of the spousal support/APL in the
obligee’s income, if the circumstances warrant
such inclusion for purposes of apportioning the
Additional Expenses, the trier of fact would have the
ability to avoid attributing the income to the obligee
spouse where the resulting apportionment would
be unfair or unduly burdensome. This discretionary
apportionment would allow the court to address the
economic realities of the families involved.
B. The Proposed Rule May Be Interpreted to
Require Circuitous Calculations
Alternatively, the Family Law Section concludes
that proposed Rule 1910.16-6 and Note, as drafted,
is unclear and could require a circular, never-ending
calculation. The formula provided by Rule 1910.16PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

4 is not circuitous; however, the language of the
underlying Rule 1910.16-6 needs clarification.
Rule 1910.16-6 states that “when allocating
the expenses in this rule, the court shall calculate
the party’s proportionate share of the expenses
after adjusting the party’s monthly net income
by the monthly support received or paid.…” The
Explanatory Note states that “the Committee believes
a more appropriate and equitable methodology is
adjusting the parties’ monthly net incomes prior to
the apportionment by subtracting the total amount of
support paid from the obligor’s monthly net income
and adding the total amount of support received
to the obligee’s monthly net income” (emphasis
added). The Note makes reference to the alreadyexisting formula for deducting the obligor’s payment
of spousal support/APL before apportioning the
obligee’s unreimbursed medical expenses in cases
involving only spousal support/APL. If the total
payment of child support is to be deducted from
the obligor’s income before allocating the parties’
shares of Additional Expenses, the court must first
determine the obligor’s share of Additional Expenses
for both the child and the spouse before calculating
the obligor’s APL/spousal support, then deduct the
child support, the APL/spousal support, and the
payment of those Additional Expenses in order
to arrive at the obligor’s adjusted net income for
purposes of the allocation.
This interpretation does not appear to comport
with the intent of the Rule, as the example to
proposed Rule 1910.16-6(a) states, “For purposes of
apportioning the total child care expenses, Father’s
adjusted monthly net income is $2,564 ($3,500
– $936 [his basic child support obligation]) and
Mother’s adjusted monthly net income is $2,936
($2,000 + $936).” However, the language of the
proposed Rule and Explanatory Note do not clearly
state the intention to deduct only the obligor’s basic
child and spousal support/APL from net income
before determining the allocation. Assuming that
the Committee intended only to deduct the obligor’s
basic child support and spousal support obligation
from net income (and not the obligor’s share of
continued on page 209
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additional expenses) and add these same amounts
to the obligee’s income, the Family Law Section
recommends the Rule be clarified to define the
“monthly support received or paid” as only the basic
child and spousal support amounts.
The Family Law Section has considered other
proposed variations to the formula proposed in
Recommendation 171 and has not found a perfect
solution. For example, if Rule 1910.16-6 were
amended to subtract from the obligor’s net income
his or her share of basic child support, but not add
this support to the obligee’s income before allocating
the Additional Expenses, the ratio would be unfairly
skewed in favor of the obligor, because the obligee
also owes basic child support that has not been
deducted from the obligee’s income in arriving at
the allocation. If Rule 1910.16-6 were amended to
subtract from each party’s net income that party’s
proportionate share of the basic child support, the
adjustment would fairer but would result in no
impact on the allocation ratio—it would be the same
after the adjustment. If Rule 1910.16-6 were amended
to first adjust the parties’ incomes for payment of
APL/spousal support only, without consideration
of whether this adjustment is equitable, the obligor
may unfairly bear the burden of paying additional
expenses with limited financial resources.

is needed. The Family Law Section therefore
recommends that the Pennsylvania Bar Association
adopt a Resolution opposing the Recommendation.
Rule 1910.16(e) relates to the mortgage adjustment for the
marital residence and already defines the parties’ net incomes
for that purpose so is not included in this Recommendation
and Report.
1

Gail Calderwood is a partner in the Pittsburgh firm of Raphael,
Ramsden & Behers and chair, PBA Family Law Section, previously
served as a general council member, is a former chair of the Domestic
Rules Committee, and was previously co-chair of the Program
Committee of the Family Law Section. Ms. Calderwood is also a
member of the ACBA Family Law Section, serving on committees and
previously a member of council. Additionally, she was the president
of the Pittsburgh Matrimonial Inn of Court for the 2007-2009 term.
Attorney Calderwood was awarded the 2007 Outstanding Young
Lawyer Award from the Young Lawyers Division of the ACBA.
gcalderwood@rrblaw.com 412-471-8822

C. Conclusion
The Family Law Section opposes
Recommendation 171, as drafted, since it will
require the obligee to use basic child support for
payment of additional expenses and, without
clarification, can be interpreted to require a circular
calculation (i.e., determining the parties’ respective
shares of Additional Expenses before determining
spousal support/APL, which must be deducted from
the obligor’s net income to arrive at the obligor’s
share of Additional Expenses.) The Family Law
Section is in favor of adjustments to the support
guidelines that will reflect the economic realities of
the parties and equitably share the burden of paying
for Additional Expenses, but additional discussion
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER
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Pennsylvania Bar Association
Family Law Section
Recommendation 4, 174
by Gail C. Calderwood
gcalderwood@rrblaw.com
The Family Law Section recommends
that the Pennsylvania Bar Association adopt
a resolution proposing friendly amendments
to Recommendation 4 (now Rule 1930.4) and
support the adoption of Recommendation 174,
with clarifications. Recommendation 4 made
changes to Rule 1930.4 regarding Service of
Original Process in Domestic Relations Matters,
effective September 28, 2018. Rule 1930.4
specifically sets forth the details to be included in
the proof of service and requires that the proof be
filed within ten days of date of service. While the
Family Law Section acknowledges that new Rule
1930.4 is reasonably related to the implementation
of new Pennsylvania Rule of Professional Conduct
7.3(b)(4), the Section also expresses concern that
without minor modifications, the Rule may have
the unintended consequences of rendering invalid
a complaint that was duly served in the absence
of a timely filed proof of service, or prohibiting
counsel from perfecting service by waiving a
defect in the filing of the proof of service or
accepting service retroactively. The Family
Law Section therefore recommends that the
Pennsylvania Bar Association adopt a Resolution
proposing friendly amendments that would
expand and further clarify Rule 1930.4.
In addition, Recommendation 174 proposes
significant changes to the support guidelines
pursuant to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017
(“the Tax Act”), under which spousal support,
alimony pendente lite and alimony payments
will no longer be included in the payee’s income
or deductible by the payor effective January 1,
2019. Recommendation 174 would change the
percentage of net income used to determine
spousal support, as well as the methodology
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

used in determining child support for orders
or agreements entered after January 1, 2019, to
address the shifting of the tax burden from the
payee to the payor. Recommendation 174 would
also remove the provision allowing the court to
award a federal child dependency exemption
to the non-custodial parent, since the Tax Act
eliminated these exemptions effective January
1, 2018. The Family Law Section, once again,
acknowledges that Recommendation 174 is
reasonably related to the implementation of the
new Tax Act, but suggests minor clarifications
and changes consistent with current law and
procedure that will improve the proposed Rules.
The Family Law Section therefore recommends
the Pennsylvania Bar Association adopt a
Resolution proposing friendly amendments to
Recommendation 174.
REPORT
A. Recommendation 4
Recommendation 4 makes changes to Rule
1930.4 regarding Service of Original Process in
Domestic Relations Matters, effective September
28, 2018. The Recommendation, which was
submitted to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
without publication in the interest of efficient
administration, was approved by Order dated
September 12, 2018 and makes reference to new
Pennsylvania Rule of Professional Conduct 7.3(b)
(4), also effective September 28, 2018. RPC 7.3(b)
(4) permits a lawyer to contact, or send a written
communication to, the target of the solicitation
for the purpose of obtaining professional
employment, unless “the communication is a
solicitation to a party who has been named as a
continued on page 211
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defendant or respondent in a domestic relations
action. In such cases, the lawyer shall wait until
proof of service appears on the docket before
communication with the named defendant or
respondent.” Under new Rule 1930.4, the proof
of service “shall be filed” within ten days of
the date of original service by personal service;
within ten days of the date the defendant signs
the certified mail return receipt or after 15 days
if the defendant refuses to accept the certified
mail; and within ten days of the defendant or
the defendant’s agent accepting service. Further,
if original process is not served, the person
attempting service shall complete a “proof of no
service” promptly, stating with particularity the
efforts made to effect service, and shall file the
proof within ten days of the expiration of time
allowed for service under the Rule.
The Family Law Section acknowledges
that Rule 1930.4 was intended to implement
the recent changes to the Rule of Professional
Conduct (RPC) 7.3(b)(4), restricting an attorney’s
solicitation of clients in certain family law
matters until proof of service appears on the
docket. The new Rule is reasonably related to the
implementation of this new RPC, but it may have
unintended consequences of requiring a party to
initiate a new action if, for example, service was
effectuated before that party retained counsel and
no affidavit of service was filed (because of lack
of familiarity with the rule) within the ten-day
deadline. In addition, this new Rule would appear
to restrict counsel from accepting service as of a
date prior to ten days before filing the acceptance,
even though such an acceptance is routinely
filed in order to perfect service of an existing
action without having to reinstate the complaint.
Further, the new Rule makes no allowance for
filing a waiver of any defect in the service, which
is another method frequently used by family
law attorneys to avoid duplication of efforts or
payment of additional fees and costs in order to
facilitate the entry of the divorce decree.
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

The Family Law Section therefore recommends
that the Bar Association adopt a Resolution
proposing friendly amendments to Rule 1930.4
which would:
1) allow the defendant to file a waiver of
defective service form and
2) allow a party to accept service as of a date
prior to ten days before the filing of the
acceptance of service, and
3) include in the Note following the Rule a
comment that failure to file the proof of
service within ten days does not automatically
invalidate the underlying action.
These proposed changes would be consistent
with the purpose of Rule 1930.4 to encourage
the filing of timely proof of service, so as to allow
direct solicitation of defendants or respondents
by attorneys when service has been accomplished,
while at the same time promoting the fair and
efficient administration of justice in permitting
actions to move forward when the parties agree
to waive any defects or delays in service. The
Family Law Section therefore recommends that the
Pennsylvania Bar Association adopt a Resolution
proposing friendly amendments that would clarify
and not undermine the purpose of Rule 1930.4.
B. Recommendation 174
Recommendation 174 proposes significant
changes to the support guidelines pursuant to
the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (the “Tax
Act”), under which spousal support, alimony
pendente lite and alimony payments will no
longer be included in the payee’s income or
deductible by the payor effective January 1,
2019. Recommendation 174 would change the
percentage of net income used to determine
spousal support, as well as the methodology
used in determining child support for orders
or agreements entered after January 1, 2019, to
address the shifting tax burden from the payee
to the payor. Recommendation 174 would also
remove the provision allowing the court to award
continued on page 212
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this income is appropriate, as provided in
1910.16-2(a)(7).”

(Continued from page 211)

a federal child dependency exemption to the noncustodial parent, since the Tax Act eliminated
these exemptions effective January 1, 2018.
The proposed Rule is well-drafted and appears
to accomplish a more-equitable calculation of
the parties’ net incomes and support obligations
in the absence of the alimony tax deduction.
The Family Law Section acknowledges that the
changes appear to slightly favor the obligee, but it
concludes that this is not an unfair compromise
in a situation where the tax changes affect each
party, or set of parties, in differing ways. The
Family Law Section also does not object to the
change of methodology in calculating spousal
support and alimony pendente lite first, before
child support, to bring Pennsylvania into the fold
of all of the methodology used by all of the other
states. The Family Law Section suggests only minor
clarifications to the proposed Rule, as follows:
a. Page 3, 1910.16-2, Note: “party” should
be changed to “obligee” in the second
sentence, and the italicized words should
be added to the end of the second sentence,
so that it will read, “If the alimony is not
includable in the obligee’s gross income
for federal income tax purposes, the court
should include the amount received in the
obligee’s monthly net income, if the trier
of fact deems inclusion of part or all of
this income is appropriate.” Without this
clarifying language, it is unclear whether
this paragraph is intended to supplement or
contradict the paragraph below.
b. Page 6, 1910.16-2(c)(ii): “party” be changed
to “obligee” and the italicized words should
be added to the end of the second sentence,
so that it will read, “include in an obligee’s
monthly net income alimony pendente lite
or alimony received from former spouses,
but not included in the party’s gross income
as provided in subdivision (a), if the trier
of fact deems inclusion of part of all of
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

c. Page 7, 1910.16(2)(f): A new provision should
be added to take the place of the provision
allowing the court to allocate the dependency
exemption, as follows: “In order to maximize
the total income available to the parties
and children, the court may, as justice and
fairness require, award the child tax credit to
either parent, and order a parent to sign any
forms necessary to release this credit to the
other parent. The tax consequences resulting
from the award of this child tax credit must
be considered in determining each party’s
income available for support.”
These proposed changes will clarify the
implementation of the proposed Rules, and will
promote the equitable sharing of the child tax
credit, which is still available in the absence of
the child dependency exemption, and which can
be allocated for the benefit of the parties in a
support action. The Family Law Section therefore
recommends that the Pennsylvania Bar Association
adopt a Resolution proposing these friendly
amendments that would clarify Recommendation
174 and serve the purposes of the fair and efficient
administration of justice.
C. Conclusion
The Family Law Section supports Rule
1930.4 but recommends that the Pennsylvania
Bar Association adopt a Resolution in favor of
friendly amendments to the Rule, which will
further the fair and efficient administration
of justice. The Family Law Section supports
Recommendation 174 but recommends that
the Pennsylvania Bar Association adopt a
Resolution in favor of clarifications and an
addition to the proposed Rules that will ease their
implementation and also promote the fair and
efficient administration of justice.
The Comment to the Rule explains, “In this instance, the
term ‘domestic relations action’ includes the actions governed
by the Family Court Rules, see Pa.R.C.P. 1931(a), and actions
1
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pursuant to the Protection of Victims of Sexual Violence and
Intimidation Act, see 42 Pa.C.S. §§ 62A03 et seq. In such cases,
a defendant/respondent party’s receipt of a lawyer’s solicitation
prior to being served with the complaint can increase the risk
of a violent confrontation between the parties. The prohibition
in RPC 7.3(b)(4) against any solicitation prior to proof of
service appearing on the docket is intended to reduce any such
risk and allow for the plaintiff to take any appropriate steps.”
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Brian Vertz reported: AAML PA Chapter
adopted PBA FLS Reports regarding PA Supreme
Court Domestic Relations Rules Committee
Recommendations 4, 171, and 174.
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DEDUCTIBLE ALIMONY
It’s 4th & One, with Just a Few Days on the Clock
by Mark R. Ashton, Esquire
mashton@foxrothschild.com
It has been a year since word crept out from
the Republican caucus that alimony was on the tax
chopping block. Most of us said it could not be true.
After all this was a grand tradition of tax avoidance
with a 75-year history. But, away it went, stolen from
us just days before Christmas. Belsnickle came down
the chimney and took it all away—with a catch.
As all should know, the old law remains effective
for agreements and orders entered before midnight
on December 31, 2018. So if you intend to ring in the
New Year with any sitting judges, best to go armed
with some blank orders for signing before the ball
drops. Once those orders or agreements are in place,
they retain all of the magic of old-fashioned alimony,
unless there is a modification that specifically states
that the new non-deductible alimony rules apply.
Wait, that must be wrong. Right? Wouldn’t
common sense suggest that if Congress wanted to
sunset the alimony deduction, the law would say that
if there was a modification after New Year’s Day 2019
it would be governed by the new law, not the old?
Well, as we know all too well, Congress is a fickle and
sometimes sloppy beast. Example: who missed the
fact that in drafting Section 11051(b) of the Tax Cuts
& Jobs Act of 2017, Congress omitted subsection (4).
Just plain forgot it. There’s a (3) and a (5) but as for
(4); it was left on the cutting room floor. The same
thing probably happened with the retro-activity
provision. The old law applies to modifications of
pre-2019 agreements unless you and your opposing
counsel agree you want the new law to apply.
Let’s pause for a moment just to recall how
sweet alimony deductions can be. You represent the
homemaker spouse who just went back to work and
is making $24,000 a year. That person is still married
to Dr. Heavybucks, who is shacking up with a nurse
in a pricey apartment. He’s making $350,000 and tax
reform not only killed his personal exemption but it
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

put a haircut on his state and local tax deduction. So
there he sits with a lousy standard deduction to throw
against $350,000 of larcenous income. You know
what that means, because you memorized the new tax
bracket’s $150,000 dollars exposed to a bone-chilling
35% federal rate. Maybe even 37% on some of it,
depending on his filing status. So, if the doc forked
over $70,000 in old-fashioned alimony, his cost would
be a smidge over $45,000. As for homemaker spouse,
assuming she has no itemized deductions but heads a
household, her income tax is less than $6,000. About
$5,400 of that $6,000 is triggered by the alimony.
Thus her net alimony income is $64,600. Yup, almost
$20,000 of pure American tax avoidance for you and
your adversary to carve up on behalf of the clients like
the holiday bird.
Alas, time is running out. And, if you are doing
any drafting this holiday season, you better include
clauses that revise the alimony if it becomes nondeductible to the payor you represent. But it may be
worthwhile to make a post-separation agreement
now (before 12/31/18), even if it has a formula that
varies from year to year based on incomes. Those
would be modifications, of course, but modifications
of old-fashioned alimony agreements that retain
deductibility, unless the parties expressly want the
new law to apply. I don’t know who those people
would be, but they must be out there somewhere
wanting to staunch the hemorrhaging federal deficit
with their tax remittances.
Can this author say definitively that this
solution will prevail if challenged by the IRS? He
cannot, and he would tell his clients to stockpile
any of that $20,000 in annual tax savings in an
account where it’s accessible, should the Service
descend armed with deficiency notices. But
$20,000 a year, as described in the model above, is
continued on page 215
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real money. Even Dr. Heavybucks would agree, and
so should the spouse.
Happy drafting to all and to all a good night.
Mark R. Ashton is a partner in the Exton office of Fox Rothschild LLP,
past chair of the PBA Family Law Section, co-editor, Pennsylvania
Family Lawyer, member, Chester County Bar Association (former chair,
Domestic Relations Section), Montgomery Bar Association (former
director) and member, Board of Directors, Historic Yellow Springs
(president, 2009-11), mashton@foxrothschild.com, 610-458-4942

Boastful Beau
or Lying Lover?
In the Interest of JA.D.Y., 2018 WL 3424359, 2018
Tex. App. Lexis 5352
When people play the dating game
And contemplate the mating game,
It’s not unheard of, you’d admit,
That they exaggerate a bit
About the great things in their past—
How life with them will be a blast.
And so it was when Jeff met Anne
And their relationship began.
He told her he was quite the lad:
Career Marine, a college grad,
Working on his Ph.D.,
Taught math at university,
Married only once before,
A worker with income galore
Who never had been unemployed,
An Army vet who’d been deployed—
In short, the very sort of catch
On whom a girl would want to latch.

Anne told the judge that she had learned
Jeff lied about how much he’d earned,
He’d lied how many wives he’d had,
He’d lied he was a college grad,
He’d lied about the Ph.D.,
There was no university,
He’d lied that he taught college math,
He’d lied about his Army path,
The Army and Marines had both
Tossed him for his broken oath.
Jeff told the judge that Anne was wrong,
He’d always sung a truthful song;
And, anyway if tales he’d told,
The marriage ought not be annulled—
His boasts were simply not so great
Their union to obliviate.
****
Faithful reader, you decide:
Had Jeff sufficiently lied
That this marriage be annulled?
Or,
Since all that glitters is not gold,
Should trusting Anne have no recourse,
Than settling for a mere divorce?
Bob Rains (who can truthfully say that he is an
emeritus professor at the Pennsylvania State
University Dickinson School of Law)

Anne took the bait, hook, line, and sinker,
And married Jeff, that rotten stinker.
Then when the marriage fell apart
And Anne was left with broken heart,
She sued, alleging she’d been gulled
And prayed the marriage be annulled.
Photography by Harry M. Byrne Jr. © 2018
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Superior Court Ruling Gives Hope to
Custody-Seeking Grandparents
by James W. Cushing
jwc@fayerivacohen.com
Pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S. Section 5324,
grandparents and great-grandparents, if they meet
the statutory criteria, may be awarded legal and/or
physical custody of their grandchild(ren) (or greatgrandchildren). Typically, grandparents assert their
potential custodial rights in opposition to the rights
of the parents of the children. In some situations,
however, more than one set of grandparents may
seek to exercise their custodial rights at the same
time. How is that conflict resolved? The recent
Pennsylvania Superior Court case of G.A.P. v. J.M.W.
v. S.J. and R.J., 2018 Pa. Super. 229 sheds some light
on how such a matter could be handled.
In G.A.P., the Father of the Child has a history
of substance abuse and also a criminal history, and
he was alleged to have committed sexual abuse
against the Child. Similarly, the Mother of the Child
also has a history of substance abuse. The Child has
lived, from time to time, with the maternal GreatGrandparents over the course of his entire life and
has lived continuously with them since 2015.
In the summer of 2016, the Great-Grandparents
filed for custody of the Child on the basis that
he had been living with them continuously since
October 2015 and asserted that he was unsafe when
in the custody of the Father. The trial court, on an
emergency basis, awarded the Great-Grandparents
sole physical custody of the Child and suspended
the Father’s partial physical custody, and an
agreement was reached with the Mother, awarding
her supervised physical custody of the Child. At
the end of 2016, the trial court awarded the GreatGrandparents and the Father shared legal custody,
the Great-Grandparents primary physical custody,
and the Father supervised physical custody. The
Mother was not awarded anything, since she failed
to appear for the hearing.

In the spring of 2017, the Great-Grandparents
filed a Petition for Special Relief requesting the
Father be drug tested and have his custody modified
to supervised visits only, on the basis that he
allegedly had relapsed into drug use. As a result,
the trial court suspended the Father’s unsupervised
partial physical custody and replaced it with
supervised physical custody.
Not long after the Father’s custody was reduced,
the paternal Grandparents filed a Petition to
Intervene and requested physical custody of the
Child. The Grandparents asserted that their Petition
was filed pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 5324(3)
(iii)(B), which permits Grandparents to file for
custody of their grandchildren if “the child is
substantially at risk due to parental abuse, neglect,
drug or alcohol abuse or incapacity.”
In response, the Great-Grandparents filed
Preliminary Objections against the Grandparents’
Petition to Intervene, asserting that the Grandparents
did not have standing as, allegedly, the Child was not
“currently” at substantial risk. The trial court agreed
and dismissed the Grandparents’ Petition to Intervene
for lack of standing, leading them to file an appeal to
Pennsylvania Superior Court.
During the litigation of the Petition to
Intervene, the Great-Grandparents conceded that
the Grandparents had a relationship with the Child
that began with the consent of a parent, and were
willing to assume parental responsibility over the
Child. In other words, the Great-Grandparents
admitted that the Grandparents essentially met the
other requirements of Section 5324 except, in their
view, the requirement that the Child be currently
substantially at risk.
The Grandparents argued that the risk to the
Child, by the plain language of the statute cited
continued on page 217
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above, is due to “parental abuse” specifically, and
therefore the claim that the Great-Grandparents
are not a source of risk is irrelevant. Furthermore,
the “Grandparents also argue[d] that the purpose
of the statute is to grant grandparents standing in
custody matters, not ‘to create a situation where
grandparents are essentially in a race to file to
receive standing’ because the grandparent who files
first is the only one able to obtain standing in a
custody matter.”
The Superior Court agreed that Section 5324
confers standing upon grandparents when the
child is substantially at risk “due to parental abuse,
neglect, drug or alcohol abuse or incapacity.” In its
view, these words are clear and unambiguous and

make no exception for a child’s potential custodial
situation at a given time. In the Court’s words, “the
plain language of the statute confers standing to
grandparents when a child is substantially at risk
due to ongoing parental behaviors.”
Upon review of the trial court record, Superior
Court noted that the conditions required by
Section 5325—including the risk factors—were
present to grant the Great-Grandparents standing.
Superior Court determined that there was nothing
to suggest that the risk created by the parents had
changed or somehow subsided. Significantly, the
Court observed, as the parental rights of Father and
Mother had not been terminated or relinquished,
Father and/or Mother could seek (additional)
custody of the Child at any time. As a result, the
ongoing risk from the parents is still ongoing.
Finally, it is in Superior Court’s opinion that the
General Assembly did not intend, by its adoption
of the specific language in the statute, to create a
so-called race-to-the-courthouse standard by which
the (great) grandparent who files first gets awarded
custody at the expense of the others. Instead, the
Superior Court reasoned, the court should have the
opportunity to consider all possible and/or viable
options in order to decide how to allot custodial
rights according to the best interests of the child
at issue. As a result, Superior Court reversed the
trial court’s sustaining of the Great-Grandparents’
preliminary objections and remanded the case back
to the trial court.
This case should provide practitioners the
justification, and potential custodial grandparents
hope, that they can pursue potential custodial rights
over their grandchildren even if others who are in a
similar state of life or situation (e.g., another set of
grandparents) seemingly have done so already.
James W. Cushing is an associate at the Law Office of Faye Riva
Cohen PC, with a focus on family law. He is licensed to practice law in
both Pennsylvania and New Jersey; he is a regular contributor to the
Philadelphia Bar Association’s publication, “Upon Further Review,” and
an exinearticles.com Expert Author. He is a volunteer attorney for the
Christian Legal Clinics of Philadelphia Inc. jwc@fayerivacohen.com
215-563-7776

Millie & Moe Pollock rolling in Summer’s grass and sunshine.
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by Mark E. Sullivan
mark.sullivan@ncfamilylaw.com

Military Survivor Benefit Plan—Practical Tips for the Practitioner
by Mark E. Sullivan
mark.sullivan@ncfamilylaw.com
The Survivor Benefit Plan is the survivor
annuity associated with military retired pay. If the
servicemember (SM) or retiree dies first, the spouse
or former spouse (FS) survivor will receive 55% of the
selected base amount (usually the full pension) for life.
The cost is 6.5% of the base amount for active-duty
retirements, and about 10% for Guard/Reserve retirees.
When the parties are divorcing, this is an important
part of the process, since former-spouse coverage can
be provided at divorce through a court order. Here are
the most important points to remember, regardless of
which side you’re representing.
TIP #1. Don’t Leave It Out. If you’re
representing the spouse/former spouse, make sure
that you state that the SM or retiree must elect
former spouse SBP coverage. This is the only way
to protect the flow of income, which starts with the
share of the pension. While your client, Mary Doe,
is living, you need to ensure that she receives her
proper share of the military retired pay as marital
property. If her former husband, John Doe, dies
before her, what happens to the pension? It’s gone.
The pension payments stop when the pensioner
dies. Make sure you’ve insured the client for
continued payments in the event of the untimely
death of the military member or retiree. If you don’t
mention it, the SBP is lost. Remember “LIFE and
DEATH.” Be sure to protect your client for both of
these contingencies—a share of the pension during
life, and SBP coverage upon the member’s death.
TIP #2. What’s the Deadline? To effectuate
coverage, you must comply with the deadlines
imposed by federal law. The military member or
retiree, John Doe, needs to submit to the retired
pay center his election form within one year of the
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

divorce. An election filed by the retiree is effective
upon receipt by the retired pay center. The form
to use for submissions to DFAS is DD Form 26561; John can get it by searching on the Internet for
“2656-1,” and it’s available in fillable PDF format.
At the time of making this election, the applicant
must provide a statement setting forth whether the
election is being made pursuant to a court order.
If it is not, the statement must indicate whether
it is pursuant to a written agreement previously
entered into voluntarily by the retiree as part
of, or incidental to, a divorce proceeding (and,
if so, whether such written agreement has been
incorporated in, ratified, or approved by a court
order). You need to mark that deadline on your
“docket control system” and make sure you meet it.
TIP #3. Watch Your Wording. If you are
representing Mary Doe, the former spouse, make
sure that the language used in the SBP clause reflects
a duty on the part of the SM or retiree to make the
election. Mary’s “deemed election” only applies if
John has failed or refused to make the election for
her. If your wording is “Mary is entitled…” or “the
government will provide…” you’ve missed the boat.
You need to write it up to impose an affirmative
duty on John to make the former-spouse election
for Mary. Otherwise you cannot take advantage of
the “belt and suspenders” protection for Mary that is
provided by her “deemed election.”
TIP #4. Spouse’s Suspense Date. Just as John
Doe has a deadline, described above at Tip #2, Mary
Doe (the FS beneficiary) has a suspense date for her
SBP election. The “deemed election” that she can file,
in the event her former husband fails or refuses to
continued on page 219
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submit a court-ordered election for her, is one year
from the entry of the order giving her FS coverage.
Note this may or may not be the same as the divorce
date; sometimes the court bifurcates the issues,
granting the divorce on one date and deciding on
property distribution, pension division, and the
survivor annuity later on. That deadline should
also be a mandatory entry on your docket control
system. The form to use is DD Form 2656-10 for
DFAS, the Defense Finance and Accounting Service.
TIP #5. Process Overview for Locking in SBP.
One way to think of the SBP-and-divorce process is
to remember the letters R-R-R.
R—means Requirement. You need to get a
court order to require the election of formerspouse SBP coverage. The essential language
is: “John Doe will elect immediately formerspouse SBP coverage for Mary Doe.”
R—stands for Request. There must be an
election of former-spouse coverage. The
election is made by the member or retiree.
John Doe must make this request by signing
an SBP form selecting Mary Doe as his
former-spouse beneficiary. If he fails or
refuses to make the election, then Mary Doe
can make a deemed election, requesting SBP
as if John had properly made the request.
R—means Register. The election form,
along with the court order or decree, must
be served on the government (retired pay
center or, with Guard/Reserve members, the
appropriate headquarters as shown on the
election form).
TIP #6. Who Pays the Tab? If John Doe gets
60% of the pension, then he’ll pay 60% of the SBP
premium, due to federal rules requiring that the FS
premium is deducted “off the top,” (i.e., subtracted
from John’s gross retired pay before the division
of the pension). This has the effect of splitting the
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

SBP premium between John and Mary in the same
ratio as their shares of the pension itself (e.g., 60%,
40%). Federal law does not allow SBP costs to be
apportioned between the parties. You can, however,
require one party to reimburse the other for the cost
of coverage; in this situation, the retired pay center
will not object, since it doesn’t involve changing
federal rules. In fact, you can actually shift the
premium to the FS by reducing Mary’s nominal
share of the pension, and the retired pay center will
honor the order. The reduction is fully explained
in the SILENT PARTNER infoletter, “Military
Pension Division: The Servicemember’s Strategy.”
The SILENT PARTNER series is published by the
military committee of the North Carolina State Bar.
TIP #7. Your EX or Your NEXT. SBP cannot
be subdivided. It’s either the property of one’s
former spouse or one’s current spouse. Take your
pick. You can’t apportion it between the two; SBP is
a unitary benefit.
TIP #8. Mirror Award. Don’t even go there.
There are virtually unsurmountable problems
associated with the creation of an SBP amount at
John’s death which mirrors Mary’s pension award
during his life. If you happen to get the divorce case
when John is just about to retire from active duty,
then you might be able to crank the numbers and
make it work. Otherwise, leave it alone. No one can
work the numbers during active duty that will predict
what John’s retired pay will be, based on a marital
fraction that is unknown, and based on military pay
table on which Congress hasn’t voted yet.
TIP #9. Age 55 and Remarriage. Speaking
of one’s NEXT, what if Mary Doe has plans for
remarriage? Be sure to remind the former spouse
about the “remarriage penalty.” This refers to the
rule that if she remarries before she turns 55, SBP
coverage is suspended. Coverage can be reinstated,
however, if that remarriage ends in divorce, death,
or annulment.
TIP #10. “The Rework Shop.” Often, the parties
to a divorce do not know that there’s a one-year
deadline within which to register the FS election
for SBP. When the deadlines have been missed,
continued on page 220
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sometimes the BCMR (Board for the Correction of
Military Records) for John’s branch of service (e.g.,
Coast Guard, Air Force) can remedy the problem.
The request must be made within three years of
the error (that is, the entry of a divorce or pension
division order without follow-up in serving the
election), or discovery of the error. Use DD Form
149 for the petition, and read the service regulations
to find out the procedures and requirements. If
you’re new to this, associate co-counsel who has
experience with BCMR applications.
TIP #11. Remarriage Redux. What if John Doe,
the servicemember or retiree, remarries? DD 2656-6,
the change of beneficiary form, is required to effect
coverage for John’s current wife. If the death of John is
less than one year from the date of marriage, the new
wife will receive a refund of the premium payments. If
it is longer, then she will be qualified as his surviving
spouse for SBP purposes, and she will receive 55% of
the selected base amount for the rest of her life, unless
she remarries before age 55 (see Tip #8 above).
TIP #12. Put a Price Tag on It. When Mary
Doe has rejected every settlement option and she
still demands SBP coverage, John’s strategy starts
with valuation of the asset. Most states require the
valuation of all assets acquired during the marriage.
Get an expert witness to “price the SBP” so that
Mary Doe is charged with that value. If Mary is
faced with the cost of this benefit, which may be
$50,000, $100,000, or even more, she may need to
rethink that simple approach of “I demand it.” She
will have to start thinking about a new issue: “If you
want to buy it, then you’ll be charged with the price
on the tag” for the present value. In other words,
“There’s no such thing as a free lunch.” Failure to
value the SBP can be a fatal flaw. Some courts have
held that failure to value a marital asset means the
asset cannot be divided. The burden to establish a
value is on the party who wants to include the asset
in the marital estate for division by the court.
Mark Sullivan is a retired Army Reserve JAG colonel. He practices
family law in Raleigh, North Carolina and is the author of The Military
Divorce Handbook (Am. Bar Assn., 2nd Ed. 2011) and many internet
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resources on military family law issues. A Fellow of the American
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, Mr. Sullivan has been a boardcertified specialist in family law since 1989. He works with attorneys
and judges nationwide as a consultant on military divorce issues in
drafting military pension division orders. He can be reached at 919-8328507 and mark.sullivan@ncfamilylaw.com.

IRS increases IRA limits for 2019
For the first time since 2013, the IRS is increasing the annual
limit for IRA contributions. You’ll be allowed to put away up to
$6,000 in 2019, up from the current limit of $5,500. Similar increases
have been approved for 401(k)s, 403(b)s and most 457 plans.
• 401(k) Deferral Limit—Increase from $18,500 to
$19,000
• Catch-up Deferral Limit - Remains at $6,000
• Defined Contribution Plan Maximum Annual Additions
—Increase from $55,000 to $56,000 (or $62,000 with
catch-up)
• Defined Benefit Plan Maximum Annual Benefit—
Increase from $220,000 to $225,000
• Annual Compensation Limit—Increase from $275,000
to $280,000
• HCE Compensation Limit—Increase from $120,000 to
$125,000
• Key Employee Limit—Increase from $175,000 to
$180,000
• Social Security Wage Base—Increase from $128,400 to
$132,900
IRAs and 401(k)s are fundamental building blocks toward
a secure and comfortable retirement. Moreover, they should
be part of a comprehensive financial plan that addresses your
retirement goals and puts you on a path to achieving your
retirement objectives.
About HBKS Wealth Advisors : HBKS Wealth Advisors
offers you a team of advisors - expert and experienced in the
diverse financial disciplines required to develop and execute
a comprehensive, cohesive wealth management plan. Visit
hbkswealth.com.
Investment Advisory Services offered through HBK Sorce Advisory LLC, doing
business as HBKS Wealth Advisors, an SEC registered advisory firm. Not FDIC Insured
—Not Bank Guaranteed—May Lose Value, Including Loss of Principal —Not Insured
By Any State or Federal Agency.
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Joel Bernbaum and Alicia Slade
joel@bernbaumfamilylaw.com and slade@plummerslade.com

Cybersecurity
by Alicia Slade, PlummerSlade, Inc.
A Cybersecurity Policy is an important
document to write and implement for your
firm, regardless if you are a solo practitioner, a
five-person office, or a 30-person firm. It’s one
of the components for Cybersecurity Insurance
and corporate clients now requesting copies of
their outside counsel’s Cybersecurity Policy. All
employees should read and sign the document.
The task of writing a Cybersecurity Policy
may seem daunting, but once you have a few good
sample policies, it’s not difficult. You just need
to take the time to write it. Consider it a work in
progress, because as methods of cyber hacking
change, so will the policy.
The Cybersecurity Policy should start with a
definition of “Cybersecurity.” Cybersecurity is the
practice of protecting your computer hardware,
software, network, and data from unauthorized
access. Unauthorized access can be from physical or
digital attacks. Think about some of the things you
have in place to protect the computer network, and
those are the types of things you are going to include
within your Cybersecurity Policy.
The policy should then state that the technology
provided to the Employee is for the sole use of the
Employee, meaning that any laptops that are taken
home should not be used by a spouse, children, or
others. Use by any others automatically creates a
breach of the policy.
How the firm handles passwords and password
changes should be included, e.g., Employees will
practice long, strong passwords and take precautions
to prevent others from obtaining their passwords.
Employees will adhere to the Company Password
Change Policy every 90 Days. Employees will not
share their computer network passwords with others
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

or display their passwords. They will keep their
passwords confidential.
Next, address how data and information is
stored and copied, e.g., Employees will not copy,
make digital copies, or remove client data or
information from the Company premises or Servers
except to conduct Company business. Copying
Company information or client information onto
Cloud Servers is prohibited without prior consent.
Use of peer-to-peer file-sharing applications is
prohibited without prior consent as well.
Another item within the policy should include
anti-virus software, along with patches and updates
to the operating system and software applications.
The policy would state that the Company has antivirus software and malware software on the Company
network, PCs, and laptops. The Employee should
never turn off or disable the software, patches, and
updates, and the Employee should make every effort
to make sure that their PC or laptop is up-to-date and
that these protections are constantly running.
State within the policy that Employees should
follow safe computing practices and will not open
emails from unknown sources. Additionally,
Employees should not open suspicious emails,
links, pop-ups, or downloads and should notify
management immediately if they do so. Do not
chastise an Employee if they come to you after they
have accidentally opened a suspicious email or link.
Instead, you’ll want to know immediately when they
do, and they should receive praise, because you can
quickly avert a potential threat because they came to
you. Employees should receive annual Cybersecurity
Training so that they can learn about the latest
potential types and style of threats.

continued on page 222
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Again, if remote access is granted to the
Employee, then the remote PC or laptop should
only be used by the Employee. Stress the importance
to the Employee that by sharing their device with
others, it compromises the security for the firm. If
the Employee is using their own PC or laptop, then
the remote PC must have a supported operating
system with the latest patches and updates, up-todate anti-virus software that is functioning properly,
and updates applied to MS Office and other software
applications they may use from home. Employees
are not to use public shared PCs for remote access,
i.e., FedEx Office (formerly known as Kinkos),
library, hotels. Further, Employees should shut down
their laptops when traveling.
If you write a Cybersecurity Policy that includes
the above items, it will be a good start. Include a

signature line and date for your Employees to sign
and date the document after ready it. As cybersecurity
threats change, so will your policy. It is something
that you should edit and update annually.
Alicia A. Slade, MS, MBA, is the President of Plummer Slade, Inc.,
a computer networking and IT solutions firm located in downtown
Pittsburgh. Plummer Slade provides computer networking, MSP
services, and software application solutions to hundreds of law firms
in Pittsburgh and the surrounding area. Plummer Slade is exclusively
endorsed for IT Solutions by the Allegheny County Bar Association
(ACBA). Alicia has been a Technical Consultant for over 30 years and
can be reached at 412-261-5600 x202 or slade@plummerslade.com.
Joel Bernbaum is the founder of the Bala Cynwyd family law firm of
Bernbaum Family Law Group. He is a fellow of the American Academy
of Matrimonial Lawyers, serving as president of the Pa. Chapter
in 2007. He is a member of the American, Pennsylvania, Illinois
and Montgomery bar associations with active participation in their
respective family law sections and/or committees. He was formerly
co-chair of the PBA’s Technology Taskforce. He is a former director and
chair of the Family Law Section of the Montgomery Bar Association and
served two terms on Council of the PBA Family Law Section. He can
be reached at joel@bernbaumfamilylaw.com or 610-667-7902 or fax
610-879-3745.

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
by Yvonne Llewellyn Hursh, Esquire
yhursh@legis.state.pa.us
This article updates the legislative history of
bills summarized in Vol. 40, No. 3 of the Legislative
Update. In addition, it summarizes other domestic
relation bills introduced in the General Assembly
since the release of the last issue of the Pennsylvania
Family Lawyer. Status of each bill is as of November
14, 2018. The full text of the bills, as well as their
legislative history, may be found at:
http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/home/bills/.

Enactments August to November 2018
Custody
• Act 88 of 2018 (P.L.___) was approved by the
Governor on October 23, 2018. Former House
Bill 1539 (Printer’s No. 3353) passed the House
on April 17, 2018 (192-0) and passed the Senate
on October 16, 2018 (49-0). The act allows
custodial parents to designate a family member
(grandparent, aunt, uncle, or adult sibling of a
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

minor child) as temporary/standby guardian in
the event of the parent’s entering a rehabilitation
facility or being subject to emergency medical
intervention due to drug or alcohol abuse.
Kinship Care
• Act 89 of 2018 (P.L.___) was approved by the
Governor on October 23, 2018. Former House
Bill 2133 (Printer’s No. 3817) passed the House
on April 17, 2018 (190-2), passed the Senate
on October 17, 2018 (49-0), and the House
concurred in the Senate amendments on
October 17, 2018 (180-1). The act establishes
the Kinship Caregiver Navigator Program in
the Department of Human Services.
Domestic Violence/Protection from Abuse
• Act 79 of 2018 (P.L.519) was approved by the
continued on page 223
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Governor on October 12, 2018. Former House
Bill 2060 (Printer’s No. 3820) passed the House
on September 26, 2018 (131-62) and passed
the Senate October 3, 2018 (43-5). The bill
addresses firearms relinquishment when a
protection from abuse order is issued.
• Act 92 of 2018 (P.L.___) was approved by the
Governor on October 24, 2018. Former House
Bill 44 (Printer’s No. 400) passed the House
on February 8, 2017 (199-0) and passed the
Senate on October 17, 2018 (49-0). The act
provides notice to the court from the petitioner
in a protection from abuse action whether the
person has any knowledge of a child abuse
investigation involving the defendant. If so,
the petition would set forth the name of the
investigative agency and any other information
in possession of the plaintiff.
• Act 102 of 2018 (P.L.___) was approved by
the Governor on October 24, 2018. Former
House Bill 983 (Printer’s No. 2743) passed
the House on December 6, 2017 (187-0) and
passed the Senate on October 17, 2018 (463). The act prohibits requiring a party to a
divorce proceeding to pay alimony pendente
lite or spousal support to a party convicted of a
personal injury crime against the first party.
• Act 148 of 2018 (P.L.___) was approved by the
Governor on October 24, 2018. Former Senate
Bill 919 (Printer’s No. 1549) passed the Senate
on March 21, 2018 (50-0) and passed the House
on October 17, 2018 (179-2). The act allows
domestic and sexual violence victims residing
in public housing to request relocation.
Previously Reviewed Legislation—Unchanged
The following bills have not advanced any
further in the legislative process than was previously
reported and no further movement is expected
between November 14 and the General Assembly’s
adjournment on November 30.
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Adoption
• House Bill 57: expedites the adoption hearing
and provides procedures for a diligent search
for the putative father and defines procedure
to challenge the validity of the consent to
adoption
• House Bill 58 shortens the time period in
which the mother can revoke her consent and
restricts future challenges to the consent
• House Bill 60: reimbursement of adoption
expenses
• House Bill 61: permits the execution by an
incarcerated person of parental consent to
an adoption person to be witnessed by a
correctional facility employee. The bill also
provides of notice of intent to adopt, consents
needed, and their effect
• House Bill 62: eliminates the requirement of
holding a hearing to confirm a consent to an
adoption when the birth parent or parents
of the child being placed for adoption have
executed valid consents to an adoption. The
court would be authorized to confirm the
consent without a hearing and enter a decree
of termination of parental rights and duties
• House Bill 63: amends the definition of
adoption “intermediary” to include licensed
attorneys, and it licenses social workers
• House Bill 243: controlled substance abuse as
grounds for termination of parental rights
• House Bill 704: provides protection for
incarcerated persons from having their
parental rights involuntarily terminated and
their children placed for adoption
• House Bill 1682: provides for termination of
parental rights without proof of an adoption
pending in cases of rape or incest
• House Bill 2213: allows parents who adopt a
continued on page 224
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child to appeal to the Pennsylvania Department
of Human Services the amount of an adoption
subsidy provided by local authorities
• Senate Bill 62: provides protection for
incarcerated persons from having their
parental rights involuntarily terminated and
their children placed for adoption
Alimony and Support
• House Bill 42: Suspension of driving privileges
for violation of domestic relations orders
• House Bill 139: Indirect criminal contempt for
willful failure to pay support order
• House Bill 474: removes the concept of filial
obligations—the requirement of financial
obligation for family members for the care of
indigent parents
• House Bill 721: excludes public assistance,
Social Security disability, and Social Security
benefits from the death of a parent received by
a child in determining financial support needs
under the state guidelines
• House Bill 969: publication in media in general
circulation in the county each January and
June of the names, photographs, and number
of arrearages of each obligor who has been
in arrears in their support obligations for 12
months or more
• House Bill 1250: revisions to alimony pendente
lite

Authors’ Submission Due Dates
41 PA Family Lawyer 2019
Issue No. 1 Feb. 2, 2019
for Mar. 2019
Issue No. 2 May 4, 2019
for June 2019
Issue No. 3 Aug. 3, 2019
for Sept. 2019
Issue No. 4 Nov. 2, 2019
for Dec. 2019

• Senate Bill 46: reporting of support arrearages
to consumer credit reporting agencies, to
allow obligors to update their records to reflect
prompt payments
• Senate Bill 366: interception of slot machine
winnings to fulfill unpaid child support
obligation
Custody
• House Bill 443: modification of custody order
when parent is in contempt
• House Bill 515: adopts the Parent Involvement
Leave Act
• House Bill 585: expands grandparents’ standing
• House Bill 1047: gives grandparents standing
in dependency proceedings
• House Bill 1509: allows standby guardianship
in event of parental incarceration, detention,
or deportation
• House Bill 1652: provides for custody of pets
in divorces
• House Bill 1768: provides for sibling visitation
• House Bill 1899: requires health care providers
and first responders to report parental drug
overdoses to the county children and youth
agency if there are children under the age of 18
in the household
• House Bill 2058: adds allegations of child
abuse or a history of domestic violence in the
presence of the child as custody factors
• Senate Bill 511: adopts the Uniform Deployed
Parents Custody and Visitation Act in
Pennsylvania
• Senate Bill 854: removes “interference with the
custody of children” as a Tier 1 offense for sex
offender registration purposes
continued on page 225
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Divorce
• House Bill 572: requires that, within 45
days of commencing an action in divorce or
annulment, the parties must file financial
records (tax, income, and investment) from
the last two years and a detailed list of living
expenses
Domestic Violence
• House Bill 321: requires cosmetologists, nail
technicians, estheticians, and natural hair
braiders to complete one hour of domestic
violence and sexual assault training in order to
be licensed
• House Bill 841: provides for GPS monitoring
of stalkers
• House Bill 956: adds a new Chapter 53 to Title
23 to provide for custody proceedings where
domestic violence is involved
• House Bill 1099: requires that law enforcement
personnel must deliver protection from abuse
orders
• House Bill 1100: shortens the time of a protection
from abuse order to 24 hours after issuance and
requires a hearing within three days
• House Bill 1211: waives fees for duplicate State
documents for victims of domestic violence
• House Bill 1247: extends protections to
victims of domestic violence by authorizing
police escorts at high-risk times, permitting
the court to issue a search-and-seize order
for weapons in certain circumstances, and
providing for tolling of PFAs while the
defendant is incarcerated
• House Bill 1337: adds to the type of relief that can
be sought under a protection from abuse order
to include GPS monitoring of the alleged abuser
and submission to a domestic violence treatment
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

evaluation and, if deemed eligible, participation
in a domestic violence treatment program
• House Bill 1540: provides that a person who is
found in contempt for violating a protection
from abuse order may be ordered to undergo
drug and alcohol and/or mental health
evaluations
• House Bill 1632: provides domestic violence
victims with the ability to break telephone
contracts held jointly with their abuser
• House Bill 2015: gives courts authority to
require GPS electronic monitor of the alleged
abuser while a PFA is in effect
• House Bill 2097: creates the Domestic Violence
Firearms Purchase Notification System.
• House Bill 2223: addresses firearms
relinquishment in protection from abuse orders
• Senate Bill 196: allows GPS monitoring of
persons subject to a protection from abuse order
• Senate Bill 287: provides for grounds for
involuntary termination when a crime of
violence against child’s parent or other child in
household occurs (Kimberlee’s Law)
• Senate Bill 312: provides for sentencing
enhancement when violent crimes are
committed under a protection from abuse order
• Senate Bill 313: allows domestic violence
victims to break telephone contracts held
jointly with their abuser
• Senate Bill 314: creates a statewide registry of
domestic violence predators (Robin’s Law)
• Senate Bill 480: provides for enhanced
penalties for animal cruelty in domestic
violence situations
• Senate Bill 501: extensively revises firearms
relinquishment in domestic violence cases
continued on page 226
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Equitable Distribution
• House Bill 2059: bars any interest in marital
property or alimony to a party convicted of
sexual abuse of the party’s spouse or child;
expands the general definition of child abuse
to include emotional abuse
• Senate Bill 197: requires spousal consent to state
pension fund benefit elections at retirement
Family Courts/Litigation
• House Bill 663: part of a family court reform
package
• House Resolution 631: urges the Pa.
Supreme Court’s Domestic Relations
Procedural Rules Committee to address
conflicts of interest and social media in
domestic relations proceedings.
Kinship and Foster Care
• House Bill 206: study of drug abuse by parents
within resource families
Marriage
• House Bill 141: eliminates the three-day
waiting period for license
• House Bill 622: eliminates the waiting period
to marry following application for a marriage
license by repealing 23 Pa.C.S. § 1303
• House Bill 1008: eliminates the waiting period
to marry following application for a marriage
license by repealing 23 Pa.C.S. § 1303 and
amends § 1503 to allow certain former mayors
to solemnize marriages
• House Bill 1038: amends 23 Pa.C.S. § 1304 to
raise the minimum age to apply for a marriage
license to 18 years of age in all cases
• House Bill 1296: amends 23 Pa.C.S. § 1503
to broaden the category of former minor
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judiciary and mayors eligible to perform
marriage ceremonies
• House Bill 2290: allows a person who cannot
travel because they are hospitalized to apply
for a marriage license via affidavit, rather than
with a personal appearance at a courthouse
• House Bill 2542: prohibits the marriage of any
person under the age of 18
• Senate Bill 1219: prohibits the marriage of any
person under the age of 18
Parental Rights
• House Bill 855: creates Parental Rights
Protection Act to prohibit governmental
interference with parenting decisions in the
absence of actual harm
• House Bill 1349: corrective re-introduction of
HB 855
• House Bill 2450: creates an exclusion from the
definition of child abuse for parents who exercise
the right to determine the level of supervision
needed and the types of independent activities
their children may engage in based upon their
development age and ability
Paternity
• House Bill 243: controlled substance abuse as
grounds for termination of parental rights
Previously Reviewed Legislation—Under
Consideration
The following bills have received some form
of consideration in the General Assembly since
the previous report. While a few of these bills
could conceivably be passed and presented to the
Governor before the end of the legislative session on
November 30, it is extremely unlikely to happen.
Adoption
• House Bill 56 (Printer’s No. 3780) passed the
House on March 13, 2017 (189-0) and was
continued on page 227
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laid on the table on September 25, 2018. It
was amended on third consideration in the
Senate on June 20, 2018. The bill requires
counties to provide adoption-related
counseling services upon request to parents
of children who are being relinquished or
who have been relinquished for adoption,
including putative fathers.
• House Bill 289 (Printer’s No. 283) passed the
House on March 13, 2017 (187-0). It received
second consideration and was re-referred
to the Senate Appropriations Committee
on April 16, 2018. It was re-reported from
Appropriations as committed on October 10,
2018. The bill adds reasonable living expenses
to the list of items that can be reimbursed to
the birth mother by the adoptive parents and
lists additional demographic information to be
included on the petition for adoption.
Domestic Violence
• House Bill 274 (Printer’s No. 1497) received
first consideration in the House on April 19,
2017 and was removed from the table on
September 13, 2018. The bill permits a court
entering a protection from abuse order to
include an order to not harm a dog or cat
belonging to or residing with the plaintiff.

for an extension of a PFA if the defendant is
or was incarcerated and will be released from
custody in the next 90 days or was released
from custody within the past 90 days.
Paternity
• Senate Bill 1129 (Printer’s No. 1822) passed the
Senate on June 11, 2018 (49-0) and was referred
to the House Judiciary Committee June 13, 2018.
It received first consideration and laid on the
table on September 26, 2018. The bill addresses
termination of the parental rights of a putative
father and means to notify a birth parent or
putative father whose identity or whereabouts
are unknown. It also provides a procedure by
which a person whose parental rights have been
terminated may request that the person’s name
be redacted from a non-certified copy of the
original birth certificated issued to an adoptee.
Yvonne Llewellyn Hursh is Counsel with the Joint State Government
Commission, the primary and central non-partisan, bicameral
research and policy development agency for the General Assembly
of Pennsylvania in Harrisburg, and the Legislative Editor of the
Pennsylvania Family Lawyer. 717-787-1906 yhursh@legis.state.pa.us

• Senate Bill 500 (Printer’s No. 2082) passed the
Senate on March 21, 2018 (50-0), received first
consideration in the House and was laid on the
table on October 9, 2018. It was removed from
the table on October 11. The bill provides for
police escorts for victims of domestic violence
at the time the order is served or when they
retrieve personal belongings.
• Senate Bill 502 (Printer’s No. 2082) passed the
Senate on March 21, 2018 (50-0), received first
consideration in the House and was laid on
the table on October 9, 2018. It was removed
from the table on October 11. The bill provides
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER
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BAR REVIEW
by Gerald L. Shoemaker
gshoemaker@hangley.com
Congratulations to Sophie P. Paul of Pittsburgh’s
Lieber Hammer Huber & Paul, P.C. on her recent
fellowship admission to the International Academy
of Family Lawyers.
Our Section mourns the loss of long-time
member Lynne Z. Gold-Bikin. Lynne was a partner
in the Norristown Office of Weber Gallagher
Simpson Stapleton Fires & Newby, LLP.
Doylestown’s Antheil Maslow & MacMinn, LLP
welcomes Mariam W. Ibraham, who has joined the
firm as an associate.
Also at Antheil, Elizabeth J. Fineman has
been appointed to the regional board of the AntiDefamation League Philadelphia.
John C. Scialabba has joined the Pittsburgh firm
of Frank Gale Bails Murcko & Pocrass P.C. as an
associate. scialabba@fgbmp.com.
Tina Mazaheri of Mazaheri Law LLC, in
Doylestown, was appointed to the Board of CB
Cares Foundation.
Congratulations to Colleen M. Norcross and
her husband, Brian, on the birth of their daughter,
Reagan. Colleen practices at Norristown’s Hangley
Aronchick Segal Pudlin & Schiller, P.C.
Our condolences are given to Carol S. Mills
McCarthy, of Pittsburgh’s McCarthy McDonald
Schulberg & Joy, on the recent passing of her
husband, Barry.
The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society of
Philadelphia has named Mary Cushing Doherty
Woman of the Year. Mary is partner and
chairperson of the Family Law practice group at
High Swartz LLP in Norristown.
Robin L. Frank recently joined the Pittsburgh firm
of Thomson Rhodes & Cowie PC. rlf@trc-law.com
Christina M. DeMatteo has formed her own firm,
the Law Office of Christina Mr. DeMatteo, LLC,
based out of Blue Bell. Congratulations to Christina:
1061 Blue Bell Pike, Suite 201, Blue Bell, PA 19422,
cdematteo@dematteolawoffice.com, 484-322-5616.
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The PA Family Lawyer and PBA Family Law
Section research assistant, Andrew D. Yetzer, recently
graduated from Duquesne University School of Law
and passed the Bar. He has taken a job as a judicial
law clerk to the Honorable Gregory Hammond of the
Warren County Court of Common Pleas.
Lea E. Anderson, a shareholder at Pittsburgh’s
Goehring Rutter & Boehm, has been elected chair
of the Family Law Section of the Allegheny County
Bar Association through 2020.
Congratulations to Alita A. Rovito, of
West Chester’s Rovito Law LLC, and Hillary S.
Moonay, of Doylestown’s Obermayer Rebmann
Maxwell & Hippel LLP, on their recent
admission as Fellows to the American Academy
of Matrimonial Lawyers —Pennsylvania Chapter.
Hillary recently moved to Obermayer. Joining her
there is associate Adam H. Tanker.
Obermayer in Pittsburgh announced the addition
of Julie R. Colton to its Family Law Practice Group.
Pollock Begg’s Brian C. Vertz has been elected
to the AAML Foundation Board of Directors.
Melanie J. Wender of Doylestown’s Williams
Family Law was appointed to the Board of the
Bucks County Bar Foundation.
Brian J. Cali of Dunmore’s Brian J. Cali and
Associates was recently appointed as chair to the
Pennsylvania Disciplinary Board.
Elisabeth Bennington of Bennington Law Firm,
LLC in Pittsburgh was reappointed to the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court Domestic Relations Rules Committee.
This is her second term on that committee.
Kristen O. Brosek has joined the Pittsburgh
firm of Steiner & Blechman, LLC as an associate.
Gerald L. Shoemaker is a Shareholder in the Norristown office of
Hangley Aronchick Segal Pudlin & Schiller and Bar Review Editor of the
PA Family Lawyer. Jerry actively participates in the PBA, which chose
him as one of ten members to participate in its prestigious leadership
program. He serves in the PBA House of Delegates as a Zone 9 delegate
and was appointed to the Credentials and Admissions Committee of the
continued on page 229
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House of Delegates. Jerry is Chair of the PBA GLBT Rights Committee.
He is also active in the PBA Family Law Section, where he sits on its
Council and also serves as co-chair of its Programming Committee.
Jerry is also active in the ABA Family Law Section. He was recently
selected to be one of 11 editors of its quarterly publication, Family
Advocate. He serves on the Board of Directors of the Montgomery
County Bar Association and is also a member of its Executive
Committee. Jerry is Co-chair of the MCBA’s Diversity Committee. He is
a member of the Family Law Section and Chair of the Section’s Support
Committee, which focuses on educating attorneys regarding child and
spousal support matters. Jerry volunteers for the Women’s Center of
Montgomery County, Montgomery Child Advocacy Program and
the Board of Directors of the Regional Center for Women in the Arts.
gshoemaker@hangley.com; 610.313.1674

GET TO KNOW A MEMBER

Stephanie Stecklair, Esquire
Prior to becoming an
attorney, I worked for a
boutique family law firm
during college and while
attending law school at
night. Throughout law
school I seized various
opportunities to explore
different areas of practice,
including working with an
immigration firm and the
Department of Education Office of Civil Rights, but
always found my way back to family law. Every day I
come to work with the goal of fulfilling my mission
to help parents, children, and spouses through one
of the most difficult experiences of their lives. I am
fortunate to be able to connect with clients on an
intimate level and use my advocacy and settlementoriented spirit to assist in obtaining a positive result.
I have been practicing law for over 2 1/2
years. I’ve been with the family law group at Klehr
Harrison for 14 months.
I am a native of Philadelphia, first-generation
college and law school student. I consider Philadelphia
my home and have always kept my roots close,
even when my family moved to Bucks County. The
Philadelphia community is full of many talented
professionals and some of the best legal minds. There
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are also many families and individuals who need
zealous advocacy in their family law matters. While
I practice in the five surrounding counties, it is very
important to me and my development to give back
to Philadelphia, not only in representing clients in
their family law matters, but also by volunteering with
Philadelphia VIP and being an active member of the
Philadelphia Bar Association’s Young Lawyers Division.
My favorite thing about Philadelphia is the
sports fans! They/we are equal parts terrifying and
loyal. There is never a dull moment.
I love traveling and exploring other countries,
but I’m equally satisfied with an all-inclusive beach
resort! I am happy spending quality time with loved
ones and friends.
It’s difficult to say which book is my favorite,
but I enjoy psychological thrillers (Girl on the Train,
anything by Gillian Flynn, etc.). My free time for
leisure reading is limited, so I always enjoy a great
page-turner!
My favorite television show has been “The
Handmaid’s Tale.” The creators and actors have done
a remarkable job relating a dystopian society to our
current political climate.
“Mean Girls”—I love Tina Fey’s writing, humor,
and ability to captivate an audience of all ages, while
bringing very real issues to the center of attention
with a comedic twist.
I was featured on a billboard! My law school was
redoing their marketing campaign and asked me to
participate. I had no idea I was on a billboard until
friends and family started calling!
Right now, I am enjoying The Interrupters; they
are fun and remind of the days when I followed
punk rock bands all over the tri-state area.
Family law cases are naturally high conflict and
extremely emotional. It can be frustrating when
opposing counsel becomes personally vested in their
client’s case. This can often impede settlement and
creates unnecessary issues. While our experiences
and opinions shape who we are and how we practice,
it is important to remain cognizant of leaving those
feelings out of your cases and focusing on your client’s
goals and what is in their best interest. I am a firm
continued on page 230
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believer that you can be a zealous advocate without
imparting your own opinion and experience.
Stephanie Stecklair, Esq.
Klehr | Harrison | Harvey | Branzburg Llp
Philadelphia: 1835 Market Street | Suite 1400 |
Philadelphia, PA |19103
Conshohocken: 5 Tower Bridge | 300 Barr Harbor
Drive | Ste 175 | West Conshohocken | PA | 19428
T (215) 569-4144 | F (215) 568-6603
sstecklair@klehr.com
www.klehrfamilylaw.com | www.klehr.com
Printed with permission from CartoonBank.com

Not a PBA member?
Lawyer non-members check out the benefits of PBA membership
and join the PBA now.
The PBA is proud to offer members access to Casemaker and its suite of premium services
at no cost. Members have access to CasemakerPro’s broad and comprehensive content
that includes a full Pennsylvania library, federal-level materials and resources from all 50
states. Customer support is available by calling 877-659-0801, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Eastern time, Monday
through Friday, for members’ research questions and for technical assistance.

Casemaker’s free library includes the following:
• Combined court searches
• All Pennsylvania Supreme, Superior and
Commonwealth Court opinions
• Pennsylvania Court of Common Pleas opinions
• Pennsylvania Statutes, including a table of
contents
• Pennsylvania Code, Bulletin and state constitution
• Pennsylvania and federal court rules

•
•
•
•
•
•

Circuit Court of Appeals opinions
District Court opinions
Bankruptcy Court opinions
Code of Federal Regulations
Tax Court decisions
Internal Revenue Bulletin

• And much more. ...

CasemakerPRO free features include:
CaseCheck+ negative citatory system

And much more...
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Lynne Z. Gold-Biken
October 2018
Pennsylvania Bar Association
In-Memoriam Recommendation for
Lynne Z. Gold-Bikin, Esquire
November 16, 2018
Lynne Z. Gold-Bikin was an active, devoted
member of the Pennsylvania Bar Association’s Family
Law Section and a pioneer in family law. She was a
partner at Weber Gallagher Simpson Stapleton Fires &
Newby, where she chaired the family law department
and was a strong advocate on behalf of her clients.
She was the recipient of the Eric Turner Award
from the Family Law Section of the Pennsylvania
Bar Association in 2014 for her contributions to the
Section and her role as a mentor to others.
She also received the Pennsylvania Honor
Roll of Women Award, the 2013 KYW Women of
Achievement Award, the 2015 Legal Intelligencer
Lifetime Achievement Award, and the 2015 Lynette
Norton award from the Pennsylvania Bar Association’s
Commission on Women in the Profession.
Also a member of the Academy of Matrimonial
Lawyers, International Academy of Family Lawyers,
and former Chair of the American Bar Association’s
Family Law Section (1994), Lynne Z. Gold-Bikin
was a trailblazer and leader to countless attorneys
in Pennsylvania and beyond the borders of the
Commonwealth. She was a frequent commentator
at the national level, appeared on television, and she
promoted professional and thoughtful aspects to the
practice of family law, raising public awareness, and
contradicting a rather negative public perception of
family practitioners that was common, particularly
in the 1980s and 1990s.
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As a contributor beyond the day-to-day practice
of family law, Lynne Z. Gold-Bikin organized a
series of videos to serve as an education program
for high school students in the Philadelphia area
that promoted conflict resolution and negotiation
as the building blocks of successful relationships
and marriage. The videos, titled “Partners,” were
broadcast to the high schools in 1994 and released
as tapes that were well-received. Through her
active role with the ABA, she helped found the

continued on page 232
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ABA Preserving Marriages Project. Aside from her
promotion of marriage and conflict resolution, she
also was concerned for the well-being of her clients,
instituting a group therapy approach for her client,
hiring therapists to participate. She encouraged
her clients, many of them women, to be confident
as they moved forward to a more independent life,
and advised them that if she could achieve success,
anyone could do so.
Born in 1938 in New York City, Lynne Z. GoldBikin attended Albright College and secured her
Juris Doctorate from Villanova University School of
Law in 1976, a product of her steadfast pursuit of her
education and a career. Married at the young age of
18, and mother to four children by the age of 25, she
sought a career to “keep me sane” reported by the
Inquirer in a 1984 interview. She raised her children
and diligently pursued her legal degree, with the
achievement of being hired right out of law school by
the firm Pechner, Dorfman, Wolffe, Rounick & Cabot
in Philadelphia, then going out on her own for a time
and developing a boutique family law firm, before
merging with Wolf Block, where she achieved senior
partner status. Later, she joined Weber Gallagher
as a partner, bringing her group of family law
practitioners with her. Montgomery County Court
of Common Pleas Judge Daniel Clifford practiced
with Lynne for nearly 30 years, and he notes that she
“raised the national profile of family court.”
As a practitioner of family law, she attained early
success, participating as a member of the committee
that contributed to drafting the Divorce Code, with
its no-fault divorce approach, enacted on July 1, 1980.
She wrote a number of books, including Divorce
Practice Handbook and The Divorce Trial Manual:
From Initial Interview to Closing Argument. Her
teaching efforts extended beyond the numerous
Pennsylvania Bar Association CLE panels in which
she participated, to her teaching role with the
Houston Family Law Trial Institute at the South Texas
College of Law. She was a supporter of Laurel House,
which serves the needs of domestic violence victims;
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served as a patron of museums, among them the
Holocaust Awareness Museum and Education Center,
an active member of the Democratic party, with a
love for community theatre and bowling.
Her family remained close to her heart and
an integral part of her life, as she considered her
children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren
her greatest achievement. She is survived by her
husband, Bruce Martin, her four children, Russell
Gold, Sheryl Gold, Lisa Untracht and Michael Gold,
11 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

Obituaries
Lynne Gold-Bikin, “Trailblazer” of
Family Law, Dies at 80
Former colleagues and friends remembered GoldBikin as a pioneering advocate for women lawyers
and family law.
By Lizzy McLellan, ALM | October 10, 2018 at 02:50 PM

Lynne Z. GoldBikin, an outspoken
authority in family law,
has died at the age of 80.
Gold-Bikin was
a partner at Weber
Gallagher Simpson
Stapleton Fires &
Newby and chair of
the firm’s family law department, and an actively
practicing lawyer until the end of her life. Former
colleagues and friends remembered her as a zealous
advocate with strong opinions, and a trailblazer for
women lawyers and family law.
“My mom literally worked until the day she
passed away,” said Gold-Bikin’s daughter, Sheryl
Gold, an entertainment lawyer for Universal Music
Group. “This was her passion, her whole life. It was
about helping people.”
Her death on Tuesday followed a brief illness.
She had recently been diagnosed with and started
treatment for multiple myeloma, Gold said.
Gold-Bikin was involved in shaping family law
from early in her career, as she was involved in the
continued on page 233
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enactment of the 1980 Divorce Code. In 1994, she
published the Divorce Practice Handbook.
“Her legal ability was unmatched, and she was
way ahead of the social situation at that time” in
being a woman lawyer, said Jack Rounick, who hired
Gold-Bikin straight out of law school. “She became
an immediate leader in her field.”
Gold-Bikin started her career at Pechner, Dorfman,
Wolffe, Rounick & Cabot in Philadelphia, after
graduating from law school at Villanova University
in 1976. About five years later, she wanted to become
partner, but the leaders of her firm said it was too soon,
Rounick said. So, Gold-Bikin started her own shop in
the early 1980s, which Rounick later joined.
She led that firm until the mid-1990s, when
she returned to working as part of a larger firm,
merging her five-lawyer shop with Wolf Block.
She was a senior partner and chair of the family
department there until the firm found itself on the
brink of dissolving, at which time she joined Weber
Gallagher. As she wrote in her LinkedIn profile, “I
went down with the ship.”
Gold-Bikin was known for being up front with
her opinions. For example, she landed herself in
the spotlight internationally in 1993, when she
was chair-elect of the American Bar Association’s
Family Law Section, with her response to insensitive
comments made by male judges in Australia about
female victims, a report in The Legal Intelligencer
said. At the time, she expressed surprise that
Australian judges could not be removed from the
bench by their communities.
“She had opinions, voiced them, she was
heard,” said Paul Fires, former chairman of Weber
Gallagher, who recruited Gold-Bikin from Wolf
Block. ”When people retained Lynne, it set the tone
of the case. In fact, many people tried very hard to
conflict Lynne out of cases.”
In 2009, Gold-Bikin made her move to Weber
Gallagher along with a group of family law attorneys
she had worked with at Wolf Block. They brought
a new practice area to Weber Gallagher—the firm
hadn’t offered family law services before—and a new
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

office in Norristown, Pennsylvania. At the time, it was
one of the firm’s largest group acquisitions ever, Fires
said, but there was no hesitation around the move.
“You can’t help but be impressed by Lynne’s
personality,” he said, recalling their first meeting
when her group was preparing to move. “We closed
the deal in three weeks.”
As zealously as she represented clients in
disputes, Fires said, Gold-Bikin also sought
resolutions outside of court whenever possible.
“She’s very aggressive on behalf of her clients,
but she was a human being too. And that’s
important,” Rounick said.
Marriage Champion
Montgomery County Court of Common Pleas
Judge Daniel Clifford, who practiced law with GoldBikin for nearly 30 years, said she was “a trailblazer”
who “raised the national profile of family court.”
“If you were the underdog, you absolutely
wanted her on your side. She would never give up
the cause of the underdog,” Clifford said. “Many
continued on page 234
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times, she was representing people and wasn’t being
paid, and she fought as hard for those people.”
While much of her work centered on divorce
and custody matters, she also organized a video
education program in the 1990s for over 3,000 high
school students across the country about how to
build a lasting marriage.
“There’s not many divorce lawyers who are
known for trying to keep marriages intact,” Clifford
said, noting that the program is still in existence at
some high schools today.
Gold-Bikin also spent decades collecting
hundreds of marriage certificates from throughout
history, including some from the 1700s.
“I believe in marriage, and I believe that a lot of
marriages that end in divorce don’t have to,” she said
in a 2013 interview with The Times Herald about
her collection, when she added to it a same-sex
marriage certificate for the first time.
Weber Gallagher chairman Andrew Indeck, in a
statement, called Gold-Bikin “a pioneer who always
lifted up other female attorneys along the way.”
“Lynne started at a time when women were
belittled and told they didn’t have a place in law,”
Fires said. “There’s no question that Lynne broke
ground for women.…Her influence goes beyond the
family law bar but goes to the bar in general.”
But Gold, her daughter, said Gold-Bikin’s main
message to her two daughters and two sons wasn’t
about breaking gender barriers. It was to work hard
and get an education.
“My mom was my mom. She was just strong and
just did what she needed to do,” Gold said. “When
she did what she did, we were just proud of her. It
wasn’t like, ‘Oh, there’s a woman doing that.’”
In 2015, Gold-Bikin won the 2015 Lynette Norton
award from the Pennsylvania Bar Association’s
Commission on Women in the Profession as well
as The Legal’s 2015 Lifetime Achievement Award.
The PBA’s Family Law Section awarded her the Eric
Turner Memorial Award in 2014.
She served as chair of the American Bar

Association’s Family Law Section in the 19941995 year, and as a mentor in the ABA’s diversity
program. She previously co-chaired the ABA’s
Commission on Domestic Violence, and was a
member of the ABA’s house of delegates and board
of governors. She was also a long-time instructor at
The National Family Law Trial Institute in Houston
and a frequent contributor to The Legal.
Gold-Bikin is survived by four children—Russell
Gold, Sheryl Gold, Lisa Untracht and Michael
Gold—as well as 11 grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren. She had recently married her
husband, Bruce Martin, earlier this year.
Reprinted from ALM obituary.

Lynne Z. Gold-Bikin
Courtesy Weber Gallagher Law Firm

Lynne Z. Gold-Bikin, 80, of King of Prussia,
a prominent family and divorce lawyer who used
her experience as a divorced woman to shepherd
others as they opted out of failing marriages, died
Oct. 9 of multiple myeloma at Lancaster General
Hospital.
Ms.Gold-Bikin was visiting Bruce A. Martin, her
husband of four months, to see about the house the
two were building in New Holland when she became
ill. Doctors diagnosed multiple myeloma and had
begun treating the disease when she died, said her
daughter, Sheryl Gold.
Ms. Gold-Bikin blazed a trail as a powerful force
for those seeking a divorce because she had lived it
and knew the obstacles. Just 18 when she married
Roy Gold, she had four children before she was 25,
and found herself a bored, lonely housewife.
“By the time three years and babies and diapers
came, I started to look for something that would keep
me sane,” she told the Inquirer in 1984. She wanted
a career. Her husband was supportive “as long as his
dinner was on the table” each night, she said.
She graduated from Villanova University Law
School in 1976 and got a divorce two months later.
“My mother told me I was selfish,” she told the
Inquirer. “I worked my tail off going to law school
and taking care of the kids.”
continued on page 235
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By 1982, she joined the Norristown law firm of
Pechner, Dorfman, Wolfe, Rounick & Cabot while
juggling life as a single mother. Later, she became
a partner in the Norristown law firm of Weber
Gallagher and chair of the firm’s Family Law Group.
By 1984, she had amassed 500 clients, many of
them the wives of wealthy Main Line men. Initially,
the wives were reluctant to divorce because they
feared being on their own, she told the Inquirer.
She held herself up as someone who had
achieved success alone. Surely, she told clients, they
could make changes in their lives, too.
“I’m a role model for a lot of women.” she said. “I
think I’m living proof that women can do anything.”

Ms. Gold-Bikin so empathized with clients that
she hired counselors to provide group therapy as
part of her divorce services.
But she also hoped to help build healthy
marriages. When she became chair of the American
Bar Association’s Family Law Section in 1992, she
created a television program to help high school
students avert divorce by learning about conflict and
negotiation.
She and family therapists devised a series of
five broadcasts called Partners that were beamed
by satellite dish to 44 Philadelphia area high
schools in 1994 by the Massachusetts Corporation
for Educational Telecommunications. Other
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

schools bought the tapes, which were wellreceived by students.
Ms. Gold-Bikin was hailed by Weber Gallagher
as a mentor and teacher. “She was a pioneer who
always lifted up other female attorneys along the
way,” said firm chairman Andrew L. Indeck.
Friend and broadcast journalist Marciarose
Shestack said: “She was iconic in that field, active in
the Bar, an advocate and an activist.”
Ms. Gold-Bikin received the KYW Women of
Achievement Award and the Pennsylvania Honor
Roll of Women Award. She also was given the Eric
Turner Memorial Award from the Family Law
Section of the Pennsylvania Bar Association for her
exceptional work.
Born in New York City, Ms. Gold-Bikin graduated
from public high school there. She earned a bachelor’s
degree in 1973 from Albright College, which later
bestowed on her an honorary Doctor of Laws degree.
She never retired. “My mom literally worked
until the day she passed away,” said Gold, her
daughter, an entertainment lawyer for Universal
Music Group. “This was her passion, her whole life.
It was about helping people.”
When not practicing law, she traveled, enjoyed
her family, and collected old marriage licenses.
She was married to Roy Gold, Bruce Bikin,
Martin H. Feldman, Steve Fine, David O. Smith,
and Martin. Of the six, only Bikin and Martin
survive. In addition, to her daughter Sheryl, she is
survived by children Russell Gold, Lisa Untracht,
and Michael Gold, 11 grandchildren, and two greatgrandchildren.
Services were Oct. 11, 2018
Reprinted from Inquirer, Daily News, Philly.com.

Lynne Gold-Bikin

by Jeff Blumenthal, reporter
Philadelphia Business Journal
Oct 10, 2018, 9:41am
Lynne Gold-Bikin, one of the region’s bestknown divorce lawyers, who often appeared as a
national and local television pundit on family law
topics, has died at the age of 80.
continued on page 236
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Ms. Gold-Bikin was most recently the chair of
the family law practice group at Weber Gallagher,
located in the firm’s Norristown office. Prior to that,
she founded the Norristown office and headed Wolf
Block’s family law practice for 13 years until the
firm’s dissolution in 2009. She was known in legal
circles for her vigorous representation of clients,
especially in the courtroom.
Lynne Gold-Bikin, one of the region’s best-known
divorce lawyers who often appeared as a national
and local television pundit on family law topics,
has died at the age of 80.
by Steve Bayles
Philadelphia Business Journal
“Lynne was a shining example to every attorney
in our firm about what it means to have a true
passion for the law and to put your clients first every
time,” Weber Gallagher Chairman Andrew L. Indeck
said in a statement. “Lynne was an internationally
known family law attorney who specialized in every
aspect of family law, but particularly excelled in
custody and divorce matters. In more than 40 years
of practice, Lynne gave her all serving both highprofile clients and families throughout the State.
Lynne was a force of energy throughout the entirety
of her practice, as she was also a true mentor and
active teacher. She was a pioneer who always lifted
up other female attorneys along the way.”
During her career, Ms. Gold-Bikin published
The Divorce Practice Handbook on Divorce Law in
1994 and won numerous awards. She was named
one of the 50 Best Business Women in Pennsylvania,
The KYW Women of Achievement Award,
Pennsylvania Honor Roll of Women Award and
the Eric Turner Memorial Award from the Family
Law Section of the Pennsylvania Bar Association in
honor of her exceptional work and teaching others
in the field. She was also recognized by Worth
Magazine as one of the top 10 divorce lawyers in the
country and one of the Top 100 lawyers in 2007.
In addition, she had published numerous
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articles, journals and books and frequently appeared
as a commentator on family law issues in many
local and national media outlets, including ABC’s
Good Morning America. Ms. Gold-Bikin was
highly involved in the International and American
Academies of Matrimonial Lawyers, The National
Association of Woman Lawyers, and was on
the Board of Directors of the Pennsylvania Bar
Foundation and the Philadelphia Education Fund.
“It was an honor to call Lynne one of my
partners, and a privilege to have recruited her
to join our practice nearly 10 years ago,” Weber
Gallagher Chairman Emeritus Paul M. Fires said.
“At that time, it took just a few moments with her
to ascertain her quality as a lawyer, her appetite for
courtroom combat, and her ferocious dedication
to both clients and craft. Even with a rigorous
work schedule, Lynne was devoted to her children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren. Lynne was
also a committed teacher, she was a loyal supporter
to legions of friends and she was a loving wife to
Bruce Martin. And no one told a better—or more
frank—war story than Lynne.”
Ms. Gold-Bikin served as an adjunct professor
in the Trial Advocacy Institute at the University
of Houston and frequently lectured for the
Pennsylvania Bar Institute, Villanova University Law
School and Rutgers University Law School.
Carolyn R. Mirabile, managing partner of Weber
Gallagher’s Norristown office, said Ms. Gold-Bikin’s
passion was teaching others.
“In 1989 she began teaching at the The National
Family Law Trial Institute in Houston and has
taught every year since,” Mirabile said. “She worked
with young attorneys to develop and improve their
trial skills. All of us who have worked with Lynne
have learned how to be a better attorney and to be a
zealous advocate for our clients.”
Ms. Gold-Bikin received her law degree from
Villanova University in 1976, as well as an honorary
Doctor of Laws from Albright College where she
received her bachelor of art in 1973.
Services were held at Rodeph Shalom, 615 N.
Broad St, Philadelphia on Thursday, Oct. 11.
Reprinted from Philadelphia Business Journal.
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CASE NOTES
by Robert D. Raver, Esquire and Amy J. Phillips, Esquire
rraver@pollockbegg.com and Amy@LSAfamilylaw.com

Equitable Distribution Award & Divorce Decree Vacated
sua sponte for Case to Proceed Through Probate
Berry v. Berry, ___ A.3d ___ (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Andrew P. Griffin, Esquire
agriffin@grblaw.com
Summary
The Superior Court of Pennsylvania (Olson,
J., Kunselman, J., and Musmanno, J.) vacated a
decree in divorce and order of court on equitable
distribution dated October 16, 2017 from the Court
of Common Pleas of Clinton County, Civil Division
at No. 1073-2013 (Miller, J.) and determined that
Husband’s estate must proceed through the Probate
Code, because the trial court improperly failed to
consider the mental capacity of the parties, thereby
rendering the decree in divorce void, and because
husband’s death while the appeal to the Superior
Court was pending rendered a remand under
Pa.R.C.P. 2056 to determine the parties’ respective
mental capacities impossible.
Factual and Procedural History
Appellant, Janice Berry (“Wife”), and Appellee,
Charles D. Berry (“Husband”), were married for
66 years before Wife filed a complaint in divorce in
August 2013. Wife was 84 years old, while Husband
was 91 years old. Both parties suffered from
dementia. The parties’ adult children were the only
witnesses in the case. The adult children litigated
the divorce through their attorneys, operating under
their respective powers of attorney. The mental
capacity of the parties was questioned throughout
the divorce litigation, but it was never addressed by
the trial court.
Wife’s complaint in divorce included a count
for alimony. However, Wife subsequently refused
to execute an affidavit of consent, prompting
Husband to file a counterclaim for divorce. Wife
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

then filed a praecipe to withdraw her complaint
in divorce, which was granted by the trial court.
The parties subsequently reached an agreement
to reinstate Wife’s complaint in divorce, only
to have Wife, through her daughter, once again
withdraw her complaint. The trial court noted that
Wife’s decision was illogical, because the divorce
would continue to move forward under Husband’s
counterclaim, except that now Wife’s claim for
alimony was lost.
Approximately one week prior to the equitable
distribution trial, Wife, through her daughter,
submitted a letter to the trial court, which
averred that Husband was incompetent and, as
a result, argued to stop the trial. The trial court
acknowledged the letter on the record the day
of the trial. Nevertheless, it decided to proceed.
Pertinently, none of the parties was present, either
in person or by phone, on the date of trial. The
trial proceeded through the attorneys and the
adult children, acting through their respective
powers of attorney. However, the trial court never
obtained documentation evidencing the power
of attorney for the adult son to act on behalf
of Husband. The trial court ordered a 50/50
distribution of the marital estate, and a decree in
divorce was subsequently granted. In its opinion
and order, the trial court noted that there was no
evidence with regard to Wife’s mental capacity.
The trial court also reprimanded Wife’s Counsel
for failing to provide sufficient evidence of the
continued on page 238
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value and character of the marital estate. Wife’s
counsel subsequently appealed to the Superior
Court of Pennsylvania, arguing that the equitable
distribution trial was inequitable, as it did not
address the fact that Wife would no longer receive
alimony pendent lite once the decree in divorce
was issued. Neither party raised the issue of the
parties’ respective mental capacities on appeal.
Husband died on May 16, 2018 while the appeal
was pending before the Superior Court.
The Superior Court’s Analysis
Judge Kunselman, writing for the Superior
Court of Pennsylvania (Olson, J., Kunselman, J.,
and Musmanno, J.), sua sponte, raised the issue
of the respective mental capacities of the parties.
In doing so, the Superior Court outlined several
facts that should have prompted the trial court to
address the issue.
The letter from the adult daughter submitted
on the eve of trial with regard to Husband’s mental
capacity explained that Wife did not actually want
the divorce, but that she had filed for divorce to
protect her assets, since Husband was refusing to
take his dementia medication that was prescribed
in 2012. This caused Husband to act abusively and
irrationally. The letter also noted that Husband’s
power of attorney, the parties’ adult son, was moving
money out of Husband’s accounts and putting them
into accounts in his joint name.
Moreover, the trial court also noted that
there was another letter submitted by the adult
daughter, which stated that a prenuptial agreement
between the parties should be set aside, because
Wife was mentally incapacitated and incapable of
understanding its terms. Apparently, neither party
sought to enforce the prenuptial agreement, and
instead used it as a negotiating point, in an apparent
recognition of Wife’s possible mental incapacity
at the time of its signing. The letter from the adult
daughter also referenced a finding by the Office
of Aging in March 2013, which found that Wife
could not serve as Husband’s guardian or power of
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

attorney due to her own mental limitations. This
letter also attached a doctor’s note, which stated,
with regard to Wife, that she was incapable of
signing legal documentation on her own behalf.
The trial court referenced this letter at a status
conference but, nevertheless, continued to move the
case forward.
After analyzing these facts, the Superior
Court noted that traditionally the Superior
Court exceeds its authority if it raises an issue
sua sponte that was not raised by the parties. See,
e.g., Knarr. v. Erie Ins. Exch. 723, A.2d 664 (Pa.
1999); Wiegand v. Wiegand, 337 A.2d 256, 257-58
(Pa. 1975). See also Pa.R.A.P. 302, 2117 and 2119.
However, the Superior Court noted that there is a
limited exception when the competency of a party
is at issue. See Benz v. Heckman, 2 A.2d 857 (Pa.
1938) (setting aside a personal injury judgment
and ordering a new trial when one of the alleged
tortfeasors was declared mentally incompetent
and the issue was not addressed by the trial
court).
The Superior Court then addressed the authority
of adult children to pursue a divorce and equitable
distribution action on behalf of their parents.
The Superior Court noted that the majority rule
throughout the country is that an incompetent
person may not initiate a divorce action, while the
minority rule is that guardian-initiated divorces
are permitted. Pennsylvania follows a hybrid
approach. See Syno v. Syno, 594 A.2d 307, 311 (Pa.
Super. 1991) (explaining that there is no per se
rule that an incompetent person may not initiate a
divorce action and finding that Pa.R.C.P. 1920.10
contemplates the initiation of divorce actions
by an incompetent person through a guardian).
Consequently, the Superior Court determined that,
in this case, it was inappropriate for the divorce
action to be brought by the adult children of the
parties as powers of attorney for their parents, and
held as follows:
We conclude that Pennsylvania law does
not allow an incompetent to bring a divorce
continued on page 239
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action without the court confirming
whether the incompetent retains the mental
capacity to make reasonable decisions
concerning his person, his understanding
of the nature of a divorce action, and his
desire to maintain this action. We further
hold that a power of attorney cannot
prosecute, nor defend, a divorce action on
behalf of an incompetent principal. The
role is reserved exclusively for a courtappointed guardian or guardian ad litem.
Furthermore, the Superior Court explained
that “it is the duty of both the appellate court
and trial court to protect the rights of the alleged
incompetent.” See Savage v. Savage, 736 A.2d 633
(Pa. Super. 1999).
Finally, the Superior Court noted that it would
have remanded the case for a determination
of Husband, and, if determined competent,
then Wife’s, mental capacity. However, because
Husband died during the pendency of the appeal,
the Superior Court found that this determination
under Pa.R.C.P. 2056 was impossible and held
that the case must proceed through the Probate
Code, as it was also impossible to determine
whether grounds for divorce were established
without a prior determination of Husband’s
mental capacity. See 23 Pa.C.S. § 3323(g)
(delineating that if grounds for divorce are
established then, although a divorce decree may
not issue, the economic rights of the parties upon
the death of a party would be determined under
the Divorce Code, rather than the Probate Code).
It should be noted that, in his dissent, Judge
Olson argued that a remand to determine the
mental capacity of the parties was still possible,
regardless of the fact that Husband died during
the pendency of the appeal.
Author’s Comments
The factual and procedural history of this
case is so unusual and extraordinary that it belies
common sense. Suffice it to say that family law
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practitioners, as with all attorneys, should ensure
that their clients are not mentally incapacitated
before moving forward on their behalf. The fact that,
in this case, the divorce moved forward through the
adult children of the parties, acting as the powers of
attorney for their parents, should have been more
than sufficient notice to the respective attorneys
and the trial court that the mental capacities of
the parties was a paramount issue and something
that must be addressed before the case proceeded.
Even more shocking, is the fact that neither party
raised this issue, when it was uncontroverted that
both parties suffered from dementia and there were
letters and findings from medical professionals that,
at the very least, questioned the mental capacity of
the parties.
Husband died while the appeal before the
Superior Court was pending, thereby making it
impossible to remand the case for a determination
about the mental capacity of the parties under
Pa.R.C.P. 2056. Moreover, the inability to now
determine the parties’ mental capacities also
rendered it impossible to determine that grounds for
divorce were established under 23 Pa.C.S. § 3323(g).
As such, Husband’s estate had to proceed under
the Probate Code, rather than the Divorce Code,
thereby benefiting Wife. Husband’s counsel would
be wise to put his malpractice carrier on notice.
Andrew P. Griffin, Esquire is an associate in the Pittsburgh firm of
Goehring, Rutter & Boehm. Andrew is a member of the Allegheny
County Bar Association Family Law Section, the Young Lawyers
Division, and the PBA Family Law Section, 412-281-0587 agriffin@
grblaw.com
Robert D. Raver, Esquire is an associate with the Pittsburgh firm of
Pollock Begg Komar Glasser & Vertz LLC. He is a member of the ACBA
Family Law Section, the Young Lawyers Division, and the PBA Family
Law Section. 412-471-9000 rraver@pollockbegg.com.
Amy J. Phillips, Esquire is an associate in the York firm of The
Family Law Practice of Leslie S. Arzt, Esquire. Amy is also trained in
Collaborative Law. She is active in the York County Bar Association
Family Law Section (current President, 2018) and PBA Family Law
Section (member of Council, 2015-2018, program committee and
co-editor for case notes for the Pennsylvania Family Lawyer) and
will be the Professionalism/Judicial Liaison for the York County
Family Law Section in 2019. Amy is a member of the House of
Delegates for York County. Amy clerked for Monroe County Judge
Jerome P. Cheslock from August 2000 through August 2001. amy@
lsafamilylaw.com 717-741-0099
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Husband’s RICO Claims vs. Wife & Her Attorneys
& Husband’s Request for Recusal of the County Bench Failed
Hvizdak v. Linn, 190 A.3d 1213 (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Kelly S. Buchanan
buchanank@duq.edu
Summary
In the present divorce proceeding, Husband
pro se appealed the Butler County Court sustaining
preliminary actions to his third amended complaint
against Wife and her attorneys. The Superior Court
affirmed the trial court’s assessment that Husband’s
claim(s) were legally insufficient. The Superior
Court held:
(1) Husband forfeited the opportunity to
counter Wife’s and her attorney’s objection
to Husband’s request for transfer of venue
by failing to appeal within 30 days of the
transfer of venue order;
(2) Husband’s failure to demonstrate reason(s)
why Butler County trial judges would not
be able to adjudicate the present case fairly
and without prejudice rendered the denial of
Husband’s motion to recuse the entire Butler
County bench;
(3) because Husband failed to plead and prove
the elements of the Racketeer Influence &
Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), he could
not sustain a RICO claim; and
(4) Wife and her attorneys did not satisfy RICO’s
“pattern” element in the alleged RICO
scheme, and therefore did not fulfill RICO’s
continuity test because Husband alleged a
closed-ended scheme with a single victim
(Husband) and a single objective (Husband’s
financial ruin.), and
(5) Husband’s action for abuse of process was
time barred under 42 Pa.C.S.A. § 5524(7).
Background Facts and Information
Husband and Wife commenced divorce
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proceedings in 2007. The court, inter alia, granted
Wife exclusive possession of the marital residence.
Husband alleged a premarital agreement barred
Wife from removing any of his personal property
from the home. When Wife violated this agreement,
Husband filed a civil contempt order against Wife,
enjoining her to return Husband’s property. Per
court order, Wife returned the property. The court
continued the contempt order.
In February of 2009, Husband filed a contempt
petition against Wife’s attorneys (herein after,
“Attorneys”), alleging that Wife removed Husband’s
items from the marital residence at Attorneys’
instruction. Because Wife complied with the court
order to return Husband’s property, the court
determined the matter was moot and denied
Husband’s petition.
The couple reached a global settlement
agreement on August 22, 2011. In conjunction
with the settlement agreement, they drafted
a Trust to fulfill the terms of the settlement.
Husband and Wife retained separate counsel to
draft documents governing a Trust. On September
28, 2011, Wife requested removal of language in
the Trust specifying that the Trust funds were
to be spent for the benefit of the Children. Wife
signed the Trust agreement documents believing
this revision had been made. When Wife learned
the revision had not been made, she refused
to fund the Trust. In response, Husband filed
a petition for special relief, asking the court to
enjoin Wife’s funding of the Trust or replace the
Wife as trustee. Wife was directed to sign the
Trust. She appealed. Ultimately, The Superior
Court affirmed the trial court’s holding that the
record did not indicate that Wife was to have
continued on page 241
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unfettered access to the funds without regard to
Children’s benefit.
Present Case Facts and Procedural History
Husband commenced the present civil action
in his first amended complaint on May 19, 2014
against Wife and her Attorneys in the Court of
Common Pleas of Allegheny County, alleging
racketeering and common law torts. In his
complaint, Husband accused Wife of conspiring
with Attorneys to steal valuable personal items
from the marital residence and allowing unhousebroken pets to soil the furniture and
the carpets, “fomenting the ambiance of fetid
squalor inside the mansion.” Husband further
alleged that Attorneys persuaded the presiding
trial judge to seize Husband’s passport, which
prevented his business travel to England. Husband
accused Attorneys of fabricating a story that
Husband enlisted the motorcycle gang “Pagans” to
assassinate Butler County President Judge Doerr,
Judge Streib, and Attorneys. Because he now
both lived and worked in Allegheny County, and
because he believed that the entire Butler County
bench was biased against him, Husband chose to
file the present suit in Allegheny County.
Wife and Attorneys filed a preliminary objection
to venue in Allegheny County. On August 13, 2015,
the court sustained the objection and transferred
Husband’s action to Butler County. Butler County
President Judge Doerr assigned the case to the
Honorable S. Michael Yeager. Husband sent a
written request to Judge Doerr, asking that he
disqualify the entire Butler County bench from
hearing his case. Judge Yeager recused himself, and
Judge Doerr reassigned the case to Judge Marilyn
J. Horan. On January 26, 2016, Husband filed a
formal motion for recusal of Judge Doerr and the
entire Butler County Bench. Judge Doerr denied this
motion as untimely and therefore moot.
On February 16, 2016, Husband filed another
motion for recusal of the Butler County bench,
this time asserting the claim that the rumors
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regarding his alleged hiring of the “Pagans” to
carry out assassinations of Attorneys and local
judges rendered the bench unable to dispose of the
present case equitably. Husband further contended
that Judge Doerr denounced him in the media and
threatened to sue him, after he (Husband) requested
a grand jury to investigate the matter. Husband
postures that an appearance of impropriety would
arise if any member of the Butler County bench
presided over his case.
On March 2, 2016, Husband filed a motion
for extraordinary relief before the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court for recusal of the Butler County
bench. The following day, Judge Horan heard
oral arguments on Husband’s motion. On March
4, Judge Horan stayed her decision pending
the disposition of Husband’s motion in the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court. The Pennsylvania
Supreme Court denied Husband’s motion on June
10, 2016. On August 3, 2016, Judge Horan denied
Husband’s motion for recusal.
On November 3, 2016, Judge Horan entered
an order sustaining Wife and Attorney’s
remaining preliminary objections to Husband’s
first amended complaint on the grounds of
legal and factual insufficiency. Judge Horan
gave Husband 60 days to file a second amended
complaint to cure deficiencies.
Husband filed his second amended complaint
on January 3, 2017, to which Wife and Attorneys
filed preliminary objections for legal and factual
sufficiency. On March 1, 2017, Husband filed his
third amended complaint, setting forth claims of
RICO Act violations, conspiracy, fraud, abuse of
process, and wrongful use of civil proceedings; all
arising from the aforementioned divorce litigation.
Husband alleged Wife and Attorneys were liable
under RICO for:
(1) conjuring a fictitious PFA order against
Husband;
(2) seizure of Husband’s personal and Trust
property from the mansion;
continued on page 242
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(3) despoilment of the house and grounds;
(4) ex parte seizure of Husband’s passport;
(5) threat of imprisonment to coerce Husband’s
signature on tax return checks;
(6) recurring motions of contempt over
discovery demands that were oppressively
burdensome to husband;
(7) fraudulently procuring a court order freezing
Husband’s assets and causing his business to
shut down;
(8) unreasonably challenging a settlement in
Common Pleas Court after accepting the
proceeds from the settlement; and
(9) unreasonably and deceitfully pursuing
the matter the Superior Court after being
rejected in the trial court.
Wife and Attorneys filed preliminary objections
to the third amended complaint for legal and factual
sufficiency on March 20, 2017. On June 9, 2017,
Judge Horan dismissed Husband’s third amended
complaint for failing to state a cause of action.
Husband filed a Pa.R.A.P 1925(b) concise
statement of errors.
Husband presented five questions for review:
(1) Was it an abuse of discretion for the Judges
of Allegheny and Butler Counties to
declare (Husband’s) choice of forum (an)
improper venue, when the brunt of the
economic injury was borne to the business
interests located in Allegheny county where
(Husband) resides and where the counsel for
(Appellees) both live and work?
(2) Did extreme circumstances in this case,
including false claims that (Husband) once
plotted with motorcycle gang members to
assassinate Butler County Judges and lawyers
(which provoked police inquiries and
inspired a recusal), and public expressions
of animosity over (Husband’s) motion for
a grand jury investigation into [sic] justify
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grant of (Husband’s) motion to disqualify the
entire Butler County judiciary?
(3) Was the third amended complaint, which
identified at least eight arguable points
predicate acts of racketeering, along with
conspiracy, fraud and abuse of process claims
against Wife and Attorneys, frequently using
mail fraud through 2013 period, constitute a
cognizable claim for a racketeering pattern, or
failing that, of a conspired fraudulent scheme?
(4) Does a two-year statute of limitation bar
Husband’s claims, even though Wife and
Attorneys were pressing a Superior Court
appeal against (Husband) all throughout
2012, using mail fraud to continue a baseless,
fraudulent matter?
(5) Does the four-year statute of limitations as
announced in Agency Holding v. Malley-Duff
and Associates, 483 U.S. 143, 107 S. Ct. 2759,
97 L. Ed. 2d 121 (1987) for racketeering claims,
as well as the 18 U.S.C. 1961(5) “pattern of
racketeering activity, at least two predicate
counts within a ten-year period,” satisfy any
concerns about untimely filing here?
Superior Court Analysis
The Superior Court Panel (Stabile, J.,
Musmanno, J., and Ford Elliott, PJE), per Judge
Stabile, affirmed the lower court’s finding that none
of Husband’s claims were legally valid.
Regarding the first issue on appeal, Husband
forfeited the opportunity to raise his objection to
venue argument, pursuant to Pa.R.A.P. 311(g)(1)
(ii) (where an interlocutory order is immediately
appealable under this rule, failure to appeal…
shall constitute a waiver of all objections), because
he failed to appeal within 30 days of his change of
venue entry. Therefore, the court held that Husband
could not object to the transfer of venue to back to
Butler County in this appeal.
In his second issue, although Husband contends
that Judge Horan abused her discretion by denying
(Husband’s) motion to recuse, Husband admitted
continued on page 243
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that he had no specific concern about Judge Horan.
(Husband) only objected because he believed Judge
Horan would rule against him so as not to offend
Judge Doerr. To dispose of this issue, the court
cited In re Lokuta, 11 A.3d 427, 453 (Pa. 2011) (the
presumption that judges of this Commonwealth
are fair and honorable). Thus, the court concluded,
Husband, as the party seeking recusal, bears the
burden of producing evidence that would constitute
bias, prejudice, or unfairness; and Husband failed to
meet this burden.
The court found it worth noting that Husband
seeks recusal of not just one or several judges,
but recusal of the entire Butler County bench.
The court, in citing Commonwealth ex rel. Armor
v. Armor, 398 A.2d 173, 174 (Pa. Super. 1978)
(recusal of entire Montgomery County trial court
bench required where spouse of one judge had
financial interest in child support case pending in
Montgomery County), noted the rare occurrence
of circumstances where this type of recusal is
likely. The court made clear that, unlike Armor,
Husband presented no evidence to overcome
the presumption that Judge Horan would not
adjudicate his case in a competent and equitable
manner. Further, the court found no evidence to
infer that Judge Horan had a conflict of interest,
since she had no prior involvement with Husband.
In its final analysis on the issue, the court found
that any argument that Judge Horan would rule
against (Husband) in order to please Judge Doerr
was pure conjecture.
Husband’s third issue involved his contention
that the trial court erred in determining his third
amended complaint failed to state a cause of action
for RICO violations and other common law torts. In
order to determine the legal sufficiency of Husband’s
argument, the court turned to Clausi v. Stuck, 74
A.3d 242, 246 (Pa. Super. 2013) (the legal sufficiency
of the complainant turns on whether pleading would
permit recovery if proven).
The court assessed each of Husband’s averments
in turn; starting with Wife’s and Attorneys’ alleged
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

RICO violation for extortion. Although RICO is a
federal act, Pennsylvania courts and federal courts
exercise concurrent jurisdiction under RICO
actions. Drohan v. Sorbus, Inc., 584 A.2d 964 968
(Pa. Super. 1990). To satisfy a claim for extortion
under the laws of this Commonwealth, plaintiff
must satisfy elements of 18 U.S.C. § 1951 (also
known as the Hobbs Act.) Extortion is defined by
the Hobbs Act as “the obtaining of property from
another with his consent, induced by wrongful
use of actual or threatened force, violence, or
fear.” Id. Husband argued that Wife and Attorneys
committed extortion under Pennsylvania law
by threatening to imprison (Husband) unless he
(Husband) signed tax return checks. In its analysis,
the court did not view Wife’s and Attorneys’
actions as a threat or force or violence. Threats of
litigation, according to the court, do not constitute
the inducement of fear under the Hobbs Act.
See Deck v. Engineered Laminates, 349 F.3d 1253
1258 (10th Cir. 2003) (joining “multitude of
other courts in holding that meritless litigation
is not extortion under the Hobbs Act.”) The
Pennsylvania Crimes Code defines extortion inter
alia, as “threatening to accuse anyone of a criminal
offense” when obtaining property of another. 18
Pa.C.S.A. § 3923(a)(2). Husband, however, failed
to assert that Wife and Attorneys threatened him
for a criminal offense. The court rationalized
that because the alleged threat took place during
divorce proceedings, it could have been a threat to
seek civil contempt, not a threat of criminal action.
A civil RICO plaintiff alleging mail fraud
must plead and prove the defendant’s scheme
to defraud proximately caused his injuries, and
that he detrimentally relied on the defendant’s
misrepresentations. Bank of China v. NBM L.L.C.,
359 F.3d 171, 176 (2nd Cir. 2004); Chisolm v.
TranSouth Fin Corp., 95 F.3d 331, 337 (4th Cir.
1996). District courts in the Third Circuit have
required a showing of proximate cause as an element
of mail fraud. See Baker v. Family Credit Counseling
Corp., 440 F. Supp. 2d 392, 410 (E.D. Pa. 2006);
Cooper v. Broadspire Servs., Inc., 2005 U.S. Dist.
continued on page 244
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LEXIS 14752 2005 WL 1712390 at *8 n. 7 (E.D. Pa.
2005); Smith v. Berg, 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15814,
2001 WL 1169106 at *3 (E.D. Pa. 2001); Allen
Neurosurgical Assocs. Inc. v. Lehigh Valley Health
Network, 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 284 2001 WL 41143
at *4 (E.D. Pa. 2001); Rodriguez v. McKinney, 156
F.R.D. 112, 116 (E.D. Pa. 1994). Further, there
can be no misrepresentation if the plaintiff knows
defendant’s representation to be false, and therefore
the plaintiff will not be able to claim fraud in a
RICO action. Brokerage Concepts Inc. v. Healthcare
Inc., 140 F.3d 494 528-29 (3rd Cir. 1996) (defendant
did not violate mail fraud statute by seeking an
audit of plaintiff because plaintiff knew defendant’s
“true motivation” for seeking audit). The court
here reasoned that because Husband didn’t rely on
any of Wife’s and Attorneys’ representations to his
detriment, and never regarded them as true, none
of Wife’s and Attorneys’ representations constitute
predicate acts of mail fraud.
Husband next set forth claims that Wife and
Attorneys despoiled the mansion and grounds and
took property from the mansion in violation of
RICO for seizure of property. The court aptly noted
that none of these actions constitute racketeering
activity. Here, the court reasoned that even if
Wife and Attorneys had broken into the mansion
to seize property and damage the house, these
actions at most constitute burglary under 18 U.S.C.
§ 1961(1); 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 3502. It would not, the
court reasoned, constitute the RICO predicate act of
robbery under 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 3701 because Wife and
Attorneys did not inflict, nor did they threaten to
visit, serious bodily injury on Husband.
According to the court, Husband failed to
allege a single act of racketeering against Wife and
Attorneys, and even if he did, his third amended
complaint failed to satisfy RICO’s continuity
element. See H.J. Inc. v. Northwestern Bell Tel. Co.,
492 U.S. 229, 239, 109 S. Ct. 2893, 106 L. Ed. 2d
195 (1989) (RICO predicates must pose a threat of
continuous criminal activity and must be related to
each other).
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

In an attempt to dispose of the RICO claims at
once, the court decided to address Husband’s fifth
issue next. The court concluded that the acts alleged
by Husband did not satisfy RICO’s “pattern” test
because they did not show a threat of continued
criminal activity. Continuity can be either closeended or open-ended. Id at 242. Open-ended
continuity is criminal activity that “by its very
nature projects into the future.” Id at 241. Husband
pleads a closed-ended scheme because Wife and
Attorney’s alleged violations began in 2007 and
ended in 2013 with no threat of repetition. Many
federal courts have held that a civil RICO claim
does not lie when plaintiff alleges a closed-ended
scheme with only one objective and one victim. See
Home Orthopedics Corp. v. Rodriguez, 781 F.3d 521,
530 (1st Cir. 2015) (quoting Sil-Flo, Inc. v. SFHC,
Inc., 917 F.2d 1507, 1516 (10th Cir. 1990) (“our
common sense dictates where, as here, a closedended series of predicate acts…constitute(s) a single
scheme to accomplish one discrete goal, directed at
one individual with no potential to extend to other
persons or entities…RICO liability cannot attach
under a theory of a closed pattern of racketeering”).
The court recognized that Husband’s allegation of
Wife and Attorney’s closed-ended scheme had only
one victim (Husband) and one objective (Husband’s
financial ruin). This, according to the court, did not
fulfill RICO’s “pattern” element.
Husband’s final RICO claim alleges that Wife
and Attorneys are liable for RICO conspiracy under
18 U.S.C. § 1962(d). Any claim of conspiracy under
§ 1962(d) must fail if the substantive claims on
which the conspiracy is based are deficient. Lum
v. Bank of America, 361 F.3d 217, 227 (3rd Cir.
2004). According to the court, because Husband’s
substantive claims failed under RICO, his claim of
conspiracy falls short as well.
In addition to the RICO allegations, the third
issue in Husband’s amended complaint also raises
an abuse-of-process claim. Husband avers that
Wife and Attorneys abused process by forcing
him to enter the global settlement agreement on
August 22, 2011. The court dismissed this claim
continued on page 245
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because it was time barred by Pennsylvania’s
two-year statute of limitations under 42 Pa.C.S.A.
§ 5524(7). This court reasoned that, while it is
improper to raise a statute of limitations defense
in preliminary objections, Husband failed to file
preliminary objections challenging Wife’s and
Attorneys’ procedural error. Because of this, the
trial court had authority to rule on the statute
of limitations issue. Preiser v. Rosenzweia, 614
A.2d 303, 305 (Pa. Super. 1992) (“where a party
erroneously asserts substantive defenses in
preliminary objections rather than raise these
defenses by answer or a in a new matter, the
failure of the opposing party to file preliminary
objections to the defective preliminary objections,
raising the erroneous defenses, waives the
procedural defect and allows the trial court to
rule on the preliminary objections”).
In ruling on the abuse of process claim, this
court admitted that the tort of abuse-of-process
does not require the plaintiff to demonstrate that
the underlying action terminated in his favor.
P.J.A. v. H.C.N., 156 A.3d 284, 291 (Pa. Super.
2017) (former husband’s abuse of process claim
against former wife accrued when wife filed answer
with new matter in child custody proceeding that
allegedly contained false allegations, not when
the trial court denied wife’s request for sole legal
custody of the child). However, this court agreed
with the trial court’s reasoning—that because the
settlement agreement took place more than two
years before Husband filed suit, his action for abuse
of process was time-barred.
The final portion of Husband’s third issue in
his third amended complaint was an allegation
of wrongful use of civil proceedings by appellees
under 42 Pa.C.S.A. §§ 8351-9354 (also known as
the Dragonetti Act.) The statute of limitations for
a Dragonetti action does not commence until the
underlying proceedings are terminated. Buchlietner
v. Perer, 794 A.2d 366, 372 (Pa. Super. 2002).
Further, the action must be terminated in favor of
the person against whom it is brought (in this case,
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Wife.) The court analyzed that while the Dragonetti
action was timely filed, Husband failed to state
a valid Dragonetti claim. The crux of Husband’s
argument on this issue is that Wife and Attorneys
had no probable cause for appealing the global
settlement agreement. The court finds this to be a
conclusory pleading, because Husband states no
facts to support that probable cause to appeal the
settlement statement did not exist when Wife and
Attorneys filed their appeal.
The court disposed of the fourth issue swiftly,
by agreeing with the trial court’s holding that the
memorandum in Wife’s appeal did not state or
suggest Wife and Attorneys appealed in bad faith.
Author’s Comments
There are many issues at play here. Obviously,
Husband’s and Wife’s parting of ways ran the
proverbial gamut from tension to downright malice.
The heart of Husband’s argument was the pleading
and proving of the RICO claims against Wife and
Attorneys for improper conduct. The Superior
Court framed all RICO issues in a way that provided
clarity on what a defendant must plead and prove
in a similar fact pattern, thus supplying binding
authority to lower courts of this Commonwealth.
Of note, the court in this case imparted illustrative
scenarios to give lower courts a broad and rich
context when trying to adjudicate RICO claims in
the context of divorce proceedings.
The Superior Court also distinguished when
recusal of an entire bench is proper, illustrating
that it is a rare occurrence when an entire bench of
judges is recused from a case.
Finally, the Superior Court took care to
differentiate between abuse-of-process claims and
claims of wrongful civil proceedings, since both
have different requirements not only for timely
filing, but also for the dispositive nature of the
original proceedings.
Kelly S. Buchanan is a 2020 Juris Doctorate Candidate at Duquesne
University School of Law. She graduated magna cum laude from
Mississippi State University’s College of Business and Industry in 2002
with an M.B.A. and graduated from Miami University in 1996 with a
B.A. in Political Science. buchanank@duq.edu
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Superior Court of Pennsylvania Affirms Trial Court’s Dismissal of
Grandmother’s Complaint for Custody Against Parents
M.W. v. S.T., ___ A.3d ___ (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Robert D. Raver, Esquire
rraver@pollockbegg.com
Summary
The Superior Court of Pennsylvania (Olson,
J., McLaughlin, J., and Strassburger, J.) affirmed
the Court of Common Pleas of Somerset County,
Rullo, J., which dismissed a paternal grandmother’s
complaint for custody against the parents of
two minor children who had been adjudicated
dependent, but were found to be not dependent
before the trial on grandmother’s custody action had
been scheduled.
Factual and Procedural History
Appellant, M.W. (“Grandmother”) is the
paternal grandmother of two minor grandchildren,
O.T. and S.T. (“Children”). Appellees S.T. and
V.T. (“Parents”) are the biological parents of
Children. Children were placed in Grandmother’s
care by Somerset County Children and Youth
Services (CYS) in May 2015, and they remained
with Grandmother until November 2015.
During Children’s placement with Grandmother,
Children were adjudicated dependent. However,
in November 2015, CYS removed Children
from Grandmother’s care and placed them in
the care of an aunt, and thereafter moved the
children to another set of biological grandparents.
Grandmother ceased having visits with Children in
July 2016.
Grandmother filed a petition to intervene in the
dependency proceeding; however, Children were
returned to Parents in January 2017, prior to the
disposition of Grandmother’s petition. Ultimately,
Grandmother’s Petition was denied, after argument,
on February 8, 2017. The February 8, 2017 Order of
Court provided that Grandmother could re-file the
petition in civil division, and as a result, on March
6, 2017, Grandmother filed a complaint for custody
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against Parents in civil division.
On June 21, 2017, while Grandmother’s civil case
was proceeding through court, CYS determined that
Children were no longer dependent, and closed the
CYS case. Grandmother and Parents never attended
a required custody conference; however, by Order
of Court dated December 8, 2017, the trial court
permitted the case to be scheduled for trial upon
the praecipe of either party. On December 12, 2017,
Grandmother filed a praecipe requesting a custody
trial. Parents retained counsel on February 27, 2018,
and on March 7, 2018, filed a petition to dismiss
Grandmother’s complaint, citing 23 Pa.C.S. § 5324(3).
Judge Rullo held arguments on Parents’
petition to dismiss Grandmother’s complaint.
Parents argued that Grandmother’s standing ended
on June 21, 2017 when the juvenile court closed
the dependency case. Grandmother contended
that the statute permits a grandparent to sue for
custody after the conclusion of a dependency
action because of the potential for dependencyrelated issues to reoccur. At the conclusion of the
argument, Judge Rullo agreed with Parents, and
dismissed Grandmother’s complaint for custody.
Grandmother timely filed a notice of appeal.
The Superior Court’s Analysis
Retired Senior Judge Strassburger, writing for
the Superior Court of Pennsylvania (Olson, J.,
McLaughlin, J., and Strassburger, J.) affirmed Judge
Rullo’s order of court dismissing Grandmother’s
complaint for custody.
At the outset, Judge Strassburger noted that the
Superior Court of Pennsylvania’s (“Superior Court”)
standard of review was de novo and its scope of review
was plenary. Thereafter, Judge Strassburger noted that
continued on page 247
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the Child Custody Act does not generally permit third
parties to seek custody of a child contrary to the wishes
of that child’s parents. However, the Act provides
several exceptions for grandparents.
The parties to the current action agreed that
23 Pa.C.S. § 5324(3) applied to their dispute.
Grandmother contended that she satisfied the
requirements of Section 5324(3) because she
filed for custody while Children were deemed
to be dependent. Judge Rullo concluded
that Grandmother lost her standing when
Children were no longer dependent. As a result,
Grandmother argued on appeal that Judge Rullo
erred in concluding that she no longer had
standing because it evaluated her claim at the
wrong time.
Judge Strassburger noted that there were no
custody cases directly on point. However, Judge
Strassburger noted that custody cases may be fluid
under some circumstances, and that standing
can be re-evaluated following a factual change in
circumstances. In addition, the Pennsylvania Rules
of Civil Procedure permit a party to challenge
standing beyond the 20-day period provided for
preliminary objections.
Based on the foregoing, Judge Strassburger
concluded that Children’s change in status from
dependent to not dependent, and their reunification
with Parents, were relevant changes in circumstances
that permitted a re-evaluation of standing.
Next, Grandmother argued that Section
5324 permits a trial court to grant Grandmother
standing due to the potential for an unspecified
future harm or future dependency adjudication.
Judge Strassburger cited Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S.
57, 64 (2000) (plurality) for the proposition that
parents’ liberty interest in the care, custody, and
control of their children is perhaps “the oldest of
the fundamental liberty interests recognized by the
[United States Supreme Court].” Judge Strassburger
further cited Troxel, stating that “so long as a parent
adequately cares for his or her children (i.e., is fit),
there will normally be no reason for the State to
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

inject itself into the private realm of the family to
further question the ability of that parent to make
the best decisions concerning the rearing of that
parent’s children.”
Judge Strassburger concluded that
Grandmother’s argument ultimately failed. Judge
Strassburger noted that if Grandmother had
concerns about the Children’s safety, she could
have raised a Section 5324(3)(iii)(B) claim, which
confers standing where “the child is substantially
at risk due to parental abuse, neglect, drug or
alcohol abuse, or incapacity.” To the contrary,
Judge Strassburger noted that Grandmother
“essentially agreed” that Children were being
cared for adequately.
Author’s Comments
Judge Strassburger’s analysis of Section 5324(3)
(iii)(A) provides a good client counseling tip to
practitioners involved in grandparent or thirdparty custody cases: ensure that you are telling
your clients, at the outset and often thereafter, that
his/her/their case can be dismissed prior to a final
order of court—and rightfully so. Troxel is clear that
parents have a fundamental right to parent their
children as they see fit, so long as their parenting is
not abusive or neglectful.
M.W. v. S.T. is provides a reminder to
practitioners that all claims should be raised
and preserved at the trial court level. Judge
Strassburger noted that Grandmother “essentially
agreed” that Parents were adequately caring for
Children; however, the facts of the case show that
Grandmother had not seen Children since the
dependency case was closed, and argued that the
underlying issues that caused the dependency
could arise in the future. Had Grandmother
raised specific concerns about the risk of future
neglect or abuse, perhaps the Superior Court
would have had a more difficult time dismissing
Grandmother’s action.
Robert D. Raver, Esquire is an associate with the Pittsburgh firm of
Pollock Begg Komar Glasser & Vertz LLC. He is a member of the ACBA
Family Law Section, the Young Lawyers Division, and the PBA Family
Law Section. 412-471-9000 rraver@pollockbegg.com.
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PA Superior Court Affirms Trial Court’s Denial
of Petition for Relocation
L.M. v. C. McG., ___ A.3d ___ (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Benjamin Lehman
Summary
In an unpublished memorandum opinion, the
Pennsylvania Superior Court (Panella, J., Platt, J.,
and Strassburger, J.) affirmed an order from Bucks
County Judge Rubenstein denying appellant’s
Petition for Special Relief to Dispose of an
Outstanding Request to Relocate.
Facts and Procedural History
The parties, a transgender woman and a cisgender
woman, were both the biological mothers of two
children, E.M. and Lu.M., born in 2010. Appellant,
L.M., was impregnated with C.McG.’s banked sperm.
In 2011, the parties separated, and L.M. filed for
custody of the children. The trial court awarded
temporary shared custody to both parties. An
abundance of custody litigation followed over the
next several years. In February 2013, L.M. filed a
proposed relocation to Macungie, Pennsylvania, and
C.McG. filed a notice of opposition to the relocation.
Following a motion for an expedited custody hearing
by L.M., the trial court entered an order in April
2013, awarding shared legal and physical custody and
allowing L.M.’s relocation to Macungie, PA.
In July 2013, L.M. filed a Petition to Modify the
Custody Order, seeking primary physical custody.
C.McG. then filed a petition to modify custody
and opposing another proposed relocation by
L.M. from Macungie, PA to Watchung, NJ. L.M.
replied C.McG.’s petition, arguing that the move
to Watchung, NJ would not qualify as a relocation
since it did not significantly impair C.McG.’s ability
to exercise her custodial rights. L.M. moved to
Watchung, NJ, before a relocation order was entered
on the docket. Fourteen more custody hearings
were held. In July 2017, the trial court read into
the record a custody order granting the parties
shared legal custody and creating a shared physical
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custody schedule. The trial court then entered a
written custody order in September 2017, which
memorialized the order read into court in July 2017.
C.McG. thereafter filed a Petition for Special
Relief on November 6, 2017, seeking a finding
of contempt and counsel fees against L.M. On
November 8, 2017, L.M. filed a Complaint for a writ
of mandamus in the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
requesting that the Court enter an order directing
the trial court to dispose of her request to relocate.
The Court denied the writ. On November 10, 2017,
L.M. filed a request for the trial court to recuse itself,
which the court denied on November 28, 2017,
following a hearing.
L.M. filed an appeal to the Pennsylvania
Superior Court from the trial court’s November
28, 2017 order, but the court quashed the appeal,
reasoning that an order denying a motion to
recuse is not a final order, and that the petition for
relocation remained outstanding. The trial court
held a hearing on C.McG.’s November Petition for
Special Relief, finding L.M. in contempt of the July
2017 custody order and had her committed to Bucks
County Correctional Facility for ten days.
On February 21, 2018, LM filed a petition for
special relief to dispose of her outstanding request to
relocate. The trial court denied her petition as moot
because there was no pending request to relocate,
and L.M. had already moved. L.M. appealed to
Pennsylvania Superior Court.
Superior Court Holding and Analysis
Judge Panella reviewed the trial court order under
an abuse of discretion standard, finding the trial court
committed no error or abuse of discretion regarding
any of the issues on appeal. Citing C.R.F. v. S.E.F., 45
A.3d 441 (Pa. Super. 2012), and Ketterer v. Seifert, 902
continued on page 249
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A.2d 533 (Pa. Super. 2006), Judge Panella emphasized
the broad discretion afforded to trial courts in a
custody proceeding, and that the appellate court may
only reject the trial court’s conclusions if they involve
an error of law or are unreasonable in light of the
sustainable findings of the trial court.
On appeal, L.M. raised a myriad of issues, and
Judge Panella analyzed and rejected each in turn.
L.M. claimed first that the trial court committed
an error of law and abuse of discretion in failing
to analyze the relocation factors of 23 Pa.C.S.A.
§ 5337(h)(1)-(10). Appellant argued, because the
children traveled a significant distance, the relocation
factors should have been considered in the context
of the custody proceeding. The Superior Court
disagreed, finding the order dated March 13, 2018
essentially closed the open motion because L.M. had
already relocated, rendering the issue moot.
L.M. next argued the trial court erred and
abused its discretion in its analysis of the 16 custody
factors under 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 5328(a), contending
that the trial court’s conclusions were unreasonable.
L.M. took issue with statements Bucks County
Judge Rubenstein made regarding her alcohol use,
her DUI, and other findings of fact. Here, Judge
Panella reiterated the trial court’s broad discretion
when weighing the custody factors, and that the
court found no abuse of discretion, so it declined to
disturb the trial court’s findings of fact.
Judge Panella next rejected appellant’s third
argument, which claimed the trial court erred in
relying on a custody evaluation made five years
earlier and not ordering a new evaluation. L.M.
failed to cite any case law or other legal authority
to support her claim. The court cited In re Estate of
Whitley, 50 A. 3d 203, 209-210 (Pa. Super. 2012),
which held that “failure to cite to relevant legal
authority constitutes waiver of the claim on appeal.”
Judge Panella thus considered the issue waived.
Appellant combined her next three issues into
one, claiming she was prejudiced by a conflict
of interest, that her counsel was ineffective, and
the trial court did not respond to the harassment
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

and intimidation of her witnesses by C.McG.’s
counsel. Judge Panella found that L.M. failed to
demonstrate which of her five attorneys counseled
her ineffectively, and that L.M. again did not cite
to case law to support these claims, precluding the
court from reviewing her issues.
Finally, Judge Panella found L.M. had waived
her claim that the trial court’s conclusions were
manifestly unreasonable and the product of
partiality and bias, because she once again failed to
cite relevant legal authority.
Author’s Comments
Judge Panella certainly did not mince words
when discussing appellant’s arguments. Instead of
discussing the merits of many of appellant’s claims,
Judge Panella found that appellant’s failure to
support her claims with relevant legal authority was
tantamount to waiving the claims. Perhaps Judge
Panella’s impatience with the voluminous record
and L.M.’s litigious nature influenced the court’s
decision. In spite of extensive litigation over several
years, it appears that L.M. largely remained in the
same position she was in when she began—sharing
custody of her children with C.McG. This case
thus presents a warning to young lawyers and law
students: always support your argument.
Benjamin Lehman is a second-year student at Duquesne University
School of Law. Ben is a native of York County, Pennsylvania. He
graduated from Temple University in 2016 with a Bachelor’s Degree in
English and Political Science. After taking a year off after graduation, he
began at Duquesne in 2017, where he now serves as the president of the
Family Law Society and participates in the Family Law Clinic.
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Dismissal of Former Same-Sex Partner’s Custody Action
Due to Lack of Parental Standing Absent Biological Connection,
Marriage or Adoption, and Lack of In Loco Parentis Status,
Despite Pre-Separation Bond with Child
C.G. v. J.H., 193 A.3d 891 (Pa. 2018)
by Alyssa R. Angotti, Esquire
aangotti@pollockbegg.com
Summary
In its September 21, 2018 decision, the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania (Saylor C.J., Todd, Baer,
Mundy, Donohue, Dougherty, Wecht and Mundy, JJ;
Opinion by Justice Mundy) affirmed the trial court’s
order dismissing Plaintiff C.G.’s complaint for shared
legal and partial physical custody, filed December 8,
2015, which named C.G.’s former partner, who was
the child’s mother J.H. as Defendant.
Factual and Procedural History
J.H. (“Mother”) and C.G. (“Former Partner”)
were a same-sex couple living together in Florida in
2006 when the child was conceived via intrauterine
insemination using an anonymous sperm donor.
When the couple separated in February 2012, Mother
and the Child moved out of the parties’ shared
residence, and Former Partner saw the Child about
once per week. In July 2012, Mother and the Child
relocated to Pennsylvania, after which Former Partner
saw the Child only once in the four years that followed.
In December 2015, Former Partner filed an
action in Pennsylvania seeking shared legal and
partial physical custody of the Child. Former
Partner shared no genetic connection with the
Child, and had not adopted the Child, even after
same-sex second-parent adoption was legalized in
Florida in 2010, when the parties were still together.
Mother filed preliminary objections to Former
Partner’s action on the basis of standing under 23
Pa.C.S.§ 5324(1) and (2).
During three days of hearings, the parties
presented conflicting evidence and witness
testimony as to Former Partner’s participation in the
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conception, birth, and raising of the Child. Former
Partner presented evidence to support her assertion
that the choice to conceive the child was made jointly
by the parties, and that Former Partner had always
held herself out as a parent to the Child. Former
Partner had named the Child as a beneficiary to a life
insurance policy and covered the Child under her
medical insurance, but Former Partner was not listed
on the Child’s birth certificate, the Child did not bear
her name, and Former Partner was listed as “partner”
rather than “parent” on some school and medical
forms, and was omitted entirely on others. The trial
court credited Mother’s testimony that Mother had
been solely responsible for all day-to-day childrearing
decisions and responsibilities.
The court also considered that once the parties
separated, Former Partner saw the Child only
once per week, and after Mother and the Child
moved to Pennsylvania, Former Partner saw the
Child only one time in almost four years. The trial
court did not credit Former Partner’s assertion that
Mother had withheld the Child from her, as Mother
would permit phone contact with Former Partner,
provide updates to Former Partner, and accept gifts
for the child from Former Partner. Importantly,
Former Partner removed the Child from her
medical insurance after the parties separated,
and contributed little to the Child’s expenses
after separation, save occasional gifts and isolated
payments towards summer camp tuition.
The trial court issued an opinion and order
sustaining Mother’s preliminary objection to Former
Partner’s standing under § 5324(1), because at
continued on page 251
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the time and place of the Child’s birth, same-sex
marriage and second-parent adoptions were not
recognized. It also sustained Mother’s preliminary
objections to Former Partner’s standing under
§ 5324(2), concluding that Mother did not hold out
Former Partner as a parent to others, and Former
Partner, in many ways, did not act as a parent to
the Child. Accordingly, the trial court held, Former
Partner did not stand in loco parentis to the Child.
Former Partner appealed, and the Superior
Court affirmed the trial court’s decision, concluding
that Former Partner was not a parent under
§ 5324(1), since Pennsylvania case law consistently
treats same-sex partners who have not adopted
a child as third parties for purposes of custody.
The Superior Court also deferred to the trial court

findings of fact with respect to the in loco parentis
claim under § 5324(2).
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania granted
Former Partner’s Petition for Allowance of Appeal to
consider whether a former same-sex partner lacked
standing as a parent and/or as a person standing in
loco parentis to a Child when the child was born via
assisted reproduction, with no biological connection
to the former same-sex partner at a time when the
unmarried couple were living as a family unit.
Former Partner argued that § 5324(1) should
not be limited to biological or adoptive parents only,
as genetic connection is not determinative of legal
parentage in assistive reproduction cases; rather, an
“intent-based” approach to determine parentage is
employed when a child is born using reproductive
technology. Former Partner relied on J.F. v. D.B., 897
A.2d 1261 (Pa. Super. 2006), Ferguson v. McKiernan,
596 Pa. 78, 940 A.2d 1236 (2007), and In Re Baby
S., 128 A.3d 296 (Pa. Super. 2015), all of which
suggest that the status of a parent can be expressed
or implied by agreement. The Court distinguished
these cases from Former Partner’s claim on the
basis that she had not been a party to a parenting
agreement or otherwise identified as an intended
parent during the conception or birth process.
The Court rejected Former Partner’s assertion that
Pennsylvania should adopt the Massachusetts and
Vermont framework, which recognizes parentage
absent marriage, civil union, biological or adoptive
relationship, so long as the family intended to bring
a child into the family and raise the child together.
This “professed parent” standard itself was not
rejected by Justices Wecht, Dougherty, and Donohue
in their concurring opinions; however, each Justice
agreed that Former Partner had not met it.
To advance her in loco parentis standing claim
under§ 5324(2) , Former Partner relied on T.B. v.
L.R.M., 786 A.2d 913 (Pa. 2001), in which a same-sex
couple agreed to have a child together, with the nonbiological parent choosing the sperm donor and both
parents equally sharing childrearing responsibilities
after the child’s birth. The Court distinguished T.B.
from the facts at bar, determining that Former
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Partner had not selected the sperm donor and was
far less involved in childrearing responsibilities
than the non-biological parent in T.B. The Court
also distinguished the case of J.A.L. v. E.P.H., 453
Pa. Super. 78, 682 A.2d 1314 (1996) based on the
non-biological parent’s frequent contact with the
child after the dissolution of the adult relationship.
The Court agreed with Former Partner that preseparation conduct is the critical and determinative
timeframe for an in loco parentis analysis, but
declined to entirely foreclose upon consideration
of post-separation conduct, as it may be instructive
to evaluate the claims of a person claiming to have
discharged parental duties during the relationship.
Author’s Comments
The holding that post-separation conduct is
not highly relevant to an in loco parentis analysis
is somewhat counter-intuitive. Indeed, a party’s
ability to meet the two requirements of in loco
parentis standing, which are (1) assumption of
parental status; and (2) discharge of parental duties,
are not hindered by the dissolution of the adult
relationship, absent one party withholding the child
from the other. Of course, the relevant time frame
to determine whether a party gained in loco parentis
standing in the first place is and must be when the
party developed the relationship with the child with
the acquiescence or encouragement of the natural
parent; however, in loco parentis standing should
not be a fixed, indestructible lifetime tenure. As
Mother pointed out in her brief, a rule preventing
courts from evaluating post-separation conduct
would elevate the rights of non-biological parents
over the rights of natural parents because parental
rights are subject to termination when a parent
fails to perform parental duties for a period of at
least six months. Besides, practically speaking, the
involvement of a non-biological parent in a child’s
life after the adult relationship ends is arguably one
of the greatest testaments to the first requirement
of the doctrine, “the assumption of parental status,”
and whether a non-biological parent had done
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

so out of devotion or convenience. While the
Court did not foreclose upon the consideration
of post-separation conduct, perhaps it should be
given greater weight in an in loco parentis analysis.
While the Court did not credit Former Partner’s
testimony that Mother had withheld the child, it
is a very real possibility in many cases, and is the
single drawback cited by the Court with respect to
considering post-separation conduct in an in loco
parentis analysis. Justice Wecht set forth a sensible
solution in his concurring opinion to impose a
threshold determination of whether the biological
parent withheld the child from the non-biological
parent after separation, prior to considering postseparation conduct in an in loco parentis analysis.
Editor’s Comments
As I read the analysis in C.G. v. J.H. it became
clear that this is an area where we need clear
standards, either by statute or rule. The Centre
County judge who heard this case listened to 16
witnesses while deciding not a custody placement,
but “preliminary objections.” One has to wonder
why it took C.G. almost four years to assert parental
rights. But, she waited almost as long to see whether
she was even a real party in interest.
We live in a world where the birth or adoption
of every child is documented. When a person claims
the role of parent, whether by biology or contract,
that person must register such a claim if he or she is
not named on the vital statistics form as a condition
to assertion of “parentage.” And, shouldn’t someone
claiming to be acting in loco parentis be statutorily
required to show that their assumptions of duty and
discharge of obligations has been continuous and
recent as part of a pleading to intervene? We devote
lots of ink to the subject of child’s best interests.
Yet, one of those interests should be avoidance of
protracted and acrimonious custody litigation.
In many instances, that cannot be avoided. But,
where a child left one state and was relocated to
another, only to see the loco parentis once in four
years, should that child be subjected to the kind
of litigation this case involved? He/she was five
continued on page 253
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when C.G. exited from daily existence. That child is
now 12 and probably wondering whether custody
litigation with a person they can scarcely recall will
remain a part of daily life.

Alyssa R. Angotti is an associate attorney with the Pittsburgh firm of
Pollock Begg Komar Glasser & Vertz LLC Alyssa previously worked
as a legal intern for family court Judge Kim D. Eaton, as a law clerk
at Woomer & Hall LLP, and as a research assistant at the Duquesne
Center for Legal Information before joining Pollock Begg as a law clerk
in 2015. Alyssa is an active member of the Family Law Sections and the
ACBA Young Lawyer’s Division. aangotti@pollockbegg.com

Determination of Constructive Possession Turns Not On Access,
But On Voluntary Wrongful Intent
Shaner v. Harriman, 189 A.3d 1088 (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Kelly S. Buchanan
buchanank@duq.edu
Summary
On review, The Superior Court overturned Casey
Harriman’s (herein after “Harriman”) conviction(s)
of both indirect criminal contempt for violation of
a Protection From Abuse (PFA) Order, as well as
constructive possession of a firearm. According to the
Superior Court, the Commonwealth did not establish
beyond a reasonable doubt that Harriman knew his
continued use of a shed containing a firearm would
violate his PFA Order.
In regard to constructive possession of a
firearm, the Superior Court concluded that when no
weapon is found on a person, the Commonwealth
must establish that the accused had the power and
the intent to exercise control of the weapon. The
Superior Court found no evidence that Harriman
had requisite intent to exercise control of the
weapon. In the present action, the Commonwealth
failed to carry its burden in proving that Harriman
had constructive possession of the firearm. The
absence of constructive possession of a firearm
precluded Harriman’s conviction of criminal
contempt for violation of his PFA Order.
Background Facts and Information
Tensions ran high between Harriman and
members of his extended family, who lived next door.
Continuing discord resulted in family member Wade
Sherer obtaining a temporary PFA Order against
Harriman. The Order required Harriman to sign a
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form certifying that he had neither access to nor was
in possession of any firearms. The court entered its
final PFA Order against Harriman on May 31, 2016.
This Order contained a clause forbidding Harriman
from transporting, possessing, and/or acquiring any
firearms for the two-year duration of the protection
Order. Harriman signed the Order.
Present Case and Procedural History
Family disharmony continued through the
following year. In June of 2017, law enforcement
officers from the Lycoming County Sheriff ’s
Department sought to serve Harriman with a new and
separate PFA Order. On the way to Harriman’s home
to initiate service, the officers received an anonymous
tip alleging that Harriman was still in possession of a
firearm. When officers arrived at Harriman’s home, no
one answered the door. Noticing a pole shed nearby,
one of the officers stepped inside to look for Harriman.
Upon entering the pole shed, the officer noticed a
.22 caliber rifle hanging on the wall at eye level. The
officers determined that the rifle was unloaded, but
they were unable to discern who owned the rifle or
how long it had been there.
When Harriman arrived home, the officers took
him into custody. He was subsequently arraigned.
When questioned, Harriman told the officers that
although the shed was not on his property and
actually belonged to his grandmother-in-law, he
used it for storage from time to time. On August
continued on page 254
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25, 2017 the trial court found Harriman guilty
of indirect criminal contempt of a PFA Order.
The trial court found that Harriman’s access to
the firearm in the shed violated the standardized
language of the May 31 PFA Order. The trial
court rationalized that the wording of the Order
regarding the term “access” put Harriman on
notice that constructive possession of a firearm
was sufficient to violate the PFA Order. According
to the trial court Harriman had a duty to remove
the rifle from the shed if he wished to comply with
the PFA Order. The trial court held that Harriman’s
failure to remove the rifle was tantamount to a
volitional act. Harriman was ordered to pay a $300
fine, plus prosecution costs.
Harriman submits this single issue for review
Whether the Court of Common Pleas, in finding
that (Harriman) had access to a firearm while barred
from possessing, transferring, or acquiring firearms
under a valid (PFA) Order, may convict (Harriman)
of indirect criminal contempt without explicitly
finding that (Harriman) acted or failed to act with
wrongful intent.
Superior Court Analysis
The Superior Court Panel (Olson, J., Kunselman,
J., and Musmanno, J) per Judge Kunselman reversed
Harriman’s conviction and vacated the trial court’s
finding that Harriman was in indirect criminal
contempt for constructive possession of a weapon.
Judge Olson concurred in the result.
The court disagreed with the trial court’s
analysis. The court rationalized that whether
Harriman had access to the firearm was not the
appropriate inquiry. According to the court,
the disposition of this case hinged on whether
Harriman acted with voluntary wrongful intent.
When contraband is not found on a person,
it is the Commonwealth’s burden to establish
constructive possession, which is defined as the
power to control the contraband and the intent
to exercise that control. Commonwealth v. Valette,
384, 613 A.2d 548 (Pa. 1992). As with any element
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of a crime, constructive possession may be proven
by circumstantial evidence. Commonwealth v.
Macolino, 469 A.2d 132 (Pa. 1983). Harriman
admitted he used the shed to store his property
in the past, but the court aptly pointed to record
testimony from the owner of the shed, in which
owner stated that she (owner) told Harriman to
stay off her property and remove his belongings
from the shed after a disagreement about property
boundaries soured the relationship. Nevertheless,
Harriman left some of his belongings in shed, but he
alleged he knew nothing about the rifle.
This court diverged from the trial court’s opinion
on Harriman’s duty to ensure he had no access to
firearms per the language in the PFA Order. The
court rationalized that if the trial court’s reasoning
were followed, Harriman would be in contempt if
he entered any retail store that sold firearms. Even if
Harriman had breached his duty to have the firearm
removed, he still lacked the requisite wrongful
intent, according to the court. Wrongful intent can
be imputed by virtue of the substantial certainty
that, by choosing an action, the defendant would be
in violation of the PFA Order. See Commonwealth
v. Brumbaugh, 932 A.2d 108, 111 Pa. Super. 2007)
(“Wrongful intent can be imputed by virtue of the
substantial certainty that by choosing to accept the
victim’s invitation to travel with her in the same
vehicle to a party, he would be in contact with her in
violation of the PFA Order”).
The trial court, in this court’s opinion, erred
in considering only Harriman’s access to the rifle.
This court reasoned that even if all parties agreed
that Harriman had access to the shed (and thus the
rifle), even though he was forbidden from using
the shed, there was no evidence of Harriman’s
intent to exercise control of the rifle. In fact,
according to the court, the record indicated no
proof that Harriman was even aware of the rifle’s
existence. With no proof of wrongful intent, there
was nothing the Commonwealth could offer to
show that Harriman had constructive possession
of the rifle. Because the Commonwealth did not
satisfy its burden to prove constructive possession,
continued on page 255
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the Commonwealth was unable to prove indirect
criminal contempt.
Author’s Comments
The Superior Court believed that the trial
court erred in finding the evidence sufficient
to convict Harriman of support a conviction of
indirect contempt. The trial court, in the Superior
Court’s opinion, chose to evaluate the wrong issue.
According to the Superior Court, the determinative
issue was not Harriman’s access to the rifle, but his
voluntary and wrongful intent to exercise control
of the firearm. The record shows that Harriman

was not even aware of the rifle’s existence. With
no knowledge of the rifle’s existence, there was
no way that Harriman could have had voluntary,
wrongful intent to exercise control of the weapon.
The Superior Court was deft and explicit in laying
out the reasons why the trial court erred in finding
the evidence sufficient to conclude that Harriman
had constructive possession of a rifle. With no
constructive possession, a conviction of indirect
criminal contempt cannot stand.
Kelly S. Buchanan is a 2020 Juris Doctorate Candidate at Duquesne
University School of Law. She graduated magna cum laude from
Mississippi State University’s College of Business and Industry in 2002
with an M.B.A. and graduated from Miami University in 1996 with a
B.A. in Political Science. buchanank@duq.edu

PA Supreme Court Vacated Orphans’ Court Order
Terminating Parental Rights After Wrongly Admitting Evidence
Under Business Records Exception
In re A.J.R.-H, 188 A.3d 1157 (Pa. 2018)
by Benjamin Lehman
Summary
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court (Saylor, C.J.,
Baer, Todd, Donohue, Dougherty, Wecht, Mundy,
JJ.) vacated an order by Berks County Orphans’
Court Judge Keller terminating the parental rights
of a Mother and Father to two minor children. The
Pennsylvania Superior Court affirmed in a unanimous
decision. On appeal, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
found that the Orphans’ Court wrongly admitted
evidence under the business records exception, that
this erroneous admission was not harmless against the
parents, and that the Superior Court erroneously used
the “right for any reason” doctrine.
Facts and Procedural History
Children and Youth Services (CYS) of Berks
County filed petitions in February 2016 for
Involuntary Termination of Parental Rights against
both Mother and Father to the minor children.
Pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 2511, CYS alleged, inter
alia, parents failed to obtain and maintain a stable
home and source of income or remediate substance
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

abuse issues. In August 2016, the Orphans’ Court
conducted a hearing at which CYS moved to admit
Exhibits 1 through 168. The extensive list of exhibits
included psychological and domestic violence
evaluations, drug and alcohol treatment evaluations,
reports documenting supervised visits between
children and parents, reports from counseling
sessions, police reports, and drawings by children.
Parents objected to the admission of the exhibits on
hearsay, relevance, and other grounds. The Orphans’
Court sustained the objection as to Exhibit 161,
which was a written summary of the exhibits and
of the case as a whole. The exhibit was created and
prepared by the CYS caseworker Kauffman-Jacoby.
The court then heard argument over Exhibit 161 and
ultimately allowed its admission after CYS claimed
similar exhibits had been admitted in the past.
During the hearing, CYS called caseworker
Kauffman-Jacoby to testify. Kauffman-Jacoby had
only been working with the family for approximately
continued on page 256
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six months at the time of the hearing, despite the
fact that CYS had been involved with the family
since 2007. During testimony, Kauffman-Jacoby
often had to rely on Exhibit 161 (her summary of
the case) in order to answer questions posed to her.
Kauffman-Jacoby further acknowledged that much
of her testimony was based not on her firsthand
knowledge and experience with the family, but
instead on reports from prior caseworkers and
casework providers not associated with CYS. Child
Prep worker Sloane Radcliffe was also called as a
witness. Radcliffe had only begun working with the
children a few months prior and was permitted to
testify regarding drawings the children had made
with their previous caseworker. The Orphans’ Court
ultimately found that CYS satisfied its burden by clear
and convincing evidence and terminated Mother and
Father’s parental rights. In reaching this decision,
the Orphans’ Court relied both on the content of the
exhibits and testimony based off of them.
Mother filed an appeal to the Pennsylvania
Superior Court, challenging the Orphans’ Court
termination and admission of the exhibits. Pursuant
to Pa.R.A.P. 1925(a) the Orphans’ Court addressed
Mother’s challenge in an opinion, claiming “the
law does not require that a witness qualifying
business records even have personal knowledge of
the facts reported…as long as the authenticating
witness can provide sufficient information relating
to the preparation and maintenance of the records
to justify a presumption of trustworthiness.” The
Orphans’ Court found that Kauffman-Jacoby’s
identification of the exhibits was a sufficient basis to
conclude that the exhibits, as part of CYS’s records,
were maintained as business records.
The Superior Court affirmed the Orphans’ Court
in a unanimous decision, finding that Mother failed
to establish she was prejudiced by admission of the
exhibits. In its opinion, the Superior Court limited
its analysis to only the caseworker’s summary
(Exhibit 161) and documents containing statements
of diagnosis and opinion. The Superior Court failed
to conduct any analysis as to whether the exhibits
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

were properly admitted and found only that Mother
failed to establish “how she was harmed” by their
admission. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court
granted Mother’s petition for allowance of appeal
to address the admissibility of the exhibits and the
Superior Court’s conclusion that the admission
constituted harmless error.
Supreme Court Analysis
Justice Donohue delivered the opinion of the
Court, finding the exhibits in question were not
admissible under the business records exception, and
the Orphans’ Court admission was not harmless.
The Court examined the business records exception,
Pa.R.E. 803(6), in conjunction with 42 Pa.C.S.
§ 6108(b), and found that the manner in which
the exhibits were admitted into evidence “without
question” failed to satisfy the requirements of the rule.
Justice Donohue found numerous problems
with the presentation of the exhibits. Instead of
presenting a witness in support of the admission,
the exhibits were presented by the county solicitor
in bulk, with the solicitor’s assurance that the
exhibits were collected in the ordinary course
of business. Further, many of the exhibits were
authored by individuals who never testified at the
hearing, and others included no indication of where
the documents originated or who authored them.
Some exhibits contained statements of diagnosis
or opinion, thus disqualifying them from being
admitted under the business records exception.
Williams v. McClain, 520 A.2d 1374 (Pa. 1987). The
Supreme Court also took issue with the admission
of Exhibit 161, the CYS summary. Citing In re
Involuntary Termination of Parental Rights: Harry
Alfred Jones, 297 A.2d 117 (Pa. 1972), the Court
stated that it has long recognized that summaries
of this nature are not admissible at termination
proceedings, in spite of the fact that the caseworker
who authored the report was present and available
for cross-examination. The Court reasoned further
that the business records exception could not apply
to such a summary because of a lack of evidence of
the sources of information and the time and manner
continued on page 257
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of preparation. The Court expressed that, had CYS
presented testimony to establish that any of the 167
exhibits satisfied any of the prerequisites for the
business records exception, some of them may have
been admissible under the rule.
Having concluded that the exhibits did not qualify
under the business records exception and were
improperly admitted, the court then found this error
was not harmless. According to the court, an error
is not harmless, and the parent is entitled to a new
hearing and decision where, in light of the record as
a whole, an erroneous evidentiary ruling could have
potentially affected the decision to terminate a parent’s
rights. The Court therefore looked to the record to
determine that the Orphans’ Court did indeed rely
on the improperly admitted exhibits in reaching its
decision, and thus the error was not harmless.
The Court noted that Kauffman-Jacoby discussed
some of the information from the exhibits in her
testimony but found that did not render the evidence
competent or admissible. The Court cited two previous
cases in which it also vacated termination orders.
In Jones, 297 A.2d 117 (Pa. 1972), the caseworker’s
knowledge of the family’s history was based only on
information accumulated by caseworkers previously
involved, and thus they were incompetent to testify as
to the mother’s parenting capacity. The Court further
held in that case that a caseworker cannot testify
to the substance of documentary evidence that is
otherwise inadmissible. Id. at 120. The Court held in
In Re Sanders Children, 312 A.2d 414, 417 (Pa. 1973),
that, absent compliance with the requirements of the
business records exception, a testifying caseworker
could not rely on reports contained in the CYS file
to support her testimony. The Court noted that even
the “mere possibility” that the evidence could have
impacted the Orphans’ Court ’s decision was sufficient
to vacate the decree.
As in Jones and Sanders, Kauffman-Jacoby
frequently referred to the Exhibits to answer
questions, and the majority of her testimony was
not based on her own firsthand knowledge. Further,
no other witness was present to testify in support of
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Kauffman-Jacoby’s findings, and testimony not based
on the inadmissible exhibits was “scant.” In Sanders,
the Court vacated the order even where it found
the Orphans’ Court based its termination decision
only on a small part of the inadmissible evidence, as
opposed to in the case at hand, where the Supreme
Court found that the Orphans’ Court decision was
based almost entirely on inadmissible evidence.
As to the Superior Court’s decision, Justice
Donohue noted the lower court failed to explain
its basis for finding harmlessness and did not
even conduct a harmless error analysis. In fact,
it appeared to Justice Donohue that the Superior
Court invoked the “right for any reason” doctrine
when it affirmed the Orphans’ Court. This doctrine,
as the Court explained, “allows an appellate court
to affirm the trial court’s decision an any basis that
is supported by the record.” However, the Supreme
Court noted that the doctrine should not be applied
where disputed facts must be resolved, since
appellate courts should not be playing the role of
fact-finder. Because in this case there remained factfinding and credibility determinations, the Supreme
Court decided it was improper for the Superior
Court to use the “right for any reason” doctrine and
remanded the case back to the Orphans’ Court to
make the necessary determinations.
Justice Baer wrote a concurring opinion to
express his belief that a different standard should
have been used by the majority when evaluating
the error that occurred during the termination
hearing. Justice Baer stated, “the Court should
adopt a modified version of the criminal ‘harmless
error’ standard for purposes of evaluating whether
an error that occurred in a termination proceeding
requires an appellate court to vacate a decree
involuntarily terminating parental rights and
remand the case for a new hearing.”
Author’s Comments
The business records exception depends upon
the assumed reliability of documents recorded
during the regular course of business, but under
subsection (D), the rule requires that the conditions
continued on page 258
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of the rule be shown by the testimony of the
custodian or another qualified witness. Pennsylvania
common law allows that while the witness may not
be the person who made the entries, the witness
must still “provide sufficient information relating
to the preparation and maintenance of the records
to justify a presumption of trustworthiness of the
business records.” In re Indyk’s Estate, 413 A.2d
371 (Pa. 1979). In this respect, CYS failed to fulfill
its obligations. The exhibits in this case consisted
of hundreds of pages of documents with multiple
authors from multiple agencies, and yet none of the
witnesses presented by CYS could speak to the mode
of preparation, when they were created, or whether
they were made in the regular courts of business, but
the Orphans’ Court admitted the exhibits anyway.
The Court also disapproved of the county
solicitor’s presentation of the exhibits in bulk, and
this precedent could present a practical challenge to

juvenile courts that have a high caseload and little
spare time. In proceedings with a high number of
exhibits like the case at hand, courts will have to
fulfill the hearsay rule’s requirements and still have
time hear the substantive issues of the case.
This case also makes clear the vital need for
competent evidence in a proceeding as serious as
involuntary termination of parental rights. Regardless
of whether Mother and Father should have had their
parental rights terminated, they deserved to have
their termination based on evidence that was properly
admitted. The rules of evidence exist for a reason, and
court’s due process demands a fair hearing. To rely
on inadmissible evidence would disappoint the very
purpose of due process.
Benjamin Lehman is a second-year student at Duquesne University
School of Law. Ben is a native of York County, Pennsylvania. He
graduated from Temple University in 2016 with a Bachelor’s Degree in
English and Political Science. After taking a year off after graduation, he
began at Duquesne in 2017, where he now serves as the president of the
Family Law Society and participates in the Family Law Clinic.

In Loco Parentis Standing of Stepfather Serving in the Military
M.L.S. v. T.H.-S., ___ A.3d ___ (Pa. Super. 2018)
by David S. Pollock, Esquire
dpollock@pollockbegg.com
T.H.-S. (“Mother”) appeals from Fayette County
Judge ___’s December 19, 2017 order granting her and
M.L.S. (“Stepfather”) joint legal custody of K.M.H.
(“Child”). The Superior Court (Olson, J., McLaughlin,
J., and Strassburger, J.) affirmed the lower court
decision. Judge Olson wrote that Stepfather, a member
of the armed forces stationed away from Mother and
Child, stands in loco parentis to Child.
Mother was widowed and married Stepfather.
Mother had a child to her prior marriage and a child
with Stepfather. The parties were in the process
of obtaining a divorce at the time the instant case
was initiated. For the past 15 years, Stepfather has
served as an active-duty member of the United States
Navy. While Mother lived in Western Pennsylvania,
Stepfather was stationed in Virginia, Maryland, and,
at the hearing, North Carolina. Stepfather visited
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Mother, the parties’ child and Child for a total of four
to five weeks per year (including both weekends and
vacation) while on leave from the Navy. Mother sought
to dismiss Stepfather’s complaint seeking custody of
Child, arguing that Stepfather lacked standing. After
hearing, the trial court denied Mother’s motion to
dismiss on September 6, 2017. Mother filed a Notice of
Appeal, which this Court quashed as being taken from
an interlocutory order. On December 19, 2017, the
trial court entered a final custody order. Mother filed a
Notice of Appeal on February 20, 2018.
Issues of standing are pure legal questions,
and thus the standard of review is de novo and the
appellate court’s scope of review is plenary. K.W.
v. S.L., 157 A.3d 498, 504 (Pa. Super. 2017) “‘The
following individuals may file an action under this
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chapter for any form of physical custody or legal
custody…(2) [a] person who stands in loco parentis
to the child.” 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 5324.’ The term in loco
parentis literally means in the place of a parent.
There are two components to in loco parentis
standing: (1) the assumption of parental status and
(2) the discharge of parental duties.’ M.J.S. v. B.B.,
172 A.3d 651, 656 (Pa. Super. 2017)”
Judge Olson wrote that Stepfather presented
overwhelming evidence to support the trial court’s
finding that he had standing to pursue custody
of Child. He spoke with Child on the telephone
approximately every other day when he was in
the United States and as often as permitted by his
superiors when deployed to the Middle East; he kept
current with Child’s grades and medical conditions;
he frequently traveled to Western Pennsylvania to
spend time with Mother and Child (reading to Child
at bedtime, assisting with homework, attending Child’s
parent-teacher conferences; addressed school issues;
made special arrangements with Child’s teacher to
present about his career in the military; taught Child
the basics of male grooming, e.g., how to shave, put
on foot powder, and put on deodorant); assisted
Child when Child expressed an interest in playing
the clarinet; played video games with Child and
“roughhoused” with Child; and Stepfather, Mother,
Child, and A.S. would go to the movies, go out to eat,
play miniature golf, and bowl together when Stepfather
was in Western Pennsylvania. “All of these actions are
those typically undertaken by a parent—not a mentor
or friend, as suggested by Mother.” Stepfather served in
the place of Child’s deceased biological father. Mother
accepted the benefits of Stepfather’s childrearing
efforts together with any risks associated with that
arrangement—the ability of Stepfather to seek custody
of Child. Although living with a child is often an
important element of the in loco parentis inquiry, it is
not a dispositive factor by itself, especially when a party
is engaged in active military service.
The Superior Court panel found persuasive
Duffey v. Duffey, 438 S.E.2d 445 (N.C. App. 1994),
wherein a service member’s provision of benefits to a
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child, by listing the child as a dependent, was strong
evidence that the service member stood in loco
parentis to the child. In the current case, Stepfather
listed Child as his dependent and, therefore, Child
received medical and dental benefits as a part of
Stepfather’s military benefits package. Mother was
aware that Child received these benefits and did not
object to Stepfather listing Child as a dependent.
“[T]he provision of such benefits is a strong
indication that Stepfather stands in loco parentis to
Child.” Furthermore, the fact that Stepfather did not
live with Child and Mother in a family setting due
to his military service does not automatically defeat
Stepfather’s claim that he stands in loco parentis to
Child. Cf. C.G. v. J.H., 172 A.3d 43, 47 (Pa. Super.
2017), appeal granted on other grounds, 179 A.3d
440 (Pa. 2018) Stepfather’s absence from the family
home is merely one factor in determining whether
continued on page 260
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he stands in loco parentis to Child.
Judge Olson perceptively wrote:
“Today, many biological parents and those who
discharge parental duties do not live with a child
and a natural parent in a family setting. Remarriage
following the death of, or divorce from, a natural
parent, and traveling employment arrangements
have become common occurrences in modern
society. Because of these shifts, whether a child and
a third-party reside as a family unit has become less
conclusive when determining if an individual stands
in loco parentis.”
The facts overwhelmingly supported the trial
court’s decision to find in loco parentis standing.
Author’s Comments
As relationships and marital forms change in
loco parentis standing pursuant to Section 5324
will increasingly be threshold issues for the trial
court to resolve. Delays in this initial process will
establish new status quos. Thus, the trial courts are
encouraged to immediately conciliate and thereafter
hear evidence to determine standing soon after the
custody complaint has been filed asserting in loco
parentis standing, and a motion or objections are
presented to the trial court.
The M.L.S. v. T.H.-S appeal was untimely. Judge
Olson provided an interesting practice pointer
which is worth reading:
“Prior to addressing the merits of Mother’s
appeal, we sua sponte consider if we have
jurisdiction over this appeal. See A.J.B. v. A.G.B.,
180 A.3d 1263, 1270 (Pa. Super. 2018) (citation
omitted). It is axiomatic that this Court lacks
jurisdiction over untimely appeals. Commonwealth
v. Duffy, 143 A.3d 940, 944 (Pa. Super. 2016). In
order to be timely, a notice of appeal must be filed
within 30 days after entry of the appealable order.
Pa.R.A.P. 903(a). Mother filed her notice of appeal
63 days after entry of the final, appealable order.
Nonetheless, our review of the certified record
indicates that the Fayette County Prothonotary
failed to note on the docket that notice of the
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

December 19, 2017 order was served pursuant to
Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 236. Hence,
there was a breakdown in the court system and
we have jurisdiction over this appeal. See Fischer
v. UPMC Nw., 34 A.3d 115, 121 (Pa. Super. 2011)
(citations omitted).”
David S. Pollock is a founding member of Pollock Begg Komar Glasser
& Vertz LLC in Pittsburgh. He was previously a partner and head of the
Matrimonial Law Group at Reed Smith LLP. Mr. Pollock is a member of
the PA Supreme Court Domestic Relations Procedural Rules Committee,
Fellow of American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers (past member,
national finance committee and current Treasurer of PA Chapter),
Fellow of International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers (past member
of the Board of Managers of USA Chapter and its finance committee),
Editor-in-Chief of Pennsylvania Family Lawyer (official publication of
the PBA Family Law Section), past chair of PBA Family Law Section,
recipient of PBA Family Law Section Eric Turner Memorial Award,
past chair of ACBA Family Law Section, past treasurer of Pittsburgh
JCC, and co-editor of PBI’s award-winning Drafting Marital Settlement
Agreements. dpollock@pollockbegg.com 412-471-9000
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QDRO Mistaken Coverture Fraction Corrected by Trial Court
After Period to Open Decree in Divorce Passed
Zehner v. Zehner, ___ A.3d ___ (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Robert D. Raver, Esquire
rraver@pollockbegg.com
Jeffrey S. Zehner appealed from Allegheny
County Judge Evashavik-DiLucente’s Order
directing the modification of a qualified domestic
relations order (“2015 QDRO”) that Husband
and his ex-wife, Erika L. Zehner, had entered into
to effectuate the equitable distribution of Wife’s
Pennsylvania State Employees’ Retirement System
(“PSERS”) pension. The Superior Court (Olson,
Dubow and Musmanno, JJ) affirmed in an opinion
written by Judge Musmanno.
Husband and Wife were married in July 1991,
separated in January 2011, the subject of a Consent
Order of Court for Equitable Distribution dated
July 29, 2014 (hereinafter the “Consent Order”) and
divorced on February 13, 2015.
The Consent Order provided in pertinent part:
“Husband shall receive 5% of the non-retirement assets
and Wife shall receive 45% of the non-retirement
assets. The parties shall equally divide the marital
portion of their respective retirement assets.” The
Consent Order provided that Husband would retain
“50% of the marital portion of ” his retirement plan,
and 100% of the non-marital portion of his plan.
Likewise, the Consent Order provided that Wife would
retain “50% of the marital portion of ” her PSERS
pension, and 100% of the non-marital portion of her
pension. The Consent Order provided that “Husband
would receive 50% of the marital portion of Wife’s
PSERS pension…to be divided by [QDRO] prepared
by Wife’s counsel.” The Consent Order provided that
the coverture fraction pertaining to Wife’s pension
“shall be determined as follows: the numerator shall be
the Date of Marriage through the Date of Separation;
the denominator shall equal the amount of [Wife’s]
service, through the date of separation.”
On January 8, 2015, the trial court entered
the 2015 QDRO, which effectuated the equitable
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

distribution of Wife’s pension, employing Wife’s
coverture fraction contained in the Consent Order.
The application of Wife’s coverture fraction resulted
in Husband receiving 50% of the marital portion
of Wife’s pension, as well as 50% of Wife’s nonmarital pension monies. Concerning the equitable
distribution of Husband’s 401k retirement plan,
Wife received 50% of the marital portion of this
asset; she did not receive any non-marital portion.
Approximately two years later, on February 23, 2017,
Wife filed a Petition for Special Relief, asserting
that the language in the Consent Order concerning
the denominator of Wife’s coverture fraction
was incorrect, contrary to the parties’ intent, and
resulted in an inequitable distribution of her nonmarital monies. Husband argued that the court
could not
(a) modify the Consent Order and the 2015
QDRO years after they had become final;
(b) vacate or open the parties’ final Divorce
Decree; or
(c) alter the parties’ negotiated agreement, as
reflected in the Consent Order.
After hearing, the trial court granted Wife’s
Petition and directed the parties to execute an
amended QDRO, employing the coverture fraction
set forth in 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 3501(c)(1). The trial
court found that the QDRO language constituted
“a fatal defect apparent on the face of the record,
permitting this [c]ourt to open the parties’ [D]ivorce
[D]ecree and modify the foregoing [language]:
“through the date of separation” (the “Defective
Language”. See also Hayward [], 808 A.2d [at] 23536…[(where incorrect coverture fraction language
used in the parties’ QDRO granted the wife 50%
continued on page 262
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of the husband’s entire pension (including both
marital and non-marital monies), holding that this
constituted a fatal defect on the face of the record
under the circumstances, which gave the trial
court the authority to grant husband’s petition for
special relief (that he had filed nearly 6 years after
the QDRO) and modify the faulty QDRO language
to comport with the parties’ consent order, which
granted wife only 50% of the marital portion of
husband’s pension)]; 23 Pa.C.S. § 3332. Hayward v.
Hayward, 808 A.2d 232, 237 (Pa. Super. 2002)
The parties intended by the Consent Order, and
confirmed by their testimony, they were to divide
the “marital” portions of their respective retirement
accounts. Throughout all of the filings of record,
at no time did Husband propose that he receive a
portion of Wife’s non-marital pension, or that Wife’s
retirement asset be treated differently than his own.
The Superior Court agreed that the plain language
of the Consent Order[,] as well as the other evidence
introduced at the Hearing, including Husband’s
testimony, revealed that “a fatal defect appears on
the face of the record here, utilizing the guidance of
the Hayward decision, wherein the panel observed
that [t]ypically, a court may modify an order within
30 days after its entry, according to [42 Pa.C.S.A.
§ 5505]. However, as concluded in the case of
Stockton v. Stockton, 698 A.2d 1334, 1337 (Pa. Super.
1997), Section 5505 applies to petitions to modify
QDROs:
The lower court’s authority under 42
Pa.C.S.A. § 5505 to modify or rescind an
order is almost entirely discretionary; this
power may be exercised sua sponte, or may
be invoked by a request for reconsideration
filed by the parties, and the court’s decision
to decline to exercise such power will not be
reviewed on appeal.
Although 42 Pa.C.S.A. § 5505 gives the trial
court broad discretion, the trial court may consider
a motion for reconsideration only if the motion
is filed within 30 days of the entry of the disputed
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

order. After the expiration of 30 days, the trial court
loses its broad discretion to modify, and the order
can be opened or vacated only upon a showing of
extrinsic fraud, lack of jurisdiction over the subject
matter, a fatal defect apparent on the face of the
record, or some other evidence of extraordinary
cause justifying intervention by the court. Id.
(emphasis added) (citations and quotation marks
omitted). Absent an allegation of extrinsic fraud
or other extraordinary cause, the trial court does
not have jurisdiction to grant a petition to modify
a QDRO if such petition was filed more than 30
days from the date the QDRO was entered. Id. at
1338. Hayward, 808 A.2d at 235 (footnote added);
see also Melton v. Melton, 831 A.2d 646, 651 (Pa.
Super. 2003). “[E]xtraordinary circumstances
exist where there is a fatal defect apparent on the
face of the record.” Hayward, 808 A.2d at 236
(quoting Stockton, 698 A.2d at 1337). Significantly,
the Hayward Court went on to hold that the trial
court erred by failing to modify the 1995 QDRO to
comport with the consent order entered into by the
parties in 1989. Although [h]usband filed his motion
for special relief almost six years after entry of the
1995 QDRO [(and 14 years after the parties’ divorce
decree)[8]], extraordinary circumstances exist,
since there is a fatal defect on the face of the record,
i.e., the 1995 QDRO utilizes an improper coverture
fraction that has the effect of granting [w] ife 50% of
[h]usband’s entire military pension rather than 50%
of the marital portion of his pension[,] as agreed
to by the parties in the 1989 consent order[,] and
as provided by Pennsylvania law. Hayward, 808
A.2d at 236 (footnote added, emphasis in original).
Accordingly, the panel reversed the trial court’s
order denying husband’s motion for special relief,
and “remand[ed] for proper calculation of the
marital portion of [h] usband’s pension benefits to
which [w]ife is entitled under the consent order.” Id.
at 237.
In Zehner, Husband argued that the trial court
lacked jurisdiction to grant the relief requested
in Wife’s Petition, since the court failed to vacate
the Divorce Decree and had no authority to open
continued on page 263
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the Decree pursuant to Section 3332. According
to Husband, “Wife’s right to the portion of her
PSERS retirement that was awarded to Husband[,]
by operation of the Consent Order and [2015]
QDRO[,] was extinguished with the entry of the
Decree, so vacating the Decree was necessary to
consider that claim.” (citing Justice v. Justice, 612
A.2d 1354, 1357 (Pa. Super. 1992) (stating that “a
divorce decree that has become final must be either
vacated or opened in order for the trial court to
consider a party’s economic claims” arising from
the marriage. Judge Musmanno wrote that the case
was controlled by Hayward which did not set forth
or apply the divorce decree-specific provisions of
Section 3332; rather, it applied Section 5505 to
address a belated attempt to modify a QDRO. See
Hayward, 808 A.2d at 235-36. The Hayward Court
did not rule that it was necessary for the parties’
divorce decree to be vacated, and in fact the trial
court was authorized to modify the parties’ flawed
QDRO language (which constituted a fatal defect
on the face of the record, rising to the level of an
extraordinary circumstance) to comport with
the parties’ earlier consent order, even where the
husband had filed his petition requesting this special
relief after the expiration of the five-year time limit
set forth in Section 3332. See Id. at 235-36, 237.
The Superior Court concluded that the 2015
QDRO’s use of an improper coverture fraction,
which failed to comport with the clear and
unambiguous language of the Consent Order
concerning the division of marital retirement
property, constituted a fatal defect on the face of the
record, which rose to the level of an extraordinary
circumstance. Therefore, pursuant to Hayward, the
trial court had the authority to correct this defect
and order the filing of an amended QDRO.

controls. Adams v. Adams, 725 A.2d 824, 828 (Pa.
Super. 1999) and can be reformed by the Court.
Hayward v. Hayward, 808 A.2d 232, 237 (Pa. Super.
2002); Melton v. Melton, 831 A.2d 646, 651 (Pa.
Super. 2003). 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 3104. “[E]quitable
distribution of marital property may occur when
a final decree in divorce has been entered and the
court retains jurisdiction over ancillary matters
properly raised by the parties.” Yelenic v. Clark, 922
A.2d 935, 938 (Pa. Super. 2007); see Prol v. Prol, ___
A.2d ___ (Pa. Super. 2007). A QDRO is a procedural
device entered to effectuate the property division
made in the underlying substantive dissolution
decree, and for that reason, a QDRO is not a “final
judgment” subject to the variety of deadlines
imposed to challenge a final judgment. Typically,
jurisdiction is reserved to amend for qualification.
For Husband to take a position to the contrary
might have been cause for a collateral action for
reimbursement of attorney fees, costs and expenses.
42 Pa. CSA § 2503; Pa.RCP Rule 1023.1 et seq.
Robert D. Raver, Esquire is an associate with the Pittsburgh firm of
Pollock Begg Komar Glasser & Vertz LLC. He is a member of the ACBA
Family Law Section, the Young Lawyers Division, and the PBA Family
Law Section. 412-471-9000 rraver@pollockbegg.com.

Author’s Comments
When a QDRO is inconsistent with the
underlying dispositive document, whether
Agreement, Consent Order or judicially imposed
Decree, the underlying dispositive document
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Request for Unaccompanied Flight by 9-Year-Old Denied
—Existing Travel Order Unchanged
T.D. v. E.D., ___ A.3d ___ (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Robert D. Raver, Esquire
rraver@pollockbegg.com
T.D. (“Father”), appealed from the order entered
on January 25, 2018, by Philadelphia County Judge
___ denying Father’s Petition to Modify Custody,
in which he requested that the nearly 9-year-old
child, A.D. (“Child”), be permitted to travel on
an airplane between Philadelphia and Boston as
an unaccompanied minor. The Superior Court
(Gantman, P.J., Olson, J.,and Stevens, P.J.E.) per
Stevens, P.J.E., affirmed the trial court’s order and
denied Father’s motion to suppress Mother’s brief.
Father resided in Boston. E.D. (“Mother”) and
A.D. lived in Philadelphia. Father and Mother
entered into a final custody Order by agreement
on September 19, 2016, granting them shared legal
custody of A.D. Pursuant to the Order, Mother
had primary physical custody, and Father had
partial physical custody every other weekend. The
Order also outlined custodial rights for holidays,
summertime vacations, travel costs, etc. The clause
at issue states: “If child is flying/traveling, he must
be accompanied by parent and/or agreed-upon third
party (designee, au pair, babysitter) at that parent’s
expense.” The Order also provides: “At ten years old,
child may fly as an unaccompanied
The parties lived in Boston area. Father has
resided in Boston since July 2009 and has lived in
the Boston area since 1999. Mother moved from the
Boston area to Philadelphia toward the end of 2008.
The flight time between Boston and Philadelphia
is approximately one hour. When visiting A.D.
every other weekend over the past eight years,
Father would fly from Boston on Friday and arrive
in Philadelphia at approximately 7:00–8:00 p.m.
He would then go to Mother’s house, pick up A.D.,
and spend the weekend with A.D. at a hotel. The
weekends in Philadelphia were often filled with
extracurricular and other activities, with a portion
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

of the time spent watching movies in the hotel
room. On Sunday evening, Father dropped off A.D.
at Mother’s house and flew back to Boston. Father
testified that, in the time he has been flying to and
from Philadelphia, only one flight has been diverted,
and no flight has been canceled. Occasionally, flights
have been delayed, but by no more than 30 minutes.
Father argued that it would be unfeasible for
him to fly to Philadelphia and accompany A.D. on a
flight back to Boston on Friday evening, only to turn
around and accompany A.D. back to Philadelphia on
Sunday evening and return to Boston the same night.
The parties agree that A.D. has been on numerous
flights, both nationally and internationally. Both
parties would be agreeable to a babysitter or
designated third party accompanying A.D. on an
airplane to and from Boston, but Father testified that
the third party would have to be “vetted.”
Father argued that the child can fly as an
unaccompanied minor at age eight. Father
reached this conclusion after reviewing airline
procedures, talking to people who are responsible
for operating those programs, and talking to other
parents who have allowed their children to fly
as an unaccompanied minor. Father maintained
his belief that A.D. is mature enough to fly as an
unaccompanied minor because of A.D.’s wellmannered demeanor around adults, his behavior on
airplanes, and his lack of fear of flying.
Mother opposed Father’s motion to allow
A.D. to fly as an unaccompanied minor because
she was concerned for A.D.’s safety and did not
believe that he was sufficiently mature. Mother
was concerned about A.D. talking to strangers
due to his sociable and trusting disposition.
Mother had numerous worries.
continued on page 265
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Judge Stevens wrote that 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 5338
provides that, upon petition, a trial court may
modify a custody order if it serves the best interests
of the child. 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 5338. Section 5328(a)
sets forth the best interest factors that the trial
court must consider in doing so. Section 5328(a)
factors are not required to be addressed where an
order merely deals with a discrete and distinct issue.
However, Judge Stevens clarified:
It is also true that resolution of an otherwise
ancillary matter may affect a form of custody
and require consideration of the § 5328(a)
factors. For instance, the choice of a child’s
school may factor into a trial court’s decision
to award a form of custody when the trial
court is addressing a request to establish
or change legal or physical custody in
connection with the choice of school. One
parent in a custody dispute may argue that he
or she is entitled to primary physical custody
because his or her residence has much
better schools. On the other hand, many
times—like here—these items may appear
as independent, discrete issues advanced
by motion or petition that does not require
a change in the form of custody. Although
any decision requires consideration of the
child’s best interest, only the former situation
requires consideration and application of the
§ 5328(a) factors.
While the Court noted with disapproval the
untimeliness of Mother’s brief and the lack of
citation to legal authority within her brief, the Court
declined to grant Father’s motion, since Mother’s
brief was filed prior to the matter being assigned to
a panel and Father filed a reply to Mother’s brief,
also before the matter was assigned to a panel.
Furthermore, the Court found that “although
deficient in some instances, Mother’s brief does, in
fact, provide substantial citation to the record with
her argument and discussion. Notwithstanding, we
disregard the exhibits appended to Mother’s brief,
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

as they are not part of the certified record.” See
Commonwealth v. Preston, 904 A.2d 1, 6 (Pa. Super.
2006) (en banc) (noting that an appellate court may
only consider that which is in the certified record).
Secondly, Father argued that the trial court
erred in not interviewing Child with regard to
flying as an unaccompanied minor. The Court
stated that the interview of a child is discretionary.
Rules 1915.11(b) and 1915.11(b). Rule 1915.11(c)
does not mandate a child’s attendance at a custody
hearing. Thus, there was no abuse of discretion
in declining to interview Child. The Court
considered the custody factors relevant to the
issue of whether it would be in A.D.’s best interest
to fly as an unaccompanied minor. The Superior
Court affirmed the lower court holding that there
was no competent evidence to show that A.D.’s
flying as an unaccompanied minor would further
his best interest. Rather, Father’s evidence was
probative of his own desire to spend more time
with A.D. in Boston, as well as Father’s grievances
regarding the inconveniences of traveling to and
from Philadelphia. Even if the child would say that
he preferred to fly unaccompanied, that preference
would be given the weight that his age, maturity,
intelligence, and reasons justified. The Court held
that it was not an unreasoned decision by the trial
judge to not to interview A.D. There is no statute,
Rule, or case that requires a trial court to interview
a child in a custody hearing. It is evident from
a review of the testimony, the exhibits, and the
memoranda submitted by counsel that the court
was able to render the appropriate ruling in A.D.’s
best interest based on the evidence presented. Judge
Stevens wrote:
In prioritizing a child’s best interest, there are
several instances that would warrant keeping a child
away from court when the child’s participation is
not necessary. The stress and emotion involved
in coming to court to testify, even for an adult,
particularly about situations involving children
and their parents, could have an adverse effect on
a child. Placing a child in a position of feeling like
he or she has to choose or opine on even a discrete
continued on page 266
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custody matter could aggravate relationships to
the detriment of the child’s best interest. “[T]he
presence of a child in court is not always necessary
or desirable. The experience may be traumatic and
disruptive. Consequently, the child should not be
required to attend a hearing or conference in every
case.” See Domestic Relations Committee Explanatory
Comment to Pa.R.C.P. 1915.11 (1991).
The Court affirmed the order of the trial court and
denied Father’s motion to suppress Mother’s brief.
Author’s Comments
Father’s extensive detailed research of the airline
protocols and emergency planning, and his emphasis
on the size and maturity of his son did not overcome
the reality that the child was nearly nine years old

at the time of the hearing. Eight- or nine-year-old
children do not have the maturity levels of older
children. Each individual case stands on its own
merits. Each child has his own set of characteristics,
so there is no “bright line” that informs the bench and
bar as to a child’s ability to travel unaccompanied.
One would assume that eventually this child will be
able to do so, but not now. One wonders why Father
did not take the funds spent on the litigation and
invest it in a mature person to accompany his son on
the trips. The financial cost of a companion must add
up, but this is a reality that was imposed at an earlier
time (separation).
Robert D. Raver, Esquire is an associate with the Pittsburgh firm of
Pollock Begg Komar Glasser & Vertz LLC. He is a member of the ACBA
Family Law Section, the Young Lawyers Division, and the PBA Family
Law Section. 412-471-9000 rraver@pollockbegg.com.

Grandparents Have Standing When Child Is Substantially
at Risk Due to Parental Behavior
G.A.P. v. J.M.W., No. 1694 WDA 2017 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2018)
by Amy J. Phillips, Esquire
amy@lsafamilylaw.com
In its August 15, 2018 Opinion & Order, the
Superior Court of Pennsylvania was called upon
to address whether a child’s Paternal Grandparents
had standing to intervene in a custody action
involving Mother, Father, and the child’s
Maternal Great-Grandparents where the child
was substantially at risk due to parental neglect;
specifically, drug abuse. The Court of Common
Pleas of Indiana County (hereinafter the “trial
court”) sustained Maternal Great-Grandparents’
Preliminary Objections, arguing Paternal
Grandparents did not have standing to pursue
custody of the child, which Paternal Grandparents
timely appealed. The Superior Court, specifically
Justices Bowes, Dubow, and Murray, reversed
the decision of the trial court, finding that the
“Custody Act grants standing to grandparents to
file for any form of physical or legal custody when
their grandchild is substantially at risk due to the
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

parental behaviors stated in 23 Pa. C.S. § 5324(3)
(iii)(B).” See G.A.P. v. J.M.W., No. 1694 WDA 2017
(Pa. Super. Ct. 2018).
In G.A.P., Mother (J.M.W.) and Father (G.A.P.)
were the parents of a seven-year-old child that
resided with Maternal Great-Grandparents (S.J.
& R.J.) on and off throughout his entire life and
continuously thereafter from October 2015. Mother
and Father each have a history of drug abuse, and
Father also has a criminal history.
On May 2, 2016, Father filed a Complaint for
Custody. Mother and Father entered into a Consent
Custody Order on July 26, 2016, which provided
that Mother and Father would share legal custody
of the child, with Mother having primary physical
custody of the child, subject to Father’s rights
of partial physical custody. On August 1, 2016,
Maternal Great-Grandparents filed a Petition for
continued on page 267
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Emergency Custody alleging the child has resided
with them continuously since October 2015, and
that the child was not safe during Father’s periods
of physical custody due, in part, to reports from
the child as to inappropriate sexual acts between
Father and child. Maternal Great-Grandparents
simultaneously filed a Petition to Intervene in the
custody action between Mother and Father. The
trial court granted Maternal Great-Grandparents’
Petition for Emergency Custody on the same day
and awarded sole physical custody of the child to
Maternal Great-Grandparents, suspended Father’s
rights of physical custody, vacated the parties’
July 26, 2016 Consent Order for Custody, and
scheduled a hearing.
On August 15, 2016, the trial court granted
Maternal Great-Grandparents’ Petition to
Intervene and affirmed the August 1, 2016 Order
for Custody. The trial court further restricted
Mother to supervised visitation with the child
at the Maternal Great-Grandparents’ discretion.
The trial court scheduled a Custody Mediation
Conference, which was held on December 19, 2016.
Mother failed to appear for the Custody Mediation
Conference, but Father did appear. Maternal GreatGrandparents and Father entered into a Consent
Order for Custody directing that Maternal GreatGrandparents and Father share legal custody of the
child, with Maternal Great-Grandparents having
primary physical custody of the child, subject to
Father’s rights of supervised physical custody.
Father’s rights of custody were to be supervised
by CARE, an organization that could recommend
modifications to Father’s rights of custody.
On May 2, 2017, Maternal Great-Grandparents
filed a Petition for Special Relief, alleging Father
relapsed with respect to drug addiction, and
requesting that Father submit to drug testing and
Father’s periods of custody to supervised visitation
only. On May 5, 2017, the trial court suspended
Father’s unsupervised periods of custody with the
child, restricted Father to supervised visitation only,
and scheduled a hearing. On June 29, 2017, Father’s
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

parents, Paternal Grandparents, filed a Petition to
Intervene in the custody action, requesting rights
of partial physical custody. Paternal Grandparents
asserted standing to seek partial physical custody
of the child due because “the child is substantially
at risk due to parental abuse, neglect, drug or
alcohol use or incapacity” pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.
§ 5324(3)(iii)(B). Maternal Great-Grandparents
filed Preliminary Objections challenging Paternal
Grandparents’ standing to pursue rights of physical
custody because the child was not currently
“substantially at risk,” since he was in Maternal
Great-Grandparents’ physical custody. The trial
court sustained Maternal Great-Grandparents’
Preliminary Objections on October 10, 2017 and
dismissed Paternal Grandparents’ Petition to
Intervene, due to lack of standing.
Paternal Grandparents timely appealed, arguing
that the trial court erred as a matter of law and/or
abused its discretion in dismissing their Petition to
Intervene. The Superior Court began its Opinion
& Order by noting the question of standing is a
threshold issue, and the Superior Court must also
interpret the application of the standing provisions
of the Custody Act. Thus, the scope of review is
plenary, and the standard of review is de novo. When
considering the interpretation and application of a
statute, the Superior Court noted:
When interpreting a statute, this court is
constrained by the rules of the Statutory Construction
Act of 1972 (the “Act”). The Act makes clear that the
goal in interpreting any statute is to ascertain and
effectuate the intention of the General Assembly
while construing the statute in a manner that gives
effect to all its provisions. The Act provides: “[w]
hen the words of a statute are clear and free from
all ambiguity, the letter of it is not to be disregarded
under the pretext of pursuing its spirit.” Moreover, it
is well settled that “the best indication of the General
Assembly’s intent may be found in a statute’s plain
language.” Additionally, we must presume that the
General Assembly does not intend a result that is
absurd, impossible of execution, or unreasonable,
and does intend to favor the public interest over any
continued on page 268
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private interest. See G.A.P., supra. (internal citations
omitted) (emphasis in original).
With this standard in mind, the Superior Court
reviewed the language of 23 Pa.C.S. § 5324(3), which
pertains to a grandparent’s standing in a custody
matter to pursue rights of partial physical custody of
a grandchild. Specifically, § 5324(3) provides that a
grandparent who does not stand in loco parentis to
a grandchild may pursue rights of partial physical
custody as follows:
• Whose relationship with the child began either
with the consent of a parent of the child or
under a court order;
• Who assumes or is willing to assume
responsibility for the child; and
• When one of the following conditions is met:
• The child has been determined to be a
dependent child under 42 Pa.C.S. Ch. 63
(relating to juvenile matters);
• The child is substantially at risk due to parental
abuse, neglect, drug or alcohol abuse or
incapacity; or
• The child has for a period of at least 12
consecutive months, resided with the
grandparent, excluding brief temporary
absences of the child from the home and is
removed from the home by the parents, in
which case the action must be filed within six
months after the removal of the child from
the home. See G.A.P., supra. (citing 23 Pa.C.S.
§ 5324(3)).
In the instant matter, Maternal GreatGrandparents conceded that Paternal Grandparents’
relationship with the child began with a parent’s
consent and that the Paternal Grandparents are
willing to assume responsibility for the child
pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S. § 5324(3)(i), (ii). Thus, the
only question before the court is whether “the child
is at risk due to parental abuse, neglect, drug or
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

alcohol abuse or incapacity” pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.
§ 5324(3)(iii)(B).
Paternal Grandparents, in their brief, argued
that the trial court erred as a matter of law and/or
abused its discretion in interpreting and applying
the plain language of § 5324(3)(iii)(B), which
refers to whether a child is at risk due to parental
abuse, neglect, drug or alcohol abuse or incapacity.
Paternal Grandparents further argued that the
plain language of the statutory section in question
did not focus on the child’s current custodial
arrangements but, rather, on the parents’ behavior.
Finally, Paternal Grandparents argued that the
statute was not intended “‘to create a situation
where grandparents are essentially in a race to file
to receive standing’ because the grandparent who
files first is the only one able to obtain standing in
a custody matter.” The Superior Court agreed with
Paternal Grandparents.
The Superior Court noted that the plain
language of § 5324(3)(iii)(B) refers only to the “child
being at risk due to parental abuse, neglect, drug or
alcohol use or incapacity.” Specifically, the Superior
Court stated:
The words of [23 Pa.C.S. § 5324(3)(iii)(B)]
are clear and unambiguous, and they do not
make an exception for the custodial situation
of a child. Simply, the plain language of the
statute confers standing to grandparents when
a child is substantially risk due to ongoing
parental behaviors.
In this case, the trial court previously
determined that the conditions necessary under
Section 5324(3)(iii)(B), namely ongoing parental
behaviors that would put [c]hild at substantial risk,
were present in order to grant standing to Maternal
Great-Grandparents. Since that determination, there
has been no change in the substantial risk that the
parents created. See G.A.P., supra.
The Superior Court further drew an analogy
to Martinez v. Baxter, 725 A.2d 775, 778 (Pa.
Super. 1999), which was affirmed by R.M. v.
Baxter ex rel. T.M., 777 A.2d 446 (Pa. 2001),
continued on page 269
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In Martinez, a grandmother was found to have
standing to pursue custody of a grandchild
that had been adjudicated as a dependent
minor. The Superior Court of Pennsylvania and
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court ultimately
concluded that the fact that the child had
been found to be a dependent child placed
in the custody of the state did not negate the
grandmother’s standing to pursue custody of the
child. Applying the Martinez reasoning in the
instant matter, the Superior Court noted that “it
is irrelevant for purposes of standing that the trial
court has already granted custody to Maternal
Great-Grandparents. Since parental rights have
not been terminated or relinquished, it is possible
for either parent to seek custody of Child. This
possibility creates an ongoing risk to Child.” See
G.A.P., supra. (internal citations omitted).
The Statutory Construction Act also precludes
an interpretation and application of a statute that is
absurd, impossible of execution, or unreasonable,
and does intend to favor the public interest
over any private interest. To conclude that the
grandparents involved in this matter or in another
similar situation must race each other to the court
house, and only the winner can claim standing, is
absurd. Trial courts should have the opportunity to
determine which grandparent or grandparents most
likely meet the child’s needs. In a case involving
more than one grandparent or sets of grandparents
seeking custody of a child, the trial court should
apply the factors set forth in 23 Pa.C.S. § 5328(a) in
rendering a custody determination that is in the best
interests in the child. It is illogical to conclude that
a trial court may only consider awarding custody
to the grandparent(s) who filed first. Therefore,
the Superior Court reversed the decision of the
trial court and remanded this matter for additional
proceedings.
Justice Bowes filed a concurring opinion in this
matter. In his concurring opinion, Justice Bowes
stated as follows:

My colleagues present a cogent expression
of rationale which interprets the statutory
framework as resolving the question of a
grandparents’ standing to pursue any form
of physical or legal custody pursuant to 23
Pa.C.S. § 5324(3), as a matter of fairness
between the rights of the litigants, [Maternal
Great-Grandparents], and potential
interveners, [Paternal Grandparents],
respectively. However, approaching this
case from the perspective of promoting
the interest of the child, J.P., rather than
evenhandedness between third-party
litigants, I agree with the trial court’s finding
that [Paternal Grandparents] failed to
establish that J.P. was “substantially at risk due
to parental abuse, neglect, drug or alcohol
abuse or incapacity,” as required by the
statute, when they sought to intervene in the
custody dispute. Specifically, contrary to the
majority, I believe that the statute requires an
actual risk of harm rather than an amorphous
“ongoing” harm associated with the fact
that Father retained his parental rights.”
See G.A.P., Bowes Concurring Op., supra.
(emphasis supplied).
Justice Bowes further disputes the majority’s
reliance on Martinez v. Baker, supra., and focuses
on the fact that the Paternal Grandparents waited
to seek any form of custody until after the Maternal
Great-Grandparents had stepped in and created the
“safety-net” contemplated by 23 Pa.C.S. § 5324(3).
Justice Bowes further stated:
Unlike my colleagues, I would not
characterize the present factual scenario as a
zero-sum race between the parties to file for
standing first, i.e., a situation where a win for
one side necessarily entails a corresponding
loss for the other side. It is axiomatic that
the haste to file is not to bar an opponent’s
participation; rather, it is to ensure the
child’s best interests by alleviating the risk of
harm at the earliest possible stage. Indeed,
continued on page 270
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[Paternal Grandparents] could have, but
neglected to, file a petition to intervene in the
underlying custody litigation at the outset,
when Maternal Great-Grandparents first
identified the safety concerns contemplated
in 23 Pa.C.S. § 5324(3)(iii)(B). They declined
to intervene at the critical juncture when J.P.’s
safety was in the balance. Instead, [Paternal
Grandparents] waited for Maternal GreatGrandparents to intercede and provide
the safety net that the statute was intended
to create. Only after the tangible and
identifiable risks were removed did [Paternal
Grandparents] seek to intervene. Stated
another way, [Paternal Grandparents] were
not barred by Maternal Great-Grandparents’
swift response to the obvious risk of harm;
they were barred because the risk had
subsided when they eventually acted.

child he or she deems at risk is the first third party to
commence a legal action. In a society facing an opioid
crisis and one in which it has become the norm to
see third parties pursuing custody of children, the
only rational conclusion is an interpretation of 23
Pa.C.S. § 5324 (as written in G.A.P. and subsequently
amended) that would permit all interested third
parties to get their foot in the door when seeking
custody in the best interests of the child. Once the
standing threshold is met, it is then the trial court’s
responsibility to consider the factors set forth in 23
Pa.C.S. § 5328(a) to determine which third party
should have custody or if custody should be shared by
those third parties and with or without the parents.
Amy J. Phillips is an Associate with the York firm of Leslie S. Arzt,
Esquire, Co-Editor of the Pennsylvania Family Lawyer and a member of
the Family Law Sections of the American Bar Association, Pennsylvania
Bar Association and York County Bar Association 717-741-0099;
Amy@LSAfamilylaw.com

Rather than file a dissenting opinion, however,
Justice Bowes concurred in the result finding that
Paternal Grandparents could establish standing
pursuant to the newly enacted 23 Pa.C.S. § 5324(4),
which took effect on July 3, 2018. Justice Bowes
concluded that the in light of the additional
provisions to the standing requirements in
§ 5324(4), which affords standing “to third parties
upon clear and convincing evidence of sustained,
substantial, and sincere interest in the welfare of
the child where, as here, a third party is currently
exercising primary custody.”
Author’s Comments
Regardless of whether you agree with the
majority’s conclusion that the standing requirements
in the Custody Act were not intended to create a race
between parties, or Justice Bowes’ concurring opinion
that the analysis of whether a child is substantially
at risk is fluid and should be considered on a caseby-case basis, the result in this case is logical. It
defies logic to conclude that the legislature would
have intended to create a situation in which the only
third party to have standing to pursue custody of a
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER
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PA Superior Court Vacated Order Denying Incarcerated Mother
Phone Contact with Daughter
S.T. v. R.W., 192 A.3d 1155 (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Benjamin Lehman
Summary
The Pennsylvania Superior Court (Kunselman,
J. Gantman, P.J., Ott, J.) reversed an order issued
by Schuylkill County Judge Domalakes, finding
that the trial court violated Mother’s due process
rights by failing to provide notice of Mother’s right
to request to be present at the hearing, affording
Mother no meaningful opportunity to be heard,
erroneously making a custody determination
without proper consideration of the relevant
factors, and awarding Father sole legal custody. The
order was vacated, and the case was remanded for
further proceedings.
Facts and Procedural History
Mother, S.T., was a former physician serving five
to ten years in Lycoming County for crimes related
to her practice, 90 minutes from her daughter in
Schuylkill County. Mother began her sentence in
March 2014, and in August 2017 she filed a Motion
for Contact via Telephone and Correspondence to
keep in touch with her daughter.
The trial court conducted an ex parte hearing,
notifying Mother of the date, time, and location,
but failed to notify Mother of her right to be present
at the hearing. Instead, the trial court allowed
Mother to prepare a pre-trial statement in which
she could include information such as reasons
for her incarceration, her requested involvement
regarding contact with daughter, and how her
proposed contact would serve the best interests
of the child. The trial court failed to consider this
statement during the hearing and did not provide
arrangements for Mother to participate in the
hearing by telephone or video conference.
In the resulting order, the trial court denied
Mother’s request for telephone contact and granted
Father sole legal custody. In denying Mother’s
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request, the trial court relied upon Father’s
testimony that phone access for prisoners was
“irregular,” and that the child would become upset
if Mother did not call at the specified time. In
awarding Father sole legal custody, the trial court
cited Mother’s inability to “participate effectively in
parenting decisions.”
Mother appealed the decision, claiming her due
process rights were violated when she was prevented
from participating in the hearing, resulting in the
denial of her request for telephone contact and her
loss of legal custody.
Superior Court Holding and Analysis
On appeal, the Superior Court considered
the due process claim under a de novo standard
of review, finding that the trial court’s failure to
provide Mother with notice via writ of habeas
corpus ad testificandum was reversible error.
The Superior Court found that due process
is not satisfied when an incarcerated parent’s
participation in a custody hearing is limited to
an informal statement, and given technological
advancements alleviating burdens on the
Commonwealth, allowing telephone or video
conference participation should be the rule, not
the exception.
Superior Court Judge Kunselman addressed
the rights of incarcerated parents in custody
proceedings and emphasized the importance of
protecting the rights of incarcerated individuals
by citing its previous rulings. In Jones v. Jones,
1 Pa. D. & C.3d 401 (1974), the court held that
“notice of a civil hearing is due an imprisoned
person, but also specific advisement of his right
to attend.” In Vanaman v. Cowgill, 526 A.2d 1226
(Pa. Super. 1987), the court overturned a trial court
order denying an incarcerated father visitation,
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finding the fact that the father was incarcerated
placed an obligation on the court to safeguard
his due process rights. In Sullivan v. Shaw, 650
A.2d 882, 884 (Pa. Super. 1994), the court ruled,
“incarcerated prisoners who petition the court for
visitation rights are entitled to a hearing, to notice
of this hearing, and to notice of their right to
request that they be present at the hearing.” In this
case, the trial court did not notify Mother of her
right to take part in the hearing, thus preventing
her from making her case through testimony,
evidence, and cross-examination. The Superior
Court held that this violated Mother’s opportunity
to be heard. While the court acknowledged that
trial courts have discretion to grant or deny a writ
of habeas corpus ad testificandum, Mother in this
case was never even told of her legal right to seek
such a writ.
The Sullivan case established an “informal
brief solution” that the court used as a means to
satisfy due process of an incarcerated parent in a
custody proceeding. By allowing the incarcerated
parent to prepare this statement, the burden on the
Commonwealth of providing transportation costs
was reduced. However, the “informal brief solution”
placed the burden on the incarcerated parent to
make a prima facie showing that visitation with the
child would be in the child’s best interests before the
custody hearing even occurred.
As in Sullivan, Mother in this case submitted
an informal brief prior to the trial. However, the
Superior Court held that this statement could not
“possibly equate a meaningful opportunity to be
heard under the current state of our substantive
and procedural laws.” Judge Kunselman discussed
the advancements in technology and the passing
of Pa.R.C.P. No. 1930.3, which allows courts to
accommodate any party or witness who may not be
available to attend a hearing in person. Further, the
Superior Court noted that whatever statutory basis
that existed supporting the “informal brief solution”
had been repealed and no longer exists under
current custody law. The court thus concluded that
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Mother in this case could have been permitted
to take part in the hearing via telephone or video
conference, and a mere written statement did not
satisfy her due process rights.
The Superior Court reviewed the trial court’s
custody determination under the abuse of discretion
standard, finding the trial court failed to consider
all relevant factors under current custody law and
erroneously relied upon a repealed statute. Given
that current custody law does not provide a basis to
seek visitation, the Superior Court treated Mother’s
Motion for Contact via Telephone as a petition for
modification seeking supervised physical custody,
thus fitting the statutory definition of “supervised
physical custody.” Therefore, an analysis of the 16
custody factors set forth in 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 5328(a)
was necessary.
In making its determination, the trial court
relied on 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 5302, which was repealed
in 2011, and did not consider the relevant factors
first set forth in Etter v. Rose, 684 A.2d 1092 (Pa.
Super. 1996), which were later assimilated into
the § 5328(a) custody analysis. The Etter factors
were unique to custody cases in which one parent
is incarcerated, and included the effect on the
child, whether the parent exhibits genuine interest
in the child, and whether reasonable contacts
were maintained in the past. The fact that the
trial court failed to consider these factors was
reversible error.
The Superior Court further held that the trial
court erred in awarding Father sole legal custody.
The trial court had found that Mother was unable
to participate effectively in parenting decisions, yet
legal custody had not been at issue in the hearing,
and this conclusion was not the result of any
analysis. Superior Court reiterated that Mother did
not have notice nor an opportunity to be heard on
this issue.
The case was remanded for further proceedings
with direction to apply the proper statute so that
Mother could have her modification petition
adjudicated under the current custody law.
continued on page 273
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Author’s Comments
Constitutional rights are due to all citizens,
even when they are incarcerated. The Superior
Court in this case remedied a violation of a
constitutional right and corrected the trial court’s
error. Having an opportunity to be heard is
always vital, and when the matter is something as
delicate as custody of a child, it is essential that

courts provide parents with every right they are
owed. Just because a person is incarcerated does
not mean that his or her constitutional rights go
out the window.
Benjamin Lehman is a second-year student at Duquesne University
School of Law. Ben is a native of York County, Pennsylvania. Ben
graduated from Temple University in 2016 with a bachelor’s degree in
English and political science. After taking a year off after graduation,
Ben began at Duquesne in 2017, where he now serves as the president of
the Family Law Society and participates in the Family Law Clinic.

Minimal Cooperation Does Not Mandate
Equally Shared Physical Custody
P.J.P. v. M.M., No. 185 A.3d 413 (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Amy J. Phillips, Esquire
Amy@LSAfamilylaw.com
In its April 27, 2018 Opinion and Order of Court,
the Pennsylvania Superior Court was called upon
to review the Court of Common Pleas of Luzerne
County’s (hereinafter referred to as “Trial Court”)
order awarding primary physical custody of a child to
mother even though the trial court failed to consider
the factors set forth in Wiseman v. Wall, 718 A.2d
844 (Pa. Super. 1998) (hereinafter referred to as the
“Wiseman factors”). The Superior Court, specifically
Justices Gantman, McLaughlin, and Platt, determined
that the trial court properly considered the applicable
factors in making its custody determination and
further concluded that the Wiseman factors had
been superseded by the amended Custody statutory
factors set forth in 23 Pa.C.S. § 5328(a). In reaching
this conclusion, the Superior Court reasoned that
the enactment of the factors in § 5328(a) rendered
the Wiseman factors irrelevant, and that the trial
court had properly considered the 5328(a) factors in
awarding primary physical custody to mother.
In P.J.P. v. M.M., mother and father were married
in March 2013, separated in August 2013, and the child
(a son, M.P.) was born in November 2013. Pursuant to
an Order for Custody entered in April 2016, Mother
enjoyed primary physical custody of the child, subject
to Father’s rights of partial physical custody. The
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

parties shared legal custody of the child. Father filed a
Petition for Modification of Custody in January 2017,
requesting equally shared physical custody of the
child. During the course of a two-day hearing, Mother
testified that she sends Father numerous pictures and
videos of the child while in her custody and engaged
in various activities, encouraged the child to call Father
on the telephone, and purchased gifts for the child to
give Father on holidays, Father’s birthday, and Father’s
Day. Mother also purchased tickets for Father to take
the child to a truck show during her period of custody
and invited Father to join them at the park during her
periods of custody. During Father’s periods of custody,
on the other hand, Mother does not receive any
communication from the child while he is in Father’s
care, and Father only sent her pictures on Christmas
“two years ago.”
Mother also testified that Father engaged in
“mental terrorism,” in that he belittled and insulted
her in front of the child, and that Father had told
the child he would have the child read all court
documents so that he (the child) did not make
Father’s mistake in marrying a “toxic” person.
While Mother acknowledged that she had insulted
Father, she insisted that she had not done so in front
continued on page 274
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of the child. Father countered Mother’s testimony
regarding the court documents, claiming he had
merely expressed concern that the documents would
be available over the Internet and, therefore, the
parties should settle their differences.
The parties further testified about each parent’s
ability to get the child ready for preschool, as well as the
child’s relationships with extended family members.
The child is close to his maternal family that lives just
blocks from Mother’s home. Consequently, the child
sees his maternal relatives on a weekly basis and for
most holidays, birthdays, and vacations. Father’s family,
however, resides in Virginia, and they visit Father
approximately once a month. The child has only been
to his paternal grandparents’ home in Virginia on two
occasions since his birth.
Mother also testified that she had attempted
to improve the parties’ relationship and ability to
co-parent by suggesting co-parenting counseling.
However, Father did not meaningfully participate
in the counseling but informed the counselor he
intended to file for shared physical custody and would
continue to “parallel parent” with Mother. Mother
testified that the counselor ended the counseling after
several unproductive sessions, while Father testified
he had wanted to continue the counseling.
Taking the above testimony into account, the
Trial Court denied Father’s Petition for Modification
of Custody on September 19, 2017, and, instead,
maintained Mother as the child’s majority physical
custodian subject to Father’s rights of partial
physical custody. On October 12, 2017, Father filed
a pro se Motion for Reconsideration, which the Trial
Court denied on the same day, as well as a timely pro
se Notice of Appeal. Father raised several issues on
appeal, which included the following:
• The Trial Court showed a bias toward a
“preferred parent” when reaching a decision in
this case.
• The Trial Court reached unreasonable
conclusions and misapplied the law when
determining that Custody Factors 1, 5, 8 and 13
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

defined in Pa. 23 § 5328 were in favor of Mother.
• The Trial Court based its decision on factors
that had little or nothing to do with the best
interests of the child[.]
• The Trial Court did not analyze how the
proposed modification impacted the child with
regard to the defined Custody Factors, and thus
did not recognize that the proposed modification
would serve the best interests of the child.
• The Trial Court reached an unreasonable
conclusion with regard to the four factors to
be considered when awarding joint custody, as
established in Wiseman v. Wall, 718 A.2d 844
(Pa.Super. 1998).
• The Trial Court misapplied the law when
considering the meaning and context for
“minimal cooperation between the parties.”
See P.J.P., supra. In reviewing the issues raised
on appeal, the Superior Court noted that Father
focused his appeal on his arguments concerning
the trial court’s conclusions regarding the § 5328(a)
factors that favored Mother, as well as the fact that
there was “minimal cooperation between the parties.
The Superior Court noted that the standard of
review for an appeal of a custody order is as follows:
In reviewing a custody order, our scope is of
the broadest type and our standard is abuse of
discretion. This Court “must accept findings of
the trial court that are supported by competent
evidence of record, as our role does not include
making independent factual determinations.”
We, however, “are not bound by the trial court’s
deductions or inferences from its factual
findings[,] and “[u]ltimately, the test is whether
the trial court’s conclusions are unreasonable as
shown by the evidence of record.” We may reject
the trial court’s conclusions “only if they involve
an error of law; or are unreasonable in light of
the sustainable findings of the trial court.” See
P.J.P., supra. (internal citations omitted).
continued on page 275
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In applying this standard of review to Father’s
issues on appeal, the Superior Court further noted
that the paramount concern in any custody action is
the best interests of the child.
Focusing on Father’s specific issues on appeal,
the Superior Court noted that the trial court had
concluded that “Father seems unreceptive to Mother’s
efforts and seems too bitter to accept anything less
than equal physical custody of the minor child,” and
that on balance, awarding shared physical custody
was not in the [c]hild’s bests interests. The Superior
Court further opined that the trial court’s findings of
fact and conclusions were not unreasonable, in light
of the parties’ respective testimonies and the trial
court’s analysis of the § 5328(a) factors. Specifically,
the Superior Court noted that the trial court correctly
ascertained that “Mother works to promote the [c]
hild’s relationship with Father and to improve the
parents’ co-parenting abilities, but that Father does
not make similar efforts. It was[,] therefore[,] within
the [trial] court’s discretion to conclude that a shared
physical custody arrangement was contrary to [c]
hild’s best interest.” See P.J.P., supra.
In Father’s remaining issues on appeal, Father
argued that the trial court abused its discretion in
failing to award equally shared physical custody,
contrary to the factors set forth in Wiseman v.
Wall, 718 A.2d 844 (Pa. Super. 1998). The Wiseman
factors are as follows:
(1) [B]oth parents must be fit, capable of making
reasonable child rearing decisions and
willing and able to provide love and care for
their children;
(2) both parents must evidence a continuing
desire for active involvement in the child’s life;
(3) both parents must be recognized by the child
as a source of security and love;
(4) a minimal degree of cooperation between
the parents must be possible. See Wiseman v.
Wall, 718 A.2d 844, 848.
Father argues that the trial court should have
granted Father’s request for equally shared physical
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

custody because Mother and Father are capable of a
“minimal degree of cooperation” and shared custody
would reduce conflict between the parties.
The Superior Court rejected Father’s argument
in this regard and provided the following analysis:
Father’s reliance on Wiseman is misplaced
because we decided Wiseman (and other
decisions applying the same rule) before
Section 5328(a) came into effect. We
announced our decision in Wiseman in
October 1998, whereas Section 5328 went into
effect more than 12 years later, in January 2011.
The timing matters because Section 5328(a)
incorporates each of the Wiseman factors.
Under Section 5328(a), the court, in ordering
any form of custody, must determine the
best interest of the child by considering all
relevant factors, including, but not limited
to, “the level of conflict between the parties
and the willingness and ability of the parties
to cooperate with one another.” Wiseman,
however, by its terms, required the court before
awarding shared custody “to make at least a
minimal finding that the parties were able to
cooperate before awarding shared custody.”
The difference is not trivial. The rule in
Wiseman, that trial courts make certain
findings before awarding shared custody,
contradicts the plain language of Section
5328(a). Section 5328(a), unlike Wiseman,
does not require certain findings before a court
may award shared custody. Under the current
statute, courts must now consider all relevant
factors, including the “ability of the parties to
cooperate,” when making an award of any form
of custody, and poor cooperation need not be
dispositive. The enactment of Section 5328(a)
rendered the Wiseman analysis obsolete.
To the extent our decisions discussing the
Wiseman analysis retain persuasive value,
Section 5328(a) no longer requires a trial
court to give deciding weight to the four
continued on page 276
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specific factors discussed in Wiseman when
awarding shared custody. These four factors
are assimilated into Section 5328(a). See P.J.P.,
supra. (internal citations omitted).
Relying on this analysis, the Superior Court
determined that the trial court appropriately
concluded that shared physical custody was not in
the child’s best interests, in light of the level of conflict
between Mother and Father, as well as the fact that
the testimony demonstrated that Mother and Father
lacked a “minimal degree of cooperation.” Based
upon all of the foregoing, the Superior Court affirmed
the trial court’s decision to retain Mother as the child’s
primary physical custodian.
Author’s Comments
The P.J.P. v. M.M. decision is consistent with
the Superior Court of Pennsylvania’s decisions
directing the trial courts to consider each and every
Section § 5328(a) factor when making a custody
determination, but that the factors are not a score
card for the trial courts to tally up and decide upon
the “winner.” It is ironic that Father elected to focus
on the Wiseman factor requiring a “minimal degree
of cooperation” between the parties in advocating

for an equally shared custodial schedule for his
son. The testimony and evidence relied upon by
the trial court and, ultimately, the Superior Court,
demonstrated that Father essentially thwarted
Mother’s ability to communicate with the child
during Father’s periods of custody and negated
Mother’s efforts to maintain a “minimal [and civil]
degree of cooperation” between the parties for the
child. This author has always thought that one of the
most important § 5328(a) factors pertains to which
parent will encourage a relationship with the other
parent. In this case, Mother is clearly the parent
willing to encourage a relationship between Father
and son and putting the child ahead of the personal
conflict between Mother and Father, which further
supported the trial court’s decision to retain Mother
as the child’s primary physical custodian.
Amy J. Phillips, Esquire is an associate in the York firm of The
Family Law Practice of Leslie S. Arzt, Esquire. Amy is also trained in
Collaborative Law. She is active in the York County Bar Association
Family Law Section (current President, 2018) and PBA Family Law
Section (member of Council, 2015-2018, program committee and
co-editor for case notes for the Pennsylvania Family Lawyer) and
will be the Professionalism/Judicial Liaison for the York County
Family Law Section in 2019. Amy is a member of the House of
Delegates for York County. Amy clerked for Monroe County Judge
Jerome P. Cheslock from August 2000 through August 2001. amy@
lsafamilylaw.com 717-741-0099

Trial Court Cannot Create a Financial Burden for Parents
When Establishing an Order for Custody
S.S. v. K.F., No. 3111 EDA 2017 & No. 3408 EDA 2017 (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Amy J. Phillips, Esquire
Amy@LSAfamilylaw.com
In its June 7, 2018 Opinion & Order of Court,
the Superior Court of Pennsylvania was called upon
to address cross-appeals filed by both Mother and
Father as a result of the Court of Common Pleas
of Bucks County’s (hereinafter the “Trial Court”)
Order for Custody. The Trial Court’s Order for
Custody denied Mother’s request to relocate with the
children and further directed the children to attend
a public school district in which neither parent
resided, which resulted in the parents’ paying tuition
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

to the children’s public school district. The Superior
Court, specifically, Justices Gantman, McLaughlin,
and Ransom, vacated the Trial Court’s Order for
Custody, finding that the Trial Court could not
create a financial burden for the parents that was
unexpected and contrary to the relief sought by
either parent, particularly since the Trial Court
failed to consider either parent’s financial resources
and/or obligations. In reaching this conclusion, the
continued on page 277
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Superior Court determined that while the issue of
school choice is, in many respects, a custody issue,
it is not solely a custody issue, and the parents were
entitled to a hearing and notice on the issue of
tuition before such an order could be entered.
In S.S. v. K.F., Mother and Father were the
parents of three (3) minor children, namely A.S.,
(age 13), K.S. (age 11) and M.S. (age 9). Mother and
Father were never married but separated in 2011.
At the time of their separation, Mother resided
in Levittown and Father resided in Bensalem,
which were both in Lower Bucks County and
approximately eight miles apart. For several years,
the parties shared custody informally, without a
court order, with the parties equally sharing time
with the children, except for Sunday evenings,
which were always spent with Mother. The children
attended school in the Pennsbury School District,
where Mother resided.
In October 2015, Father filed a Petition for
Custody requesting shared legal and physical
custody of the children. Following a hearing in
March 2016, the parties were directed to undergo
an evaluation with Court Conciliation Evaluation
Services (“CCES”). Pending the outcome of this
evaluation, the Trial Court directed the parties to
continue following the same custodial schedule. In
June 2016, Mother filed a Petition for Relocation
indicating her desire and intention to relocate to
East Coventry, Chester County. Mother intended
to move in with her paramour, D.S., in his home,
which was approximately 54 miles from Father’s
residence in Bensalem. Mother proposed that the
children attend the Owen J. Roberts School District
and further argued that the children would have
a better quality of life in Chester County. Mother
also argued that she had always been the children’s
primary caretaker, was a better parent than Father,
and the Owen J. Roberts School District was
superior to the Pennsbury School District.
Over the course of a three-day custody trial in
July 2017, Mother testified that she did not renew
the lease on her apartment in Levittown when she
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

lost her job in April 2017 but had already begun
residing with D.S., whom she married in January
2017. Father opposed Mother’s request to relocate
the children, as well as Mother’s request to enroll the
children in the Owen J. Roberts School District and,
on the other hand, requested that Father be awarded
majority custody of the children and that he be
permitted to enroll the children in the Bensalem
School District. Father argued that the children’s
familial and societal ties should be preserved as
much as possible, as well as focusing on the fact
that the parties enjoyed nearly equal parenting time
with the children for years. Father also testified
that he would be willing to move to the Pennsbury
School District, if necessary, which Father’s counsel
characterized his position as follows:
[I]f Father had primary custody here in the
Lower Bucks area, and Mother moved to
the [Chester County] area, that…if it turns
out that the Court feels that the Bensalem
school system is not appropriate for the
[C] hildren,…then [Father] would list [his]
house within 90 days in an attempt to move
to the Pennsbury School District, which
is a quality school in that area and would
not interfere with his business in terms of
location.” See S.S., supra.
On August 11, 2017, the Trial Court entered
an Order for Custody denying Mother’s request
to relocate the children to Chester County,
concluding that Mother’s new marriage was
not a sufficient reason to disrupt the children’s
schooling and connection to family, as well as
Mother’s efforts to minimize Father’s role in the
children’s lives. For these reasons, the Trial Court
concluded that relocation was not in the children’s
best interests. The Trial Court then analyzed
the factors set forth in 23 Pa.C.S. § 5328(a)
and determined that the parties should equally
share custody in a week on/week off fashion.
The Trial Court then considered the children’s
education and directed that the children remain
enrolled in the Pennsbury School District because
continued on page 278
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“educational stability is in the [c] hildren’s best
interests,” despite the fact that neither parent
remained residing in the Pennsbury School
District. In making this determination regarding
the children’s schooling: the Trial Court stated:
In making this determination, the court [ ]
relied in part on “Father’s testimony that he
and his new wife would list their current
house for sale and move into the Pennsbury
School District should the Court deny
Mother’s relocation, as Father desired to have
the Children remain in Pennsbury School
District. The [trial] court ordered that “one
(1) or both parents shall continue to reside
within the District or shall otherwise ensure
compliance with this Order in the best
interests of the Children.” See S.S., supra.
As a result of the above directive, both parties
filed Motions for Reconsideration, and Mother
filed a Petition for Contempt based upon Father’s
failure to move into the Pennsbury School District.
Father filed a Counter-Petition for Contempt,
arguing Mother was violating the Order for Custody
by exercising partial custody in Chester County
when the Trial Court had denied her request to
relocate. The Trial Court denied both Motions
for Reconsideration on September 6, 2017 and
issued an Amended Custody Order, which was
nearly identical to the original order, but rather
than ordering one or both parents to reside in the
Pennsbury School District, the Trial Court directed:
[T]he parties [shall] arrange their respective
residential situations so that the Children’s
school district will remain unchanged.
Either parent may reside wherever they
deem in the best interest of the Children
during their respective custodial periods but
shall be responsible for all transportation to
and from Pennsbury School District for all
classes and activities.

[I]n the event that neither party chooses to
reside in the Pennsbury School District, then
the parties shall be responsible for the payment
of tuition in equal shares. See S.S., supra.
The Trial Court then held a hearing on
September 11, 2017 on the parties’ respective
Petitions for Contempt. At the Contempt Hearing,
the Trial Court explained that it denied Mother’s
Petition for Relocation because it would change
the children’s school district, but that Mother was
permitted to exercise her periods of custody in
Chester County. The Trial Court further explained
that Mother’s ability to exercise her periods of
custody in Chester County did not affect Father’s
ability to exercise custody in Bucks County and that
the decision of the Trial Court was made in the best
interests of the children.
At the Contempt Hearing, Mother’s counsel
argued that the Trial Court’s directive that the
children remain in the Pennsbury School District
when neither party resided in that school district
created a financial hardship and impossibility for
both parties, since the cost of tuition was $4,069.00
per month. Father’s counsel attempted to clarify
Father’s position that Father had only been willing
to move into the Pennsbury School District if he
had been granted primary physical custody of
the children. The Trial Court further opined that
Father’s request for primary physical custody was
irrelevant to the decision to maintain the children in
the Pennsbury School District. Father’s counsel also
questioned the Trial Court’s ability to allocate the
tuition equally between the parties without deferring
to the appropriate Domestic Relations Section of the
Court. The Trial Court acknowledged that it had not
intended to make the school choice issue a financial
one or otherwise precluded the tuition from being
addressed through a support action but, rather, the
tuition should be allocated fairly and according to
the income of the parties.
Based upon the foregoing, the parties withdrew
their respective Petitions for Contempt and filed
timely Notices of Appeal. Both parties raised
several issues on appeal and both argued that the

continued on page 279
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Trial Court had abused its discretion and erred as
a matter of law in directing the children remain
enrolled in school district in which neither parent
resided. The Superior Court of Pennsylvania focused
on the school choice issue, which it found to be
dispositive of both parties’ appeals and, therefore,
did not address the other issues raised by either
party regarding the Trial Court’s denial of Mother’s
request for relocation and/or Father’s request for
primary physical custody. With respect to the issue
of the tuition for the children to attend Pennsbury
School District, Father argued that the monthly
cost of tuition in light of Father’s salary and child
support payments to Mother made the Trial Court’s
order “manifestly unreasonable.” Father further
argued that the Trial Court failed to consider the
Pennsylvania Support Guidelines in failing to
assess the parties’ ability to pay monthly tuition of
$4,069.00 and in failing to provide notice that the
Trial Court would consider a significant financial
matter during the custody hearings. Mother agreed
that neither party should be directed to pay tuition
and that the testimony established she moved to
Chester County with D.S. because she could not
afford to remain in Bucks County.
Upon review, the Superior Court noted that it
is not bound by the findings of Trial Court if the
Trial Court’s decision “is unreasonable in light of
the sustainable findings of the Trial Court and may
reject the Trial Court’s conclusions that involve
an error of law or an abuse of discretion.” See S.S.,
supra. (internal citations omitted). The Superior
Court further explained the Trial Court’s role in
a custody action as follows, particularly when
questions of relocation and school choice are raised:
The Child Custody Act provides that when
a custodial party seeks to relocate a child’s
residence, the party must petition the court,
and the court must consider the relocation
factors of [23 Pa.C.S. §] 5337(h). If the
proposed relocation will result in a change
in custody, the court must also consider the
custody factors in [23 Pa.C.S. §] 5328(a).
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Several of the factors of Section 5337(h) are
encompassed, either directly or implicitly
by the custody factors of Section 5328(a). A
court should avoid dissociating the issue of
primary custody from the issue of relocation
and should instead decide the two issues
together under a single umbrella of best
interests of the children.
When parties cannot resolve a dispute about
where to educate their children, the court
may act as arbiter to decide that issue, based
on the best interests of the children. If the
court is addressing a request to modify
custody in conjunction with the choice of
school, the court’s choice of school may
factor into the court’s custody decision. The
court’s choice of school may in fact require
it to modify the parties’ physical custody
award, in particular “when the parties live far
apart, making it impractical for one parent to
transport the child to school.” Continuity in
an education environment is an important,
but not controlling, factor to be considered
by the court in making a school or custody
decision, and over-emphasis on this factor
may constitute an abuse of discretion.
A court may order parents to pay for the
cost of school tuition as an additional
expense to the standard child support award.
However, the court may order a party to
pay the cost of tuition only after the court
determines that doing so is reasonable in
light of the parties’ respective incomes and
expenses. An order directing a party to pay
for tuition, like any support order, “must be
fair, non-confiscatory and attendant to the
circumstances of the parties.”
The parties are entitled to notice and a hearing
before the court orders payment of tuition. If
the court concludes a tuition expense to be
reasonable, it must allocate the cost in proportion
to the parents’ incomes. See S.S., supra. (internal
continued on page 280
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citations and quotation marks omitted)
(emphasis supplied).
Relying on the above explanation, the Superior
Court determined the Trial Court created an
additional expense and a financial hardship neither
party requested, expected, and/or could afford.
Because the Trial Court characterized the school
choice issue as solely a custody issue rather than
both a custody and support issue, the Trial Court
abused its discretion in not determining whether the
cost of tuition was reasonable in light of the parties’
incomes and expenses and essentially ignored the
parties’ financial realities.
Based upon the foregoing, the Superior Court
remanded this matter to the Trial Court with a
directive that the Trial Court “choose a school
that does not financially burden the parties, and it
must make [this] decision by considering both the
relocation and custody factors.”
Author’s Comments
In reading the Superior Court’s decision in the
S.S. v. K.F. decision, it is clear that the Trial Court

determined that the dispositive issue is where the
children would attend school in the future without
considering the totality of the parties’ demands for
relief regarding relocation and primary custody. The
Superior Court noted that the Trial Court may have
been hoping to coax a compromise from the parties
with regard to the issue of school choice, but when
no such compromise was forthcoming, the Trial
Court created an unreasonable outcome in failing to
select either parent’s school district. The outcome of
this case is a good reminder to avoid the pitfalls of
focusing too narrowly on a single issue in a custody
matter but to step back and consider the broader
picture, and that in resolving the larger question, the
smaller issues may fall into place.
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Statutory Repeal of Deduction for Alimony Payments
Mark R. Ashton
mashton@foxrothschild.com
IRS Sec. 11051
(a) IN GENERAL.—Part VII of subchapter B is
amended by striking by striking section 215 (and by
striking the item relating to such section in the table
of sections for such subpart).
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
(1) CORRESPONDING REPEAL OF
PROVISIONS PROVIDING FOR
INCLUSION OF ALIMONY IN GROSS
INCOME.
(A) Subsection (a) of section 61 is
amended by striking paragraph (8)
and by re-designating paragraphs
(9) through (15) as paragraphs (8)
through (14), respectively.
(B) Part II of subchapter B of chapter 1
is amended by striking section 71
(and by striking the item relating
to such section in the table of
sections for such part).
(C) Subpart F of part I of subchapter
J of chapter 1 is amended by
striking section 682 (and by
striking the item relating to such
section in the table of sections for
such subpart).
2) RELATED TO REPEAL OF SECTION 215.
(A) Section 62(a) is amended by
striking 2 paragraph (10).
(B) Section 3402(m)(1) is amended by
striking ‘‘(other than paragraph
(10) thereof)’’.
(C) Section 6724(d)(3) is amended by
striking subparagraph (C) and by
re-designating subparagraph
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

(D) as subparagraph (C).
(3) RELATED TO REPEAL OF SECTION 71.
(A) Section 121(d)(3) is amended—(i) by
striking ‘‘(as defined in section 11 71(b)(2))’’
in subparagraph
(B), and (ii) by adding at the end the following
new subparagraph:
‘‘(C) DIVORCE OR SEPARATION
INSTRUMENT.—For purposes of this
paragraph, the term ‘divorce or separation
instrument’ means—‘(i) a decree of
divorce or separate maintenance or a
written instrument incident to such
a decree, ‘‘(ii) a written separation
agreement, or ‘‘(iii) a decree (not described
in clause (i)) requiring a spouse to make
payments for the support or maintenance
of the other spouse.’ (B) Section 152(d)
(5) is amended to read as follows: ‘‘(5)
SPECIAL RULES FOR SUPPORT.—‘‘(A)
IN GENERAL.—For purposes of this
subsection—‘‘(i) payments to a spouse
of alimony or separate maintenance
payments shall not be treated as a payment
by the payor spouse for the support of
any dependent, and ‘‘(ii) in the case of
the remarriage of a parent, support of a
child received from the parent’s spouse
shall be treated as received from the
parent. ‘‘(B) ALIMONY OR SEPARATE
MAINTENANCE PAYMENT.—For
purposes of subparagraph (A), the
term ‘alimony or separate maintenance
payment’ means any payment in cash
if—‘‘(i) such payment is received by (or on
behalf of) a spouse under a divorce
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Hursh Receives PBA Statutory Law Award
Yvonne Llewellyn Hursh, counsel for the Joint
State Government Commission, received the PBA
Statutory Law Committee’s William E. Zeiter Award.
The award recognizes a significant contribution
to Pennsylvania law by a practitioner in the field of
legislation. It is named in honor of William E. Zeiter,
who is considered the father of the Pennsylvania
Consolidated Statutes and who, in the 1960s and
1970s, was prolific in drafting some of the major
codes now in use, such as the Corporation Code and
the Judiciary Code. His concept of the Pennsylvania
Consolidated Statutes, adopted in the 1968
Article 230, remains the foundation for codifying
Pennsylvania law.
Hursh has been with the Joint State Government
Commission for 36 years. She was a staff attorney
for 29 years, researching and writing legislative
drafting on a variety of topics, including mental
health procedures, child consumer product safety,
wrongful convictions, public health laws, public
libraries, human trafficking, child protection,
juvenile delinquency, truancy, alimony and support,
motor vehicle and consumer goods financing, and
guardianships. In 2012, she was named assistant
counsel, and, in 2015, she became counsel. In this
position, she supervises legal staff, provides counsel

The PBA Statutory Law Committee presented the William E.
Zeiter Award to Yvonne Llewellyn Hursh, counsel for the Joint
State Government Commission. Glenn Pasewicz, director of
the Joint State Government Commission is pictured on the left
and Vince DeLiberato, Statutory Law Committee chair
is on the right.

services to the commission and interacts with
members of the General Assembly and their staffs
on commission study-related issues.
Hursh is board treasurer for the Middletown
Public Library. She received a B.A. from Bucknell
University and a J.D. from the Dickinson School
of Law.

Photography by Harry M. Byrne Jr. © 2018
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